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Rockefeller (r) faces CBS, UPI news panel. 
Lobbyist 
Legislators 
By "GAIL BURRIS 
Texan Staff Writer ' 
The Friday appointment of former Regent Frank C. 
Erwin as the new System lobbyfct drew strong criticism 
from State Sen. Lloyd Doggett and Rep. Gonzalo 
Barrientos, while the other three members of the Travis 
County legislative delegation expressed their lack of 
power to change the decision. 
"I am unalterably opposed to Mr. Erwin serving the 
Universityin.any capacity. paid^orjinpaid," Doggett 
said, following Regents Chairman Allan Shivers' an­
nouncement that Erwin was seriously being considered 
to serve as the University's lobbyist.: 
Stiivers called a closed-door meeting with the delega-
' "tion to inform members of his decision and to let them 
know he planned to go ahead with it "immediately." 
"CHANCELLOR CHARLJ2S LeMalstre recommend­
ed Enrht to me, and I talked to Erwin> He has agreed to 
£11 the position but requested he.not be paid," Shivers 
. said." 




He added although Erwin would not be a paid lobbyist, 
he may receive a nominal salary "like $1 a year," along 
with expenses 
Shivers said he had talked to the other eight members 
of the board and has their approval. 
Erwitt's official title will be consultant to the Board of 
Regents on legislative matters, and Shivers explained 
Erwin would work with the Legislature on University-
related legislation.' 
(Ratated Story, Page 3.) 
Barrientos said, "I am shocked. I am vehemently op­
posed to this, but there is nothing I can do." 
Rep. Wilhelmina Delco explained Shiver's discussion 
with the delegation was merely a courtesy, and the 
delegation had no say in the actual appointment.- : 
SHE SAID, HOWEVER, she is not for or against 
Erwin. "I will listen to himandam willing to approach 
him as 1 would atiy lobbyist" ' - -
Although Rep. Sarah Weddington explained she was in 
no position "to try to tell anyone who they can hire as a 
lobbyist, I will probably be in opposition to him as a lob­
byist. 
"I don't question Erwin's effectiveness, but no regent 
should be involved in the detailed running of a university 
as he was. I am concerned about the impact he may 
have on the internal workings of the University," Wed­
dington added. 
Earle expressed similar feelings. "Erwin is sincere, 
but I disagree substantially with his trying to detail the 
University. We will disagree as often as we agree, I sup-
pose."-
THE UNIVERSITY has been without an official lob­
byist since Dan Petty resigned last summer. Mike Hud­
son, who works in the System legal office, has been fill­
ing in. 
-' Doggett said his main opposition to Erwin is "his all-'' 
, pervasive influence. I don't believe Erwin's record is 
one I-wish to prolong:'* 
Vice-President Angered by References to Kissinger 
NEW YORK (UPI) - Vice-President Nelson A; 
Rockefeller said Sunday the CIA probably did engage in 
illegal domestic surveillance and that his commission 
would find out who authorized it and why. 
Rockefeller said the special commission he chairs, to 
Investigate the CIA, must first determine if there was 
domestic spying, and added "I think we are going to find ; 
the answer is yes." 
"What we want to do is (find out) who were they, how. 
extensive and who authorized it And was this a direct 
presidential or attorney general order and what were 
'the reasons for it" 
He said the problem was "not too difficult, and I think 
we'll do a good job." 
The Vice-President said the commission did not need. 
subpoena power or White House tapes from the Nixon1: 
administration, to make a thorough investigation. 
He said the commission has had "Do'problem what­
soever in getting people to come and getting people to 
- t̂alk. > 
"• "As far as the tapes are concerned, I think we cab find: 
oat what went on by talking with the people who were in­
volved.'!think we can find oat all the answers, we can 
to tapes. 
CIA domestic surveillance allegedly began in the late 
1950s under former President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
and continued through, the Nixon administration. Tapes 
^related to the Watergate investigation reveal former 
President Richard M. Nixon tried to use the CIA in the 
• cover-up. 
The Vice-President was interviewed Sunday on CBS' 
"Face the Nation." 
Charging that his integrity had been challenged, 
Rockefeller became visibly angered when asked during 
: the television interview if his friendship with Secretary 
of State Henry A. Kissinger would prejudice his in­
vestigating committee's probe of the CIA. 
Helen Thomas, UPI's White House reporter and one of 
r the three panel members, asked Rockefeller if he would 
"finger anybody who is inolved" in the investigation of 
charges of domestic spying ... "even if it involves you 
-and Kissinger." ! 
Rockefeller prefaced his answer by. telling Thomas, 
"Well, I have to say to you that in your question you. 
question my integrity." He went .on to say^ that 
J,Wherever tbefacts lead us we'll go and yon can be 
assured of that." 
r Following is the text of the question and Rockefeller's 
reply: . 
Thomas — Mr. Vice-President, the President has said 
thatthere have been abuses of CIA domestic spying 
since '64 and '65. You were involved with CIA, in some 
connection and so was one of your good friends*. 
Secretary Kissinger, and you also gave him a gift of 
150,000. Will you finger anybody who is involved as the 
facts'stack up, even if it involves you and Kissinger? 
Rockefeller — Well, I have to say to you that in your 
question you question my integrity. Excuse me for say­
ing so bat the public ought to know. I've taken the oath 
of office to support the Constitution of the United States 
and to support this country against enemies from within 
and without. And when I take an oath I carry out that 
oath. "There is no conflict as far as I'm concerned with 
anything or anybody. I'm there to do the jobs that are 
assigned to me and to do it without any prejudice or 
other connection or anything. Therefore, wherever the 
facts lead us we'll go and you can be assured of that." 
> Rockefeller voiced concern that Senate and House 
; CIA investigations might jeopardize security by leaking 
'.covert operations not involved- with domestic sur-
veillaiK*. "This is really a most interesting and difficult 
problem^ Can a large body with a big staff cope with:*•$ 
thes^ things? This is going to be the challenge to )•; 
Congrfess." . 
^Travis County Delegation 
i 
• 
• By SHARON JAYSON 
Texan StaH Writer 
Senate Bill 1,'an emergency pay raise 
measure for state employes, has aroused 
mixed reactions from the Tl-avis County 
legislative delegation and various lob­
bying groups because of disagreement 
with the pay increase cut-off points. 
THE BILL, which goes before the 
House Appropriations Committe at 11 
a.m. Monday, was .proposed by Sen. 
Lloyd Doggett and provided'for a flat 10 
percent increase in: 
When the Senate Finance Committed 
Revised the.measure.the pay increases 
were divided into a two-tier system with 
those earning (10,000 or below to receiv­
ing a 14.2 percent raise and those making 
above that amount to receive a 10.5 per­
cent raise. 
An amendment, proposed by Pasadena 
Sen. Chet Brooks and,passed by the 
Senate, added a third category which 
reduced the pay raise from 10.5 percent 
to 5.5 percent for, persons with annual in­
comes higher than $20,500.The addition 
of this third tier to the previous pay raise 
scale has caused the Texas Student Lob­
by and Texas. Association of College 
Teachers'(TACT) to worry , about the 
national ranking of Texas' colleges and 
universities.-
"WE DON'T LIKE the three-tiered 
system because a lot of the faculty at UT 
and other colleges in Texas who make 
around that $20,500—the kind of people 
who copld make two or three times that 
if they wortoil for private industry — 
will be tempted to leave the educational 
system," said Sandy Kress, director of 
the Texas Student Lobby. 
"The dost of living is up 12 percent this 
year, yet the Texas Senate would only 
give most teachers a 5.5 percent pay in­
crease," headded. 
TACT executive committee member 
Philip L. White, University associate 
professor of history, believes that the bill 
approved by the Senate is "the worst -
one." ...: 
• \ "The labor people who want the major 
increase for state employes in the lower 
bracket will get their money by 
diminishing-the money of those in the 
higher bracket;-which will have a highly 
unfortunate 'long-term effect for the. 
University," he added. 
ALTHOUGH' the bill states that the 5.5 
percent increase $ould only apply to per­
sons earning $20,000 annually, the 
Legislative;' BudgetBoard's interpreta­
tion discounted the fact that faculty are 
paid on a nine-month basis. A faculty 




months would be included in the 5.5 pen- 1 
cent scale. White explained. 
Other problems; like the amount of' 
money needed and a possible guber­
natorial veto, may delay passage of the 
bill, although the comptroller would like 
to see the measure passed by Saturday, to 
be effective immediately. 
'"The biggest problem is that nobody 
knows how much money will be needed. 
Estimates range from $83 million to $110 
million and are still climbing," said Repl 
Ronald Earle. 
Because the bill may require morels 
than $100 million, Kress is worried that • 
the representatives will be swayed 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe's statement that he 
will veto any bill requiring over $100 
million. 
, "IF PEOPLE want to give the faculty a * 
pay increase, they should do it and then 
put the gpvemor on the spot as to . 
whether he will veto because of a few 
hundred thousand," Kress said. / 
Earle favors the -two-tier system 
rather than the amended three-tier ver­
sion since he proposed a similar one in ; 
the House. > .: 
Reps. Wilhemina Delco and Gonzalo 
Barrientos favor a pay raise for faculty, 
{but their foremost concern is for those at 
' the bottom of the pay scale. ( 
Although Delco wants to see (he ine-.; 
quities for faculty "ironed out," she still 
believes that the state employes, at the 
bottom should receive help first. 
Barrientos sees a need to work out the 
inequities' so that "leapfrogging would 
not occur." Leapfrogging involves peo­
ple with increases making more money 
than their supervisors. 
BECAUSE HE generally favors the 
Senate-passed bill with a few minor 
' changes, Barrientos has proposed an 
amendment which would give an 18 per­
cent increase to those who make'ap­
proximately $350 to $700 a month! 
Rep. Sarah Weddington and Doggett 
were unavailable for comment . . -
Since the members of the Travis Coun­
ty delegation would like to see the bill 
. passed by Saturday, committe members 
have been meeting all weekend so they 
can go to the House with a solid bill, 
Barrientos said. 
Since the emergency pay raise 
measure affects 125,000 state workers, 
Kress urged all University students and 
faculty to impress upon the Legislature 
the need to fight hard for a bill fair to all. 
''Our hope is that student and faculty 
begin to realize that the main concerns 
• of the group are the same for the other 
group. They should work together more 
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City Councilman Jeff Friedman 
May Lack Qualifications 
By JOSE M. FLORES . 
-y Texan Staff Writer 
iWith the passing of 1he filing deadline 
for the vacated positions on the Texas 
Student Publications (TSP) Board 
board: members will convene Monday 
night to certify the candidates and dis- • 
cuss an mfusua^problem, 
~%U1 three applicants for Daily Texan 
etjltor may.be ineligible for the position: 
(UNDER ARTICLE SIX of the.TSP 
' Handbook .'qualifications ' fbr- Texan 
, editor,candidates -most have, served on 
for 10 weeks during each of at least two 
semesters within 18 months immediately 
prior to this semester. None of the can­
didates have done so 
TSP general* manager Loyd Edmonds 
said Sunday there were some 
qualifications which^could be waived if 
the TSP Board- 'determined' the •: 
qualifications in question to be com-
volunteer copy editor though he has yet 
to report to work this.semester.' 
All three applicants for Texan editor 
however, meet scholastic qualifications, 
are majoring in journalism and are up­
per division students. Boesch is a senior. -
Walsh and Viltanueva are juniors. ' 
APPLICATIONS FROM 18 other 
students vying for the S TSP posiUons:-
were accepted and will also be reviewed -• 
by the board.lor certification Monday 
night. 
Comparative Studies; and Andrew Han­
son, social and behavioral sciences. 
The TSP Board~acts.as publisher for 
studient publications at the University, 
establishing policy afllHaudgeting for the 
Daily Texan. Peajrl magazine and the 
Cactus yearbook, v 
The voting board consists of six 
students, three faculty and two 
professional newspersons. 
Jeff Friedman becime the first City 
Council member to make his further 
political aspirations;, known when he 
publicly announced his candidacy for 
mayor of Atastin ^Friday; = 
Citing the questionable and sometimes 
illegal acts of a feto men in our national, 
state and local- governments, "Friedman 
said the public has become "justifiably 
cynical" towards city government in the 
last four years. He said he hopes his past 
four-year record justifies the trust of the 
public. 
With Friedman's announcement, 
Lowell Lebermann' is the only present 
council member who has not yet made 
his further political intentions known. He 
said Sunday he will make a decision and 
announce sometime this week. All of the 
other council members have decided not 
to run in the April, election; 
FRIEDMAN ISSUED'wtjat he termed 
his "complete disclosure packet" at his 
press conference In the council 
chambers. The packet included his 1973 
income tax return and a biographical! • 
sketch. 
"These extra steps are an example of 
the complete openness and candor that I . 
believe the people of Austin deserve " 
from the office of mayor," Friedman > 
said. ' » 
Friedman estimated his campaign 
costs would be approximately $50,000, 
which would be " solicited from every •' 
citizen." , 
The councilman mentioned several of > 
"the host of complex problems facing « 
Austin today" in his prepared announce- * 
ment speech, including neighborhood in- r 
tegrity and historical preservation. ,« 
"ANOTHER OF the most basic' 
problems facing the city is a question of ' 
determining priorities between human -
aspirations and asphalt," Friedman' 
said. "We cannot ask our citizens to 1 
tolerate cutbacks' in recreational 
facilities and library services, while pay­
ing more and more tax dollars." •' 
^Controlled 
The matter.ot course, will be taken 
up in front of the board andr in the 
presence of the candidates themselves „ V , •' ' ; 
a / Mltf ght'lEdmonds said. ,, »"• " \ - AppUcants tor Place t on the board itt^ 
hi 11 elude: RickCjmpt Stephen Burke,Mary 
f "  ^ E l l e n  F o r d ,  P a u l  W 4 U e ,  J i m  R i t t s  a n d  
'Rô Thompson m ape junlore 4,16 
SlfiUr^day/highti'John McKuSkeriouiid 
MJhu grade point ayerage toy instance. This " 
I wlllrhrglven all due cbfasidera-
ker 
x tion and voted on bj* (he board Monday ' 
a chante '.iwi HOMA** iritk*. »i.. Turma 
Sdtool of Communication;' < 
Warm 
AAoitday will be clear 
and watnv with an 
afternoon ̂ fhlgh 
reaching into the <up-^ 
per 80s and ft.lpwat^ 
nlght dlpping lfito the;i 
\v r  
FilmgforPlace are- juniors Scott 
vl*any;Leylti.and JDoji$14 Mat? tiimselfdires ahdjail^don. i^
$ po^sessicsT o 
^Fourteen; hotelale^ trnid-SOfr^-Sotrfhieriy^i-
, \v i n di—ar e ̂ ex p e ctf '''ten C 
^fmploye 
^/Ith'Qfusts'-from 9 to 1 
m 
Drops... 
Tuesday is the lasf 
day to drop classes 
and still .receive a re­
fund. Students .must 
complete, drop-cdrd 
procedures with their, 
departmental majors. %1I 
Baawg 
c^.c^cu-
: T&^%0i:-M-(£^ <> Ex® 
4 {^' -*lf 
Hi ^4>'£^£%^S' Jj^««>£ aag^'r^E,, •#.*Kc-.!«r.>^ *'£S ^%&k~iffri\ 
y-,K-immm 
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Butlerf3 Councilmen Received Bell Money 
ByMIKE MORRISON 
TexaoStaff Writer * " 
' ^ Austin Mayor Roy Batler andthree 
^former city councilmen .unknowingly 
iceceiyed corporate campaign con-, 
;tributioas from a Southwestern Bell' 
"J.1 slush, fund" maintained by the late T.O. 
Gravitt, fonner head of the telephone 
' company's Texas operations. 
said Butler was never aware of the con-
ftnbution. 
*"' During the 1973 council races, Holman. 
~ said corporate money was funneled into 
ithe campaign chests of Mayor Pro Tern 
' l>an LoveandCouncilmen Bert Handcox 
'.[and Dick Nichols, although the can-
didates were told the contributions were 
.'personal. 
for 
ar.IN AJOOPYWGHTED stoiy Friday '4 STATE STATUTE prohibits corporate 
nthe .Austin American-Statesmans>:canipaigncontribations 
^reported that f Bill Holman, former 
Austin Bell division manager, revealed 
the existence of the' "slush fund" in a. 
-lengthy deposition eventually to be 
-entered into a $29.2 million libel and 
''gander lawsuit flledagainst Bell by sur-
•vivbrsof Gravitt and firedBefl executive 
Sames Ashley. * - ; * 
Holman also admitted that as a 
^member of the Capital National Bank 
oboaid of directors,he was ableto obtain 
.' financial information about an uniden­
tified City Council candidate: - - • 
:••> In the transcripts, Holman said he 
•.gave |300 in 1971 to MayorRoy-Butler's 
..campaign -finance manager, Bill 
i.younjgblood. Last week; Youngblood 
(.Acknowledged receiving the money from 
In a press conference earlier this 
.month, Butler acknowledged his 1971. 
campaign Finance statement includes a 
1200 contribution from Holman. Love 
and Handcox said their campaign 
• finance reports show no' contributions 
.from Bell or dny telephone company ex­
ecutives. Nichols also k&s denied receiv- •• 
. ing contributions from Bell or Holman. 
Holman said' in the transcripts he con­
tributed between $400 and 1500 in 1973 to 
the council candidates, the money deriv-
'edthrough expense vmicheTs..or coming, 
directly from Gravitt. ; 
• In-1973, Bell was asking the city for a 
24 percent rate increase. Holmah said he 
was pressured by Bell superiors to get 
the increase. 
Holman but only as an. individual, and "I was the one that was having 
. pressure-on me in-Austin. Texas, 
political contributions," he said. 
THE crrv COUNCIL finally gave the 
company only a 9 percent increase upon 
this recommendation of a citizen's study 
group and qty Atty.' Don Butler. 
, Holman said heobtained the informa­
tion from Capital National Bank on the 
unidentified Icotincil candidate because 
he "wanted to see whathe (the can­
didate) owed." 
However, this - information was only 
part of the dossiers collected on city 
: councilmen by Bell that were used to in-
fhtence their Votes on the rate request. 
; Capital National Bank President Dr. 
JosephiM. Grant said Holnum's actions 
"represent a breach of faith, was highly 
unethical, completely un»nc|tioned and 
without our knowledge."-H<dman resign­
ed from the bank board la&-April 1. the 
same time that 6eH removed him as 
Austin division manager and placed him 
on "special assignment.'' -
Holman has been subpoenaed to testify 
before a San Antonio federal, grand jury 
Tuesday morning. It is not known why 
the grand juiy Jhas requestedHoiman's 
appearance. . £ 
*  t x X X  ^  
In A recent report of a ttimmlttee, i'-?'set-up decision." He added that whe^k 
concerned with the (n^tfttory funding,'Ite ̂ rgued lor additional funding before 1 
of student,..services fees( .recommend :the committee, the members "did not 
dations were-made, that the'office of-. Seetnat'all concerned with the-Mcts. lt • 
students' attorney gradually be phased ' was as if their decision was already 
1 afid replaced by a lay .schooltisfliade.1' 
; Sponsored cliniq. * f ' \'fe. In ans< 
V ' committee's; donftllisfrths worn -mlHoe'c 
Ivy Responds 
„ , , a swer to the reasons for the copi-
The itt '  C clusions ere., itfe 's recommendations, :ivy said 
' based on- 1) The student law office the committee ignores "the detrimen-
handles mainly landlord-tenant tal effect'V caused by the absence of 
problems and because of the efforts of legal aid for students. Without a legal 
tiie law office those, problems are no -'agency looking out for the rights', of 
longer numerous, 2) student- legal ^students, problenis' would increase, he 
problems are.ho different, from the:>'said. . . :v,. - ' V. ,(j 
legal problems of the general popula- COMMENTING on the second reason 
_ __ _ „i< ® small, minority of... given in the committee's recbmme'nd£-T' 
I O KBDOrt s law Miyice.:!. yon^; an vemplbye of the officel-.bf ' 
i I 4.. • ,THE COMMITTEE, made iip of ad- .students'' attoniey remained thiat.-'-a 
—  E . . - m i n i s t r a t i y e ;  v f a c u l t y ,  a n d  s t u d e n t  ;  s t u d e n t ' s  h e a l t h  l a n d  i t r a n s p o r t a t i o ' o  
\Jn I (JrlOf HO -me™«FSi':sg}ves ite recommendations, problems are no different from those of 
'• ^:' •• . to the p»«l.of Regente. .. the general population. And yet^' rhe -
- ' I.vyr® lawyer for the office of - continued, "the University' providesr 
the students' attorney, labeledthecom-i ' these services for the student.'' ; v: 
mittee s- decision as a "damn serious ' In regard td the committee's stated, i 
threat . because of the power the ment that the law office only helpsla 
regents, have sccumulated and the a^>- small minority of students, Ivy stated 
parent political apathy ..among the that considering the current bi)dge|t 
students. . giving legal aid to "10 percent of 
Ivy said he fears that: the com- student body is 
mittee's decision' was not : based on 
s. 
,Al 
facts but on predetenpined political 
and ^economic' -considerations. Ivy 
:stated the,committee's report was a 
significant."'Iyy 
recommended that the office be rat-..." 
panded to help more students by hiring, 
another - attorney, hiring more laW 
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'MorBBi®!; 
Two' education bills. one to 
give tuition exemption to low ^ 
income families and the se­
cond to.. reinforce bilingual: 
education in Texas; have'been 
introduced in the House by 
Bep. Carlos Truan of Corpus 
Christi. 
PRESENTLY the state ex­
empts from college tuitions 
those students whose annual 
family income-is below $4,000 
and who either graduated in 







school class or scored iti the' 
top 20 percent on college en­
trance examinations. 
. The bill, introduced by. 
Truan, would revise this 
policy in three, ways.. It 
stipulates: that:- students need 
only graduate - in the top so 
percent of their class or score 
in the top 50 percent on the en­
trance exams to be ^igible for 
exemption The bill al«t vould 
allow the poverty standard to < 
be determined bjrthe I)epart-; 
aide .•Tom ment of Health Educationand said Truan's 
Welfare rather than remain-' Mathews. 
ing a rigid $4,000 annual In-' ' THE TUITION 
come stipulation. - v bill was co-sponsored by 2' 
:: The reason for seeking to - members of- the House, in-
loosen the academic re- eluding Rep. Gonzalo Barrien-
quirements stemmed from tos of Austin. : •<•••• 
11131 A second education bill i„-
onginal standards were too troduced last week 
t1!®' Slt5-. "strengthens and clarifies 
from, low income families isline statutes" in the Texas 
were able to quaUfy for the - -g s^-?s ,n me1*xas 
-i> 
W' 
oTomnHii, "tL, Bilingual Education Act pass-
exemption. Tne act was m jj. •>,- j«s» legislative ses-' • essence, defeating itself ' "»e fasi legislative sefcv, 
The Texas Bilingual Educ^' 
tion Act instituted bilingual 
•r- programs, in primary'^and 
t -secondary schools .Iwherie 
. large nunibers of students 
come from Spanish speaking -
: backgrounds. 
; Aimed at easing the inade­
quate educational "opporr n 
. • tunities-available to children <-' 
*—of - limited English-speaking . 
ability, the bill' waV-co- £ 
sponsored by Truau aiid Sen. a 
Qiet Brooks of Pasadena • ; « 
The newiy-introdu^ed bill . 
would bring kinderg^uSeiiis m- -
""^er the state bilingual ; 
program and "does a-bit of ,j 
house' cleaning on the 
.Bilingual Education Act,!' * 
said Matthews. \ , I \ & 
JtlTEMTIOiii 
JMHS. SHIRTS, DRBSK 
-V V We An Now Doing Outsida Alterations'at 
• fosy Meet . *./: 
BOB ELllOlf'S 
24M Caodalap* OhAH>ra| 
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MOTS 'af O, RE.% Sp̂ irald̂ you sure make tasty albums. 
" Since you stbrmed out qfthe midwest into our 
chearts, you've been responsible for some of themost 
superdhaigedmusic ever heard. - Sft 
Your new album, "Lost in a Dream," is your big­
gest blastyet Roomrshaking explosions <tf moltengj 
metal that never let up for a micro-second And v 
that's just fine with us because R£.O.f we could 
never get our fill of you! / h 
m, 
. a 
tdC f A# 
i 
sponsmoit^Hoos^jftid 
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Educators Want Senate Bill 1 Revised 
irJ&v-TV'1-"'.-
-» >l n*-^rZBy STEVE McGONIGLE 
TexanStaff Writer 
iCfo-













tag the Texas.House toN "eliminate three major flaws or ine- •• 
quitles" in the version of the emergency salary increase bill for. 
state employes passed by the Senate last Monday. 
Dr. David J. Gavenda, president of the University chapter, 
called the meeting to report on the status of TACT's lobbying ef­
forts to gain accost of living salary increase favorable to all 
college anduniversity faculty, librarians and academic per­
sonnel. ' . 1 
TACT'S EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR and head lobbyist for the 
ilary bill,- Prank Wright, was the primary speaker before the • 
udience of less thamlOO faculty members. Wright traced the 
progress'of Senate Bill 1, from the original proposal sponsored 
by Sen. Lloyd! Doggett of Austin, through its refinement in the 
Senate 'wilh' the addition of<a controversial amendmentby&en. 
Chet Brooks of Pasadena. , >• ' 
Doggett's original proposal, Wright said, called fdr a' 10 per­
cent cpst of living increase for all state employes. But-when the 
bill was sent to the Senate Finance Committee Jail. 1S,< it was 
changed to give a 14.2,percent increase to employes earning 
below J10,500 anda 10.5 percent increase to those persons mak-: 
ing morethan $10,500. The committee had unanimously passed • < 
the- bill,|aiid both TACT rand the. Texas • Public Employes ; 
Association (TPEA) had approved the bill in thi; form, Wright -
said. . s -
WHEN THE BILL was sent before the full Senate last Mon­
day, Brooks introduced an. amendment which he said would 
amount to a $7 million savings for, taxpayers. The Brooks, 
'amendment, which was passed by the Senate, calls for a "stair " 
step" increase oif 14.2 percent for. employes malting below $10,-•-' 
; 500, 10.5. percent for those earning between $10^500 and $20,500. 
and 5.5 peraiet for persons making above $20,500, Relying on -
cost figures supplied by Brooks; theSenate Appropriations 
Committee designated $100 million for the bill. ' /. p v : f -
TACf later revealed that Brooks' savings figures were off by 
. $4 million (the savings were $3 million instead of $7 million) and 
then said that in .this form the bill would cause "substantial in­
equities" in the actual application of the salary increases by 
"leapfrogging'Some faculty members over others in. the same 
xNo Rubber Stamp': 
centincrease, raising his salary to $11,603 also. Furthermore,' 
.- TACT claims, "persons in the lowest step could be moved ahead 
-:Of colleagues in the middle step by as much as $380, and thosein­
the middle, step could end up with more than $1,000 higher 
salary than some colleagues in the highest step." „ -
. AS WAS STATED IN THE resolution passed Friday,.TACT in-
: sisted that this leapfrogging effect must be corrected. Two of 
the suggestions made by Wright to eliminate the inequality 
were to revert back either to the finance committee Version of 
the bill.or to the original Doggett bill, which Gov. Dolph Briscoe 
gave his approval to last week. 
The second flaw in' the bill noted by TACT arises from the 
phrase "annual rates in January, 1975" in reference to figuring 
what percentage pay increase, each- employe would receive. 
Gayenda pointed out at the meeting that since the majority of 
the University faculty has nine-month contracts, taking their 
monthly pay rate and multiplying that figure by 12 months 
results in an unfair and inaccurate representation of their an­
nual incomes. 
TACT'S TiHRD PROPOSED correction for the bill again 
stems from the fact that most faculty members are on a nine-
month contract while all otherstateemployes haye 12 'month 
contracts? If the new pay increase takes effect by Feb. 1, TACT 
explains that 'most faculty members will receive only four 
. months at the new base pay rate, instead of the seven months of. *' 
increased pay enjoyed by all other state employes.-- Therefore, 
the pay increase for nine-month faculty will represent only 76 
percent of the dollar increase to regular state employes. 
To offset the effect of these;second and third inequalities, 
found in the bill, Gavenda said TACT would like to see the addi-: 
. tion of another paragraph which would'apply stricdy to.nine-:"-
month faculty members.; He admitted, however, that the-
chances for getting such a paragraph added to the bill's content 
are not too promising. . • "\v:- ' --
Copies of the TACT .resolution were to be sent , to' the 
; Legislature before it convenes on Monday, Gavenda said. Even-
though the deadline is near, Gavenda expressed hope that the 
House and Senate would be ab]e to agree on a compromise ver­
sion of the bill to send to the governor before Feb 1. • 

















WASHINGTON (AP) - House 
Republicans plan to-put together-their 
own legislative program by mid-April, 
GOP Leader John Rhodes says. 
He said it will,incorporate many Ford 
administration, proposals "bjit we hope 
to have Some innovative proposals from 
up here, too. 
"We do not intend to be rubber stamps 
as theDemocrats in Congress have for • 
so many years when their party is in 
power,"i-Rhodes, of Arizona, said in an > 
interview 1 
• •  
Rhodes denied that the need for a con­
gressional.Republican program has-
anything to dorwlth the vulnerability of 
GOP members at the polls if President 
Ford is low in the polls in 1976. 
"We .don't do this because of any fear 
of the unpopularity of the White House," 
Rhodes' said. "Ipersonally feel that the 
President's stock is rising and that the 
public is. going. to view him in a very 
favorable light" 
The congresman said he has always in­
sisted, however, that members of • 
More Power Sought 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two 
Democratic senators. said Sunday they' 
plan to introduce ' legislation, giving the 
Council on: Wage and Price Stability 
power to delay for up to 60 days any wage 
or price hikes.that would significantly in­
crease inflation. .... ; 
Sens. William Prwnhire, D-Wis.,, and 
Adlai E. Stevenson,,D-Ili., the diairman 
anda member respectively of theSenate. 
Banking Committee, said they would in­
troduce their.proposal Monday.- ' 
It would permit the council to require 
prenotificatioh- of inflationary wage or 
price incrieases and would give it sub-' 
poena power to help determme if in­
creases are justified. , > 
The two senators said that giving the 
council additional powers to fight infla­
tion, will forestall the needior across the 
m 
brcwd power to head off^an inflationary 
wage or. price, increase. 
' The President can aiid should bring 
the parties in and have a face-to-face 
talk with them in the Oval Office," they 
said. ., -
"The President can examine their 
defeise contracts, their federal sub­
sidies, theallocation of Scarce materials 
to them and the myriads of concessions, , 
.privileges-,:1 franchises and other favors' 
the federal government has to bestow 
upon them," they added. ^ . 
If all else fails "the President can call 
upon Congress for authority to roll back 
the specific increases in a particular in­
dustry during : the 60-day period of 
delay;"^theysaid: 
"We believe this approach _is much 
better than- gi^fing; the President broad > 
board wage andI price controls, thejrj. and general Jwwers of roll-back and con- ,) Cont 
noted that thg Resident already, *asg<^ trol." they sfid. &k- said 
Congress should set out their own party, 
programs distinct from the executive's: 
Rhodes predicted that the Republican 
plan.will be more comprehensive than 
the Democratic leadership's outline ear­
ly this month of legislative priorities to 
revive the economy and end the energy 
crisis. 
The Democratic proposals constituted 
"nothing very new or even very 
desirable," Rhodes said, v : . 
He said the House Republicans 
wouldn't duplicate proposals which they:' 
endorse from the- Ford administration"' 
but •"# the Administration came up with' 
a turkey, which we don't anticipate, we 
wouldn't accept it." . .. I 
If for example the President proposed 
a strip mining bill which cpngt^onaU; 
Republicans thought might rc^t'itf less 
coal being mined than now,''the GOP 
members probably would introduce, their 
own bill, Rhodes said. «*• . . 
"I propose to go far ahead of what the]; 
Democrats ever did and try to establish 
a Republican House program," Rhodes 
said. „ ' 
He said this would be accompanied, 
ideally, by GOP congressional, input fntd 
Administration programs as thiy afe be^ <. 
ing drafted at the agency-by-agency, 
level. 
Rhodes had predicted this would 
happen when his predecessor as GOP, 
Minority leader, Gerald Ford, became 
President last August.-But this did nott 
occur, Rhodes said. " "h 
Ford, in' fact, seemed as out of toudr 
with Congress as other presidents, as exi-^' 
emplified by his vetoes of bills which ' 
Silencing an Opinion 
—UPI T*)*photo 
Holding his club, a plainclothes policeman stands over a fallen Buddhist 
monk during a demonstration in Saigon against the government of President 
Nguyen Van Thieu. Hundreds of Buddhist monks and nuns clashed with 




WASHINGTON (AP) —A bill allowing 
the President to block foreign investo'fs 
from buying more than 5 percent of tije 
stock of any American company is to be 
introduced Monday by Sen. Harrison A. 
Williams Jr. 
The legislation also would require 
public disclosure of every stockholder in 
. every publicly held corporation in the 
United States. \ 
Williams, chairman of the Senate 
banking subcommittee on securities, in­
dicated in a statement Sunday that ms 
bill was prompted by efforts of rich oil-
producing nations to find safe in­
vestments for their surplus earnings.u 
"DIFFICULT AND GOMPLEX 
negotiations are under way to resolve 
global economic and political problerfis 
which threaten to endanger world ordfer 
and peace." Williams said. "The United 
States must be in a position of financ&il 
independence if we are to play an in-
strumental role in arriving at permanent 
and peaceful solutions. This bill will aid 
us in achieving that result." i 
The New Jersey Democrat said 
foreign investment in U.S. companies in­
creased by about 7 percent a year 
between 1962 and 1972. But in 1973 the 
figure shot up by 24 percent, he addep. 
Williams attributed the expansion iof 
foreign investment to nondiscriminatory 
treatment in the United States, receilt 
currency re-evaluations and the 400 per­
cent increase in oil prices. •» 
i 
If he thought it necessary for foreign 
policy, national security or domestic 
economic reasons, the President, under 
the bill, could block any foreign citia£n 
or government from buying more thaii 5 
percent of the stock in any U.S. company 
with assets of $1 million or more. ; j 
THE MEASURE would require dis­
closure of the name, address a'tid 
nationality of any person voting more 





ress Nears Showdown 









WMCS.at .7 pm., Tuesday. to,consider,xj 
among.;^ther bustiie)ss,';> proposal by^M; 
wmmm 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Shoved into,. 
Speedy action by President Ford, 
Congress heads this week toward a show-, 
down on th& Administration's.decision to I 
tax imported crude oil. . , 
Th6 ' House • Ways arid'Meahs Com-! 
mittee voted last week to suspend for 9oj • 
days any imposition of the three-stage,, 
$3-a-barreJ tariff. It attached the suspen­
sion legislation to a bill increasing the : 
debt ceiling'which Ford must haye. 
THE MEASURE — the first major bill 
of the 94th Congress — is expected to 
reach the House floor late in the week, 
although there is a possibility action . 
could,spill-.over into next week. 
It will provide the first indication of 
the strength of the heavily Democratic 
new Congress, compared to the Ad­
ministration. 
The Senate, meanwhile, is expected to 
approve a resolution Monday creating a 
select ,11-member committee to in­
vestigate the CIA, the FBI and other in­
telligence gathering' agencies. The com-
mittee'must finish its work by 




)=. > ,-, The. legislature will begin its schedule 
, .of committee hearings Monday. 
. The House Appropriations Committee 
• meets at 11 a.m., Monday, taking up the 
Senate-endorsed pay hike for 125,000 . 
state workers. 
The Senate is expected to consider a 
constitutional ^amendment proposed by 
• ^ Sen. Lloyd Doggett of Austin which 
$•, would abolish the 6 percent ceiling on 
' ~ raisesc the Legislature - can make on 
teachers' and state workers' retirement 
benefits. Senators'.begin their session at 
10:30 a.m. Monday, tte House convenes 
f at I'p.rh. : 
§ Tb® Senate State Affairs Committee 
endorsed the amendment by Doggett 
i which is necessary for a permanent raise 
• in benefits for retired state employes. 
Re state now is limited by the Constitu­
tion as to. raisesit may grant in benefits 
to retired workers. . 
. . Austin.Reps. Sarah Weddington and 
Gonzalb Barrientos said last week they 
wpuld'propose alterations to the bill to 
provlde raisfes for 65,000 nOn classified ' 
a ;employes, including University workers. • 
; Suggested raise rates are: 14.2 percent . 
for those making less than.'$10,500, 10.5'--. 
1 'percent for those'.earning between $10,- ^ 
' ",500!alia $20^00 and a.raise of 5.5 percent •' 
, : ̂r>those making more than $20,500. , , 
t -'•:_F3ak is lexpecttd ,from critics of the-'-
bill^ most'of whom ihipk to the higher- * 
paid'brackets. They, complain' that inV ? " 
some • C&'ses;, lower-ranke^; workersjl^ 
would receive raises that would |>ut their,Sp 
. Senators plan to deal Ti^esday.with the . 
disputed New Hampshire«lection, which 
has left one of that state'i seats empty. 
" THE SENATE' has - three .options — 
seating Republic Louis'Wyman and 
asking theSiaiate.Hiiles Committeaid in- - < 
vestigate WymSfi's two-vote victory'o^er^ 
Democrat". John Durkin; declaring the , 
seat vacant ahd allowing a new election;' 
or seating neither Wyman or Durkin 
while the committee investigates. 
The third'option is expected to be 
chosen. • 
The Senate-might also reach a decision 
at midweek onireform efforts to Revise 
the rules fo^shutting off filibusters. 
- Senate liberals-want to change the>T|3e 
and allow a three-fifths majority to stop 
a filibuster, rather than the presenfy 
required two-thirds majority. 
A motion to end debate on the 
change is expected to be filed Mora 
V with the vote taking place Wedu 
Dr. Edward H. Levi, president of 
University of Chicago, faces the 
Judiciary Committee confirmatii 
hearings Monday as Ford's choice for At­
torney general. Earlier opposition to t$e 
Levi nomination from Senate 
vatives has vanished, and confirmatii 
appears assured. 
Sen. Sparkman Favors Creation of Palestinian Stah 
BEIRUT (UPI) - Sen. Johi 
Sparkman, D-Ala., said in an inter­
view that he favors creating a Palesti­
nian state and believes Israel shoula 
give up "some, if not all" of its o& 
cupied territoiy, the Beirut Daily Star 
reported Sunday; 1 
Sparkman, new chairman of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committed 
also said he abhorred "even the idef 
of force to obtain oil" and wished thai 
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, 
had not raised the possibility in a re­
cent interview, the English-language 
newspaper said. 1 
"I think there has been a great dea 
of misunderstanding (of Kissinger's 
remark)," the Star quoted SparkmaA 
4C CQIMtlfT 3-photo as saying. Sen.JoKnSparkman 
'Slasher'. Apparently Kills Seventh Victim | 
LOS ANGELES (AP)— The seventh apparent victim of the "Skid Row 
Slasher" was found with his throat slit in the shadows of the Civic Cente^ 
and its gieamiAg^high-rise police headquarters. 
Investigators said np one knew much about the victim, identified as 
Samuel Suarez. about^O. His body was discovered in a hotel room Satin* 
day morning: > . .. \ 
Police called .in their "slasher squad," a group of robbery-homicide 
detectives fdrmed. to solve the puzzling series of murders which has 
plagued them since December 1. i 
This time, they may have found a clue. | 
What appeared tii be a blood stain was found on the stairs leading fronj 
the hotel's, fifth floor wher&Stiarez lived alone. Police said it could have 
been left by. thfe fl^eing Uller. ( 1 
News that th^ slasher might have killed again spread quickly along 
Main Street where jthe Barclay Hotel is located. The curious stood across 
the street and stared at.the building. I 
"It's frightening," a man said, "butl'm not going to move. It sounds too 
m u c h  l i k e  w o r k . " <  • „  •  -  I  
(Man Sought for Animal Cruelty | 
'LEWISV1LLE (UPI) — Denton County officers w?re searching Sundai 
fQr a Le'wisyllle rnan charged with animal cruelty for allegedly stai ' 
; 18 :horses.^t^ari'Austin stable. ' ' , 
OfficersTsaid Tim L. Cox gave a fictitious address and had not 
• , - , 
'f^^jielglficted^Tses we^ described as ^walking ^kMetons,'';and twA 
l oT thjept'di^*despite fe^d^ind glucose injectionsl Several suffered fror 
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Our intention all along was tobahuiee the aid 
given by the Soviet Union arid the People's 
Republic of China to North Vietnam. • 
Graham Martin 
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United 
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Owpt mmt A*w& 
infartm IIIII The coalition wHAoyfilmsfrnm tfe Third 
WetU iaBon&ne Aa£toRumat 7:30 and 9:30pJm. Mon-
^y . - , f, , 
It is vital that concerned citizens call theatteation of 
their conw—î y and leaders to the situation and 
dmmisUate qpposition to Admnristrtion efibr&to con-
Time Is a place te alef «• 
hte SUfies. /4pn% 
fartsfcrlteilqsatae 








passed tfcat fan ttel 
also iltetnfcs the »rli». ia taugai 
parties, a 
Tdday.JMLtr.tW5, is 
signing at tfre Paris 
•iOdnmlUfai 
aid (ngna. Yet we lm 
obligations, we: 
theacconfe; 
treaty terns fey Op** 
tte area sad statiaang at least £»«M "cmSaa 
fyrwlisls" i 
At 11:M ar& today, t 
Higher Eacalty salaries mean more to Uni verity * 
- •'JtokaJU than seeing your professor dress wdL To quote ; 
"a Tenia editnrialof last semester, "Yon get; what you 
p«(y tar.** Higher salaries mean better professois 
coarse lower salaries meac the reverse,: \ :;%j 
- A bill uuieatfy before the Texas Legislatureshould 
far all state employes. The Senate Finance Committee 
ckaagedtiiattoatwolev t̂ienfbrtiiosecarrentlymak-
4NS^UwV0.mayear,tfamwast6bealU|>ikcat 
nose; for these making more than *10,000, a IO.Snerwait 
raisewasgrcen.  ̂  ̂  ̂
z «• amendment by Sen. Chet Brooks ofPas&dena 
earning lesstkanflO.OOO 
?,those eanmig|10,tm0to 
PMQO get a lls boost; and these icccinog $10,000 or 
moie ge^a mere 55 percent increase. And with current 
- iafiatkn rates, this latter group's raise will be wq>ed oat 
in an estHtiatedGve months. v.!- - % 
M«wwr. the Brooks amendment provideS'tacalty 
membets with their own Catch-22: since the pay scaleis 
based an aaiannBal rate—and faculty nHanbers%re paid 
ona nine-mmth scale—anyone makii« $17,000-ayearin 
Brooks' UHCOOHOI probated scale. Tims the majority of 
theOntwtuty facility will be caugh^m the5.5]percent 
bracket Hardly wbat one canld call wMî  ̂ dmiii-
standards. "'** - V A 
Doggetl objected to Brooks* amendment, bat voted for 






mittee on Monday, so possibly the members of tfaat com-
nwttee — iodgfing Reps. Goraalo Barrientos  ̂ Fred 
Head and Midcey Ldand — will attempt to rectify this 
||& To|tlie editor; :v 'TrMabated; Peq^e . 
• Jfes sir, Mickey Moose is back, all -̂ street and sayi-j'̂ ey/aren't yoo the 
pl'irigtat. ' ?!•*! who bsits yoar dog?" I feel a 
KJW You can catch him at 4 p.m. on your J need to redeem myself fori cannot walk 
b(£ne tube, or you ca6 come to the UT the Greets for fear of someone sending 
campus, where no one has been able to -X-.itheir Doberman after me  ̂ • 
la^ahand on him No.Idoo'tbeatĵ 'dog. Infoct.I'ma 
Pros, <rf course; thmk . they need a ^softie .when it comes to discipline. At the 
lackey Mouse to entertain the^diildren. * -1-"-
ibe it, or so it goes, but I am a vie-
.tim, not a child, because the Pros are: 
cons; and students don't malign, they {IK 
®sL'-
. - fThe problem is there exists a singular 
absence of alternatives to his kind of 
,lc|̂ ership. . .. 
Ilow me to end that I nombate 
BAM AA|1A«< MflAAiAi 
time the picture was takenl was iperely -
trying to impres upon him the import 
t tance of lootdng both ways before cross-
 ̂ jng the streeL He doesn't take me too 
r̂ serionsly, believe me. I really am good • 
".konikig ... just a& him. 
*'&h. - DuM-L Rath 
 ̂ Mt. Bonea IUMI 
* The Committee 
-St 
tyon were heaM.1njean, after all,whafs 
, am'the one the myths demand: 
M spleiidulahimal of God. 
^planiplejand vnth style;-
4" ' ^Senior, ° p̂eople) toactoaltycontend 
v -̂A n tfhat just because jou live in the housing ^"S Bow, wow fj- that you have any" right tn mafco »p. 
3£<5Prop«iate living rules, is just incredible.' 
" .jsfr We of the duplex area of Ibnied Shi- ̂  
^^eot.Boosing could laveltfoirmed}on.(if 
t'jynr had only asked) ling ago tiw The 
;/;pna t̂tee diars the apparent 
Dr. - Cooke that -setf̂ vernn t̂ fe not • 
wise whenever it coafficts wttt "ef­
ficiency''' of operatHBS. 
I.mean. wtat's all tike noise about? 
Yoa know as well as I tint the pets will 
come bade; the- sexes win mix after 
boors, a small oalocky praportm of 
"guilty" residents will be tenanted 
bom University baasag aad The Oact-
mittee' win remain content in its fetal 
tWAHw, wUli own OMRS.  ̂ ' 
And What does it matter? Even when 
The OOTOMH? errs, as «tt the taSer 
park pet decisMO, the gooAy. wise Dean 
Duncan will majesttcaayTOice tte wort 
from above, and Or Qnkettî  la 
approvingresponse, allthat bii»Ol<aat 
to the issue involved. And ihe correct 
path vriB ooce again be poisted <at te lle 
Cbmmittee. : 
- No, Lamopt Wood. The OimmiUrr 
members are D0t s»aad40S. ICBEt of 
them are fhmkeys of tte la^kest nak» 
and they do not screw »s. TNej so f̂ 
nanseatetas. . 
. untU î. 
Iline.' 
. . . /'.Tlisf 
afcaride ' " - -
igwe traffic 
daaaiNLna^strnfesride 
at aaghL wakMe IVIIWM ÎJ 
afgnrittM t̂eanytriffir indfc.nl »>MI 
* at tnugajl. la stat. Oiey 
behave asthengjh the nks nf Oeraai 
the» «a a dffienrt nkCNj Inn 
driwsar 
millMrirjlTtTla amtiaWhin Hi 
this; hntlhela l̂fcavedesEritedate 
sahteapiK nai«L.»ay»inrtI 
itated the feaHts af Aastta hkstfets le 
wN wi with ewM^h traffic 
. citattMs t»|nper the Sva« mn vaft. 
Bk^cfets ^nU he feraatol jnst as 
Bikehazard 
theeditor: 
® In Friday's Texan there was a picture 
I ̂ ---'»of me poised over my dog yuth a rolled 
newqjaper and a hornble sneer on my 
face  ̂Since then, the repetxiissions have. 
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 ̂l T o t m , Sprite b •&' MtitSiSH ft*. 
Sotorma >•••»!!« Qaktm 'i 
• T*rii|ii>n fliwiiMini .'-.'i 
;,-I have,every ̂ mqfMthywMftte ease; 
and all cases like it. described by 
Hall. At the same time itshnki be made 
:quite dear Oat bkyc&sis i 
Ear and away their own I 
haxard. As a drner'tai 
years I've never had a < 
the British equivalent of a police rprrtl 
car lkense  ̂I most oettaia|y do Me 
local bicyclists seriQBsty. I have la. . ' 
One last |MM&: pvkiiSfld AUteislnne 
to tafte a ve  ̂ tfennM î test Mm 
Hytehthwi nil fitfc mhm 
utjMJuSk 11.10rwK.lH 
stfcty.ahwMtetetetnte'm • ̂  
Tnnn; Hkjtfct) lyesuatalhg#: 
eas%-ttM  ̂AasttaVstnets Ink as 





Hey, JOK Come bode to me and my shteri' 
PSw 'b «̂ goocf o/e-Boy/of /ines 
By DAKNV BOBBINS, 
Loyal Gould is an pleasaaA 
. man to talk with. His wdiaKah k the 
. field <of joonodisin are nabtaadtog: a 
s PhD id linguistics, may; years as a 
f oreigncorr espondeatfor| The 
Associated, Press =5  ̂
and later NBC,;̂  
teaching jobs at tan 
5; major i* universities. 
One would expect 
him tovatnethecon-̂  
cept of a freel-in^? 
dependent stadenf-̂ J l̂ 
•|*ess. But. apjw«a^?^4 |̂' 
.ly. he does not. #• ; 
: After one semester as.dairmaa of the 
Bay lor joornafism department. Goatl 
••, --has )̂ped a noose aroand tke iKcfc of 
die school's stadent ueammw. lhe 
Lariat He haS farced changes in the 
paper's makenp and writing and —ini 
dicta tbr fkshian  ̂fMHl a staff Oat is 
to his ldung.>The Lamt E> aoar. 
•?adi t̂  the dism^y of veteraa staff 
, members, tied sernrety to GoaH and tl*  ̂
de|partmenfe ' '* 
<fJHe first sigss ol troabte for Ike 
» |̂*rfat r appeared if early Decanter 
?;̂ ;rk*£i"S!SE-s 
Bwri at r»Hni»iw.aMlf 
thelkaas 
GnM«saaaftfHii)î a teral 
d»Ibc^haaed.andatlfeettHe'«ftfte 
A >eUer to the efltor bv a fBrrtk»JBto^oir1 
stodertt: body <• pre^dent "applauded" ] 
Gold's infloesce 00 fee editorial board t 
sdectian because "one has to,realize ] 
that previously persons with *posttivetj 
attitndes toward Baylor arid our nation ] 
daid aewsfapers l̂e. • -
» All i dttniriU CwM said, 
s^aei ly ttui . 
, . * The ugdii p)ad stiff was oat down. -
? te affmriaM^y U MBtane. iwiiteii'j 
and tm |Mo|nfhas.G«ld aQegedSy 
fired n* nywln wiBi a semester"S ex- had been stamed, discouraged ahd as-, 
imac, agfag he"Adnt know beans traraed fromThe Lariat staff." , 
afro* w«ftiag~ llle majority of cc f̂ar . '; ReganHess of his motives, Gould ha  ̂
The LaniA now comes fioni janrtHdism~:̂ r made a few changes that, from a purely 
classes, evented as Ubs. • . '" tedancal standpî 'aremrf bad. Signed  ̂
ISjht PWsjdent Ahner MdCdL-Bdh 
lad jKuiwU  ̂'barn a facal̂   ̂
Itewiidn Mdsttris iwmImjm Is Kn K̂:* 
'ihr M^Urat staff iwatos;, Int̂  
Ifcey s*y Ik smbMsks Ins oU ĉbQKd 
Ideas. Be is onr Md ws liQtiQcxfy 
mugittc t̂ iloir of • llie Lvbbock 
Last year's Totahedito l̂ staff fadtUl-l 
ed its editorials;. this - year's staff I 
doesn't. A rather trivial tnnig; for sure,] 
Iheprant to be made, however, is that ill 
was «nr dedsion to make — not the 
chairman of the jb f̂nalism 
deputnMVBy î ^Tbe Laiiait> 
Us«  ̂image, Gonltl has ta|̂ i it :bot of 
~  J . - « *  h a n d s  a *  B a y l o r  s t u d f f l i t e  a n d  i r  
.î StSKJES^SSS: .» ̂  u,s*Jf. «rau*1. w 
twwifcf um'h ftariE;'; 
.. .̂ . at •" 
,  w h * « » f j i n r u V " " i j r '  " i N i p n r i f a t t t v . M l e d i t 6 r i a i . b o a i d . . - « n U  i e f c ^ S i P L ^ .  
tahtonl̂ vryayer. written and ^^Uriattodb f̂ajB f̂ea  ̂ Mood «thpy ®y: But GouKTs ̂ eil 
gnMfciiî »iTigrtd ia inagaiin. 3  ̂ canons adeqnltdy. ThKe vpfllstand, andhenn îtasVell ̂ all the f 




sedit«feaig t̂tiî 'Uie;|iiippete  ̂
w^e afraid they would be;" Eventuallv-JI 
**?'•MisWlr S»5 W". jf> .*:T ^ < - < 1 2 # r & t f j  w ,  y V ,  a&sft iMmiik,*4' J*#l «V>» s r e v  
aS&'y? 
*Of course I brought themwith me — /tow cfo you think I got 
here?' 
By DAVID CORDELL 
'(Editor'snote: CordeU Is 
former cbaU-man of the Union 
Board of Dlrectori.) 
,?. Lee Sandoloski's vitnolic 
stabs at Janie Strauss in 
Friday's Guest Viewpoint' 
were quite potent. • Unfor­
tunately, he chose the wrong 
victim. The redesigning of the 
Union,, the Tavern, and Union 
East were conceived'and ap­
proved before Ms: Strauss 
was on the board. I am proud, 
not ashamed, to have been 
chatrmanof the board at the 
time of-these events, and I 
would like to express, my im-
guest viewpoint 
for an improved future 
- . ..Jmssm 
•* By VAN CHAMPAGNE-VESELKA -a1 iw-tt ^ 
(Editor's note: Champagne-Veseika is a member of the 
- Awtin Coalition to Implement the Peace1 Agreement;) • • 
. It was as if we had learned nothing by our recent Wstory. As if 
i thePentagonpapere never existed. As if the American people 
u .never,. found out even bits and pieces of the truth-of our 
"national tragedy1 of Vietnam. The newspaper articles appear 
to be borrowed directlyfrom 1961 or :196S. or 1969. Harrowing 
-. ' hfeadlitfes of "Communlst" and "North Vietnamese" aggres-
«ion. As. incredible as<the fact of:the continuing 2&-year-old 
Ame^gqn war in Southeast Asia, is the fact that "our" un-
• elected administration seeks to feed us a party liiie long dis-
. proved1 as a ruse for renewed escalation and intervention. 
; -That government even reaches new heights of hypocrisy When 
it sends a message of protest around the world, about the alleged-
"North Vietnamese violations" of the Paris peace agreement, 
an agreement the U.S.government apparently signedwith no 
intention of honoring. Thatpeace agreement "we*' now say has 
, 'been dishonored was treated by the Thieu regime as Communist 
guest viewpoint 
in Vietnam 
honored. And. this counteroffensive against- Thieu's troops 
brings the response of civilian valtoges ajainsavagely bomfeed. 
Unlike the 1954 agreement wh'ichtheU.S. government did not 
sign and thus said it was not obligated to follow, this agreement 
was signed by the government ISO times. There are no excuses. 
This peace agreement, as the'one in 1954, said that there was 
but one Vietnam, that the 17th Parallel was a temporary Une 
S® not a political division. Vet our cause celebre for interven-
.U°n is resistance to North Vietnamese aggression'. Ajgaiin • we 
are^supposed to believe that people fighting in theirown country 
against an enemy 'sent from 3,000 Mies away are the 
aggressors. The Pentagon papersshredded these absurd lies. 
The facts of the last two years shred these inhuman lies.'Yet we 
are blitzed with them again. ,; j ; >v • 
Monday, Jan. 27, is the second anniversary of theParis Peace • 
agreement that the United States and its creation in Saigon 
have destroyed but which still provides a road for peace. Tlie 
. - -. . „ . only true aggression is from Saigon, and it is aggression against 
propaganda and was not allowed to be circulated around Saigon the self-realization and determination 0f the Vietnamesepeo-
controlled areas, while the PRG, the "other side," reproduced n,A Nnrtk -«> —11--------—j • 1 
it in miss quantities and held classes in villages and hamlets to 
insure ; the people's: .knowledge of it. That peace agreement 
: recognized two governments in South Vietnam and pledged our 
nonintervention in the internal affairs of the country. Yet U.S. 
aid and direction to maintain Thieu's regimfe and>anny- alone 
continues. r, : . . 
Hie'over-all direction of the war has come from Washington 
ever.since-the French were ousted, as the Pentagon papers 
show.. Control and direction has always been the price for U.S 
aid. This intervention is not even disguised. Blatantly, the 
United States recently shifted new. arms and munitions to Thieu 
to.keep him fTghting. This is intervention in the internal affairs 
' of Vietnam and is a direct violation of the peace agreement. But 
of this our press and government say nothing. : ~ 
; That peace agreement-says that,the two governments in 
Smith Vietnam will remain in place and will not attack the other 
side. „Yet;the U.S. side attacked and took almost 800 PRG 
hamlets befoine the first year of "peace" was over;-. This 
pie. The orth Vietnamese are not and logically and humanly 
cannot be aggressors in their own country against the corrupt 
U.S. dictator in the south. All wars are inhuman. All wars are 
crazy. But not all sides are wrong. In this war, the U.S. govern­
ment-is wrong. Totally, irretrievably so, and has been so for a 
quarter of a century. The American government is/not the 
American people, as the Pentagon papers, as Watergate, as 
soaring corporate profits alongside declining wages and grow-
ing unemployment all prove. The American people with their 
true human patriotism will stop it and right this wrong, no 
matter how long it takes. Victory for peace in Vietnam will be a 
step toward making the American government " and the 
American people one and the same again. With the war es­
calating at the time of the anniversary of the agreement, the 
time is now for renewed statements. In Washington and across 
the country people will be making statements and talking to 
other people on Monday. The Austin Indochina Peace Campaign 
which has been working for the last year and a half to educate 
themselves and other people about Vietnam has joined other 
SIR, HOUR FRONT DOOfc kfeS 
WIPE OPEN SO 1 MAUCEP 
IN... I ALSO THINK THAT ALL 
Wj« FURNITURE 15 
the agreement Tie PRG and the North protested, but groups in calling for a rally at the Capitol at noon Monday to 
the Urilted States was Silent,, just as it was in the. *50s when raise again a concerted voice for peace. 
Diem.and the United States violated the 1964 Geneva agree-
meat-That peaoe agreement of 1973 says tb&call political 
priso$et$ were tojxj released and that freedom of movement, 
politicked, press ^ere guaranteed. But the U.S. side kept its 
prisoners^ threatened to shoot anyone trying toiTetum Jrome if-
that hpme^as in PRG territory, denied all basfc freedomsand 
then began to holler two years later that the other side wasjiot 
releasing/information on dead Americans. 
With two years of action, the United States and Thieu have 
destroyed the peace agreement they now trot out Even the 
current flatting Is a COUNTERoffensive taken by the PRG 
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IMvtnHy 'V kni.- ; 
-• Mrl« a WU rui.1. 
I WESe I UAS LUCKY 
"THAT VOW? NEW U1MCHP06 
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-If I EVER SET OFF 
WATER6EP, IWV 60N 
0ITE THE UKTCHD06! 
Im­
pressions of the Union issue. I 
don't profess to speak for 
anyone but myself. 
During the 1973-74 school 
year, the board faced difficult 
situations daily. It was more 
than deciding what kind of let­
tuce to seTve or what 
magazines to provide. We felt 
impelled to consider what 
direction would best benefit 
the needs and desires of the 
students of the future-as well 
as the present. We knew that 
our biggest asset was a 
nationally-recognized ac­
tivities program, and we knew 
that our biggest liability was 
an aging and woefully inade­
quate physical plant. Relative^ 
to the University's enroll­
ment, the Texas Union is one 
of the smallest in the nation. 
It was near everything when it 
was built, but as the campus 
grew, the Union was left on 
the perimeter. Many students 
were precluded from using 
t h e  U n i o n  b y  s i m p l e  
g e o g r a p h i c  s e p a r a t i o n .  
Programming in other parts 
of campus proved insufficient 
due to logistical problems 
such as the difficulty of reser­
ving rooms. 
FOR DECADES, boards ap­
parently held the opinion that 
'anyone who wanted to use 
Union facilities should be 
limited to the Old Union 
regardless of how far away it 
was. The thought of creating 
facilities to suit the campus 
was avoided since only fools 
upset the status quo. But in 
. the late Sixties, a movement 
Crossword Puzzler 
ACROSS 
1 Crony (slang) 
4 Begin 
9 Stroke 
12 Girl's name 
13 Toll 
14 Period of time 
15 Fabulous bird 
16 Vituperation 





25 Chinese wax 
28 Succor 























51 Guido's high 
. note 
















8 Allowance lor 
waste 
9 Straight up 
and down 
10 Exist 
11 Hit lightly 
19 Preposition 






24 Keen desire 
26 Cotton thread 
27 Alternating 
current (abbr.) 37 Conjunction 
29 Proposition 39 Dipper 
? 
bucked tradition and fought 
for a new building for the east 
side of campus. Their project 
met a mysterious and ig­
nominious end, but the spirit 
was carried on. 
Last year the board took 
c o u r a g e o u s ,  a l b e i t  
treacherous, steps toward 
meeting the needs of the 
future. We commissioned a 
private research group to sur­
vey a large random sample of 
students to ascertain their 
wants and needs and their at­
titudes toward the Union. Not 
surprisingly, the study reveal­
ed that many students were 
nqt being served and that the 
Uqion was not considered a 
pleasant place to go. The din­
ing service, which we con­
sidered to be our major 
problem, was revealed to be 
only one of many. Clearly, we 
could have put another patch 
on the building. But Band-Aids 
don't cure cancer. 
I knew that the Union was 
much smaller than unions of -
other large campuses, that its 
space was not designed to 
meet current or future needs 
and that necessary equipment 
was antiquated. Extensive 
remodeling was unavoidable. 
Adding on to the Union could 
help with the space problem 
but it would have been almost 
as expensive as building 
another facility without offer­
ing the advantages of serving: 
a different section of campus. 
Besides, the regents had made 
a monetary commitment in 
the late Sixties for a Union 
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle 
East, and we planned to tap 
that source. 
WHEN I voted to present 
the regents with a proposal in­
cluding renovation. Union 
East, beer and wine and a 
lakeside area, I was aware 
that there could be a con­
troversy. But I was also 
aware that I was selected to 
my position to make decisions 
rather than to avoid them I 
anticipated an increase in the 
Union fee, but the fee was less 
than half of the average for 
large schools and had not been 
increased for years. My feel­
ing was, and is, that a great 
improvement in services and 
f a c i l i t i e s  c o u l d  b e  h a d  f o r  a  
bargain. 
Of course, there are those 
who would prefer returning to 
a |5 fee and watching the 
program deteriorate and the 
building crumble- But wage 
and cost increases and a 
stabilized student population 
forced the Union into a finan­
cial. corner. The fee would 
probably have been raised 
anyway if the. Union was to 
maintain its services. 
UNLIKE SANDOLOSKI.I 
don't regret spending a few 
dollars more to help renew the 
Union even though I will cer­
tainly be gone by the time the 
facilities are finished. It 
would be nice if construction 
companies could watt until the 
structures are finished before 
cisking for money. It would be" 
nice if the regents would ab­
sorb all costs so that there 
would be no Union fee. Unfor­
tunately. things don't work 
that way. Without a doubt it is 
hard to reconcile higher fees 
for people who may not be 
able to enjoy the facilities 
However, hundreds of 
thousands of students in the 
future will benefit from the 
improved and expanded 
facilities and services 
My intent was not to bilk 
students into paying higher 
fees in exchange for unneeded 
services and unused facilities 
Rather it was to avoid the 
selfishness and myopia which; k 
allowed our building to ^ 
degenerate over the years. 1' 
While I don't wish to be 
caught in a crossfire of Guest 
Viewpoints. I do think that 
criticism should be aimed at 
someone beside Janie Strauss. 
If blame must be meted out, it 
should go to last year's board 
Conversely, when the credit is 
awarded, don't forget when . 
the decisions were made 
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30 Make lace 
32 Placed ball 
. on tee 
33 Wager 
34 A continent 
(abbr.) 
35 Very precious 
40 Indefinite ' 
article 
42 Direction ' 
43 Obtains 
44 Footlike part 
45 A state (abbr.) 
47 Permit ,.u . 
49 Be in debt f 
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by Halina whose training 
includes 18 years of experience 
in Paris, Warsaw, and Vienna. 
• DEEP PORE CLEANSING & REFINING 
• REMOVAL OF BLACKHEADS, CYSTS & 
BLEMISHES 
• TREATMENT FOR ENLARGED & 
BROKEN CAPILLARIES 
• MASSAGE OF FACE, NECK & BACK 




HAIR REMOVAL BY 
ELECTROLYSIS OR WAXING 
INDIVIDUAL MAKE-UP 
Call 452-3500 for a 
free skin analysis. 
_£V 
% 
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE 
5403 Glay Avenue 
at Burnet Road 
Monf-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m., appointment only. 
Iv. 
ALL SALES FIN AL PLEAS 
r ''2vi'-JEntlre stock not Included 









By The*A*sociated Pre** Saturday to four, dropping * of reat&L 
- Indiana stands alone at the 72-71 squeaker to Oregon State 
top Af the1 college basketball inovertime.v.-: his Btiijtuii *»"» "tastier 
world after Saturday's stun-. Elsewhere among tt»e top 10 otertatei" tallavisg a 
ning series of upsets, which No. S NcarthOwolina Stole iwitniil tn i tinfU iiiim ml saeffl* 
saw three of the nation's top defeatedWake Forest 106-801 SaMrfajsrfefealafc tfce as Ait 
four teams beaten. . No. 6 'Alahama eased past of North Ckratiia — at 
the top-ranked Hoosiers Georgia 91-68 and No. 1® lfeijbgd. ua bss. Tis scored 
stretched their .season Tecord Arizona State came from not giving apt," V'-rtfrrl case' 
tolfc-0 Saturdayby rooting behindand bMtWyoming 79- snaggi 
Big 10 Conference rival Par-. .67. • vSbA BmJL M, * 88igj« 
due 104-71, but the next three Seventhnranked Southern >%aptxeV(3AOwiiJda Ami 
ranked teams were nbt as for- Cal and ninth-rated la Salle Wnodgn mM jiwt « <a^m agpfe, 
tunate. were'ldte'V awidLeroni thaagfr ftg aya* Bmmts 
Bradley knocked No. 2 The rash of upsets extended 
Louisville from the unbeaten "to" tbe college <£visaon ranks 
ranks 69-59,North Carolina' Mw .̂NalKentncky State 
trimmed No.3 Maryland 69-86 tost an85-83overtime deccitm 
and No. 4 UCLAwasupset by toIincnlnyhiversitygQ Felix 
NotreDame 84-78. \ Jerman's three-point play 
Louisville's loss at Bradley with fivt seconds to go hi the 
left Indiana as the only major extrasessSMtThat snapped a 
unbeaten team in the nation, Jtt-game'winning streak; 
and Purdue Coach- Fred Greg Smith scored 10 points 
Scha as did mt quibble with In- in tbfe final three minntes &r 
diana's daimto the toprank- Bradley.which snapped Warid Basusg CtMoeS las 
ing.;' Î jutsvine's season winmng threatened, to take title 'imiiian 
"We just, got killed," he stn&>t;̂  twrngiaiirftiro t̂oniiii irll Bas te 
said. "There's no other way to 53with4:31renaining^bot. AK if tte bevqrweijgjUt dJaos- dhcaalt 
put it Obviously, they're a . Smith'̂  basketsi put Bradley 
very fine team," . facoatni, iri£nCMthHS 
. - .Oregon brought the number converted' two late' free 
=<'M top 10 teams to be upset throws, pa tting the game «tt 
stmk 








Ali WBC Title 
cleft* 
• t̂ndkl 
t a s a i  
MESKOOI¥UP)i-1>e 'DSncinr 1 
i t a d n d r w i  figgi(i* 
MkV 
Free Automatic 
; Transmî iton! 
Honda Civics 
Stack aL 
T f e f c g r a a t t t a t f t a f c e f f a t t  -  * -  *  *  
haveheeaseattetteVBC MAMlWBW} — 
ExecatHeBaacd,, VBCPftik- SeveaUt-seedtel Marty ' 
•IBS] 
: Be sstt the WBC fees'i 
recognize Wepneiv «t 
Bajwifc. tLt. as a -litiMt. wotif « (tarns toot, 
contender becaoae he ss m* . 
listed aatoag its tap 11 dtour Ttemis ihwuiwin tin 
B9we*er;E&as Qxtiaha aE 1 
Panama, presafen*.«C tte TB* 6-I Rmssa*.. «f 
World Boating 'AssKaiBM .̂ lTi iiirtniii !>' alal)ini atom 
said; 
'AceordRag ta TBA 
* * * 





reg f̂atians  ̂AShas a year tia : at Bi 
• ia tie B«l«tfc past jear.Webeat 
liMll Ifc. Bi il Oiw iaOyeara We 
had m nicit fhemeet. Yon aflfklt 
• f c u i f f  l M L  
"I tkiak we sfcoald Jast forget 
" 
i 
Now, the automatictrdnsiT&^on^CfQeinanew 
Hcmda Gvic. We have discounted these cars 
$155. (the price of the automafeteasuiaatuii>- -̂ L-
We have a complete stock of sedates and hatch-
bads. Gets up to 30 miles pec gaSon! Why wait -
Sedans boa $2,595. li t~M 
Hatchbacks from $2,795. 
Is 
ontinnttal <&ts 
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•—T«*on Staff Photo by DmW Woo 
Texas Tech's Kitchens runs over Krueger. 
Sutfon Puts Hogs in Race 
.. • By Tke Anodated Preix 
•: i , Two gamfs^ptatb the * 
: "seasoo new Arfar^'Coach 
•' Eddie Sntton already iihis Uhj 
•rest,of the' Southwest 
'Confereiice buzzing :and.. 
: waned about his disciplined 
Raxoibacks. .. ' 
"Tbewjye definitely ipqyed' 
19 wiftrexasAtMandTexas '•'• 
favorite •• ^atS^lMthorn '"W- Allison Ls a tremendous 
Razorbacks a sizzling 1-2 
/.'punch frpm the outride, and-
;;Kent Allison, a transfer from••• 
Western Kentucky, is an agile 
Inside scorer. 
Arkansas shot 63 percent 
from the field for the ganje, 
and Prewitt said, "If they can 
; shoot tiiat-well an the road, 
they!re not going to Ipse 
after Arkansas Shot near 80 
; percent' from the field in the 
second half to^ beat the 
'Mustangs 73-69 Saturday on 
, regional televisiohi ' 
. Prewitt added, r"Arkansas 
\ just shot the eyes out of us. 
They have an outstanding 
.• team —"they ttovethe ball 
' well.play toogh defense — 
and tiiey shoot" 
Guards Revert Birden and 
i Charles! Terry give the 
SWCSiandings 
if 
ed well and is quick going to 
the ^ bucket. Birtjen shot ex­
tremely , well. We knew he 
could shoot, but not like that," 
Birden hit nine of 11 field 
goal attempts in :the second 
half. 
Sutton said, "I still ̂ contend 
that twogames doesn't make 
a season:- I've seen Texas 
Tech aim! A&M, and they're 
both very solid ball clubs. I 
think our club and SMU may . 
_i_.» IHo. H h . 
Iwn UN0 143 „uo 
JUknn^ _I_0 1.000 191 131 : 
MM) E f t  1 ".Soil;-14 lM,-" 
TOJ__l_ir !:l- r '.SOOIO 146 
• ^;..J_1 ?1 J9p 13! 144 x 
T«C*1 Tecfi... ,...1 .1. J00 121 m ' 
tace_L_. ...o ~i MO m 13» ; 
ItaB 9 1 .000 . IK 133 . , 
BASON ... . 
:tmmm f» 'v 
Tim 4 - .714 low 1031 
Aitanin » r-57l 1(M2 tS5 
TeMlTedl....... 1 4 .5.7I UU0 M0 " 
x^Heuston.-....:.! 7 i Mt 1341 13*t 
TCU— .40 1046*1011 : 
SMU. 5 JS7 10W100 
Baylor: .....:....5 VJS71O20 1WI 
Texas 4 9 JOS 907 975 
«Uc*_ , 3 10 .231 931.1011. ' 
a^iof competing, for conference charrv 
fHonshlp. •• 
lAST.tMBTS KSUIYS 
TUESDAY: Arkansas 45 Texas Tech 
TCU 73 Baylor 65; Texas A&M 64 
.;«» 6US«iU ?4 Te*«*5». 
vSATURDAY: Atonttt 73 5MU 69; < 
Texas Tech 91 Texas 57; Texas A&M >1 
JTCU m; Houston 103 Nevada-Reno 74. 
liBiwi t iniimi 
^MONDAY: Stanford a! Houstocu ' ̂  ; 
"v TUESOAY: Arkansas .at Rlce:$6nf.;. 
SMUat Baylor.confTexas at TCU'̂ or̂ A 
Texas' A&M at Texas Tech conf. »v ' 
"-̂ SATURDAY: Arkansas at Baylor dm-
.f̂ Souih Careltoa at Houston; Rice, at I 
: SMU cont̂ Texas A&jfratTlbcaiconf.;̂ '. 
be the two best sbooting clubs 
in, the conference. 
''We're not a good team yet; 
but if you saw- our team in 
December you' wouldn't 
recognize them." 
Arkansas and Texas A&M 
are tied for first place in the 
SWC with, 2-0 records followr 
tag ah 81-69 Aggie victory over 
Texas Christian in College 
Station SatuMUiy flight. f 
Coach Johnn Swaim of TCU 
said, "It killed us when A&M 
ran off eight straight points on 
us midway in the first half and 
they were all on pretty easy 
baskets." 
Tech, TCU, Baylor and SMU 
are now 1-1 while Texas and 
Rice stand O-2. Baylor and 
Rice were idle Saturday. 
In games Tuesday ni^it, 
Arkansas is at Rice, SMU is at 
Baylor, Texas is at TCU and 
Texas A&M is at Texas Tech. 
' By isiLL TROTT 
% -Texan Staff Writer •' 
Texas Coach Leon Black 
certalnlir isn't the kind that 
would wish : anything^bad on 
someone, but Black .wouldn't 
have , minded if Texas Tech's 
/.William Johnson had still been 
bedridden with the flu Satur­
day- night instead of - in 
^Gregory Gym. 
Johnson provided a sad. en­
ding for one of Texas', better 
performances of. the season 
when he - blocked a Dan 
Krueger layup and then 
seconds later hit a short turn­
around jump shot to give Tech 
a' 59-57 victory. 
"I came down with the flu in 
,Arkansas," Johnson said/ 
"and didn't work out all week. 
Man, I'm still real , weak." 
> WITH THE score $7-57, and 
23 seconds left, Texas' 
Krueger found an opening in. 
'- the Tech zone aqd drove the 
lane. But Johnson, recognized 
as one of the Southwest 
Conference's top defenders; 
cut across and deflected; the 
shot to teammate Grady New­
ton. r ;'fr • •. . 
A lot of people, especially 
on the Texas bench, seamed to 
think Johnson went for the 
shot-.a little, too late and had 
goaltended. , •< 
"I can't really say if it was 
goal tending," Krueger said 
afterward. "Our coaches told 
. me that it was, but then I'm 
sure that the Tech .coaches 
said it wasn't. It's just a judg­
ment fall." 
> "SOMETIMES they call it, 
sometimes they don't," Jriin-
soq said. "I really didn't think 
it was goal tending myself. I 
was so weak from the flu I 
r almost didn't get high enough 
for it." ... » 
Alter the block Tech Coach 
Gerald Myers called time out 
and setup a play to give John­
son a shot. Johnson set up at 
the post position, filling the 
spot usually taken by Tech's 6-
9 center Rich Bullock, who 
had fouled out two minutes 
before. 
Tech guards Phil Bailey and 
Keith Kitchens worked the 
ball into Johnson, who beat 
Rich Parson's man-for-man 
coverage for the winning shot. 
"It (the final playT was 
definitely designed to get 
William a shot off the high 
post, we wanted him to get it 
around the key somewhere,'' 
Myers said. "But,if he hadn't 
been able to get it off, we 
would have taken anything we 
got", , . 
DESPITE THE loss Black 
saw a lot of improvement 
from a dismal loss to SMU 
earlier in the week. 
"Our effort was great," • 
Black said, "we played out-
. standing defense. It's a 
tribute to Tech that we played 
so well and still lost by two. 
But no matter how well I think 
we did, we didn't do what we' 
had set out to do and th&t was 
beat Tech. ' 
•"The only thing that we 
didn't do well was . shoot," 
Black said after the 
BIKES 
can be registered with the 
University Police Monday, 
Tuesday, and Fridajr from 
Noon to 4 P.M. at the bicy­
cle rack on the north end of 
Bellmont Hall. 
Longhorrns' 37 percent per­
formance. ''Anytime you 
don't shoot well, you become 
hesitant, and that really hurts 
you," 
TEXAS HAD almost 
dominated the game at times, 
especially in the first half 
when Bullock drew his third 
personal foul and went to the 
bench. 
Bullock's foul came at 9:45 
in . the first half, and the call, 
incited the emotional Myers 
into drawing a technical foul. 
Krueger made the technical 
shot and Tommy Weilert also 
hit a free throw to give Texas 
a 13-7 lead. 
Fifteen seconds after the 
first technical, Myers, one of 
the SWC's more prolific potty-
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Johnson, E 4 
Weilert 1 
Murphy 2 
'Soothe \ 3 0 0 1 1 2 
LJen 1 2 0 0 3 0 2 
Bsuerschlsg.. 0 > 2 2 2 )2 
Ttah 18 41 11 25 27 20 57 
Team. Rebounds included in 
totals 3 ' 
^ Tefcas Tech „.?o 39 59 
•.Texas.*...: 26 31 57 
Attendance t-6,500 
mouths, drew another, and the 
Longhorns continued' on a 
streak which saw them score 
11 straight points and take a 
26-20 lead at half time. 
TECH CAME back in the se­
cond half and tied the game 
32-32 with 14:31 remaining on 
a layup by Bullock. Both 
teams traded leads 
throughout the remainder of 
the game, with Texas relying 
on Krueger and forward Ed 
Johnson for offense and Tech 
looking to Bullock and John­
son. 
"You've got to give Texas 
credit." Myers said. "They 
deserved to win as much as 
we did. We didn't play great 
ball, but then we didn't fold 
under pressure." 
Texas, how 0-2 in SWC play 
and 4-9 for the season, travels 
to Fort Worth Tuesday to 
meet TCU. 1-1 in conference 
play after losing to Texas 
A&M, 81-69.. 
NATURAL FOODS 
1002 W. 12th 477-3361 
Monday-Saturday 9:30 - 7:00' 
Yard eggs 
AH nature's plus vitamins - 10% off. 
C e r t i f i e d  o r g a n i c  f r u i t s  &  
vegetables. 10% off Kefir & Yogurt 
with this ad. 
UN»»l8SI»iffilSlR*T6ftS 
... Mlt uag IM U.T. DOftfWTOIHES 
' • 2 SIZES TO CHOOSE FftOM 
.. • FREE OEUVERY TO YOUR ROOM 
• FREE MAINTENANCE 
BECAUSE OF LIMITED SUPPLY IT IS 
NECESSARY TO RESERVE YOO.R 
REFRIGeRATOR AS SOON AS YOU 
ARRIVE ON CAMPUS. 
ok wme UNiyeRSITY RCfUGtRAT 
Texas Tech at TCU 
&:'€• 3- -w'M ' 
Just a Little Bit of Sunshine 
WITH THIS MONEY SAVING COUPON 
YOU CAN FIND A BARGAIN JUST 
/•'/ a AROUND THE! CORNER,„ 
t-ilWilUSTORE 
ipiii 
Boone's Farm Wine 
•x -r w.i f.i- .7.: •. 
WILD MOUNTAIN  ̂
Offer good January <26 througli}^|4 
1 February 1 withtnl9coupon 
^I 
t 
:SK!Lpok-for a: mi 
r 
& i 
FOOD STORES j 
aft* 
And where it went. 
Beginning in the Febrijary, 1975 Reader's Digest: a new series 
—:that amounts t̂o,'a mini-course in today's economics. 
sgy.; "But I'd just as soon study Siberian 
rug-weavirig M îpaCtftl'ough economics." Why economics? Be­
cause no subject affects our daily lives more1—and is understood 
less. • 
One thing for suire; tHis is nbt going to be one of those put-you-to-
sleep economics courses. No boring theories or confusing 
charts; no jargon-filled textbooks. We'll be telling the story of 
our economic system; |n clear. human terms, illustrating it with 
' actual case histor;ies.and experiences gathered firsthand by the 
v^nScrAief. . . % 
If you're concerliied (and who isn't) with what's ̂ happening to 
. prices and to the ecohomĵ -and why—better start boning up 
ori these informative -̂ lessons" appealing eyery month in The 
P'fest-.: They're sponsored by the Business Roundtable— 
an organization of: 150 outstanding exMutives-of: leading U.S.' 
companies. s|  ̂ 1 
We call this series "Our Economic 
System: You Make It Work." 
You'll call it fascinating, tt 
and labor spent. ̂ That's what's called 
impmvcdproductmty. 
"Now v/qit a.minute. Don't.Head' 
.. for the exits. We're not talking about. -
men turning screws fasta or run-
nmg around with ladders and. oiI-
cans like characters in aj..old-time, ~ be usctl in different tools. Prices of 
movie. We're simply considenng the safer tools remained the same. 
ADVERTISEMENT 
insulauon inside hand tools. But this 
would have added ten percent to 
manufacturing costs. Solution: Re­
design of. the tools, streamlining 
assembly.; and .standardizing many 





producers as well as con-^ 
sumers, each of us has a ; J 









^MEMBER 1955 ? Kids 
were wild about Davy 
[ Crockctt hats. Some 
people were worried 
that we might go to 
wa over a couple of Asian islands 
'<alled.Quemoy.and Matsu. The lat-
est musical &d was something called 
"rock i-V. roll." A Chevrolet sedan 
./Cost $2000. A nickel candy bar felt 
; pretty hefty in your hand. • 
Funny, but whenever you start 
splaying the nostalgia game. you al-
i&'f, 
m 
. r . -33SI 
ways get around to. ibnd rep^Igt-sv^ 
dons of how fir a dime or quartet pi,,, % 
dollar "went" in the good old, dayj^j vt 
Funny, too, but none of us cvcxicemSjjj4 
to really ask why the dollar doesn't fritj 
go as fir today. Whatever happened < 
to that nickel, candy bar? ®h?33i 
deed, do prices go up? ' ; ' * 
Too often we answer 
signed sigh: "Everything*^ 
these days." But that isn'--
The prices of some thin^ 
down: TV sets, for in^ 
ball-point pens (rememb«i 
paid $i.50 for a "cheap' 
ers and quite a lew other sm.i 
ances. How do these ma^aj_ 
against the inflationary tjtncft 
' To answer, let's first conSpsr... 
basic ways to lower the^^icj} of. a • 
product (barring the use of low<ost—^ 
foreign labor to manu&cture?it-oult-S!-st 
side this country). One way is to 
cheapen the product, lowerjls qual­
ity. But this is a fatal devidejft a free 
market—consumers catchiri quick­
ly. The other way is to maintain the 
quality but cut t^e Cost of manufic- • 
: ture. If the product is soup cans, for 
instance, it means producing more-
and better soup cans for the time 
how all of us here In America affect 
the prices of things we byy. through 
the way we work. Just'ponder, tor 
hen a mix 
hd worker 
1 spells, high productivity. 
Major manufacturers of hand-held 
power tool* m Gttmany. Japan ai 
England have notheen able toppfle-
trate the American market because 
high-quality Araencan-tnade hand 
tools ate competitively lojr in ppce? 
One oftbt major forcesbehindthis 
situation is the Black'. 6 Decker 
.Manufacturing Co, ofTowson, Md. 
While such improved productivity 
has paid oS m increased sales and 
prants, it has also.paid off for em­
ployes. The .company payroll in 
1058 •was. $14.5 million lor 3800 em-
yes. Last: year's payroll was 
11654 million forio,7oo employes. 
And look at thejpayoff for the con­
sumer:. In, 19^, Black &, Decker's 
•basic electnc 'drill for (knt-your- • 
selfers cost $1855. Now it,costs 
$10.99. A standard jigsaw that sold ' 
for. ttfjo in 'X9j8.bDw costs ftt^. 
And itmember^ these price changes 
occurred durinft.- a -io-year period . . ng
» For the past 16 years, sales of its , which saw the U.S. Consumer Price 
•^products havegrown"an!astDnishing Ind«rise75apercent ^ • 
ty percent a year, and during that But the prodqpgvity payoff cad 
time the prices of many of these. also mean a lot more tWi n«W jobs 
products have dropped «eadily. "•* ^and hij^er rtajr. Sooenmet it spells 
. The coinpany secret? Better pro-« sunpval.-.Conader. the11000 em- > 
- ductivity. In part, this comes fiorn^ ployes of die' Ideal Corporation, a 
the wise investment of fphds in new maker of prtdtion Automotive parts, 
machines and .advanced resgjeh. , in Brooklyn, N. Y. Saddled with an>*v 
But beyond that, Blacky CJecktt's oltLplant and .rising costs, " 
nw-.nianagemoptand workenlconstant- ioentlylboked ititobuilc^ngarrkide 
ADVERTISEMENT 
tivity—all of us putting more in and 
getting more out of our jobs—is of 
such crucial importance. 
Fortunately, we don't have to run 
around gearing our hair out to solve 
the problem. Nor do we even have to 
learn productivity from books or Ie&« 
tures. Indeed, that would be a sacr 
estimation of the people of a nation 
whose history has been in a sense a 
history of productivity. For produc- £ 
tivity is many things. It is the ability •¥ 
of a businessman to attract dollars 
to build new plants and create new 
jobs. It derives from intensive re­
search that gives us advanced tech­
nology. And productivity is also 'an 
impulse. 
It's the impulse that helps a house-
v, W6*.' * 
• ' 
and related operating tests looked 
certain to'leave the company in an 
extremely difficult competitive po­
sition; But Ideal had a loyal and 
skilled-work force. It elected to re­
main-in ^Brooklyn. Says John Wen-
zeVpresident of the company: "We 
- decided to-gamble on our ability to 
. engineer processes that would reduce 
our costs." In other words, the pro­
ductivity of Ideal's managers, engi­
neers and . workers kept ;their. tpoo 
jobs m^Brooklyn. And the company 
is thrivingin jts new plant. 
.. iDespitef these by-no-means-iso-
. lated examples, there is disturbing 
evidence: that America is ' slipping 
inu> a productivitv crisis..While our 
-^productivity has histmcally grown - % 
at ^i healdiy rate of. about 3 percent wife organize her day to cook tur-
{Annually, in recent yevsthe growth 
rate has been filling;vlast ^ear we 
had no productivity gain-at all. 
Too maijy Amencan businesses have 
.been.Ruling because they could not 
i:achieve thehigherproducuvity that 
key, bake a pie, set the table, get; 
dressed and greet friends and rela*' 
tives at the door at one o'clock. It's" 
.the impulse that , makes diagonal 
paths across vacant lots. . • , 
...o— —„r ,— Think about it. How well did 
' /.would epablej. them to afford the ypu type that last report, repairthat J J 
-j -t—,— 1 1- washing machine^ tune, up that en- ' 
- X f  
ipanded otthem.-Odiers have hiked gine, finish that blueprint? 4You 
vprico^to pay the higherwages, with have, we have; in pur hands; m our-
a jresultant;^5ss of buiines3 to for- selves, the means to produce not fust, 
eign' c0mpel5id0n.lNme out of tvery t cirs and books and songs and bread," 












Poc rctviiits, wnte: Rcpnut Ethuv: 
Radcr'i PlanntvOrc. NX I05 
Pntp jo—5^:jo-ta: ioo-t3.5(i 
|u 101 1000—$30 Pnctt tor 
ipiMiitKi ilpoa muat, 
motorcydie», uiic uut 01. ux an, 
''^•-•rSinci 19^, fiweigij indusa^ .has 
^fcaused arRduction ofatkast ̂ ooo 
Amencan\)0bs. That's wjiyip/odik' us-)x j..' fgmce/skn 
L{,siuxk 
^fliqU^fcfoQe 
prf$ent€a Busmess Rotindtabfa 
Jgnaainy TEXAN 
_ jr;uiV M* K-S'• 
".j "i , ' .. "*:*' »?»!£ 
n$§m*^§$0 
t̂aBsmttaiUM **y 
IwBâ  ilit K l̂ne left its 
best noes * «tepractice pool t* 
.INT. 
set ttoee pool 
"ft (Bairirsxecacd) wasareUsor-
" Patterson said. At first, he 
«»Tw«toswimit.We tried to tell trail wis one of his better events. He 
tafcei good. He looked strong the; 
AMJSHER 'performance which 
H t̂tetson wasone that came tw iwoids Mî y 
•wetruhwtates. • '••• »d Rred MathSî a ijUuLt taVinp 
Conine M»'*e brI, Haas Otadi firsi in one andttree meter diving 
1 «*"«" 'twsa' 8Wd perfor- '• f While diving hasn't been one of ttfe mance. His ,-old high; school ,co%ch • tnore potent aspects of the\Te*as at-, | 
came by and complimented hitn̂ po w.-ytack-; outstanding peiformknceslbyi 
the progress he's made. Since we see Senior Bob Rachner have come to bfe: 
hun every day. we don't notice it, but expected. Saturday was no exception' 
for somebody to compliment him that,, Tas Rachner set the pool record in the!. ; hasn't seen him for a while means » 200-yard breastroke with 9* Ume 0ft '  i a ns*; , 
- '"sal»M,s,»« W l»o.coo*, • StoSSi" UM"m'"""i*'™ <"% 
fiMi iiMi «nl worid "daae";.v :W»tad MacbeU, affording the Horns > 4~ "RACHNERIS getting to whew he' hat tatane their heSt Showing off the boards thlfi;'*;"t̂  ' 
season. * >, , , ->•? "It will be interesting to see himjeomifv 
——af te r  hs t  week ' s  tfetoy yer SMOL fcrttscne. the wcrinriifMtK. 
sw  ̂wen,** Pttknn said ult was rê  good carafe™* the 
w^wê xKloriLIwassH|ansedat 
fUS 
— -• »m«V»vwtui  w,u,M wurr pete against teams like Alab&ha and» 
Tennessee (Texas has dual meets? 
against both scheduled forMatê  w.VIIIIIIOry..,-. against tH 
.afsMT1 UT- ̂ 1 ̂  ™ >̂|ebruary). ,r , • .wbd *»re tnooyie :— t. our Ha&Mia, »«"H»dcitro»« - Timcuitr. or. i» - The remaining pqol record tO'fallfc 
» » *  * u T .  t ^ i s ;  ̂ y ^  ^ S S H ^ r S S : '  H o u l , o n -  r v , i !  8 0 6  S w l f c  '  W a s  t h e  4 0 0 - y a r d  f r e e s t y l e  r e l a y -  T h e  
" * 
-Howton, 1AM. . •  « _  J  -
ONE- mroilUNGE • par-
tatot Mtraa is 
•M»itaqrise<liB«asftit«f 
pDQl ROHd ll with a"" " 
USB 
_3» >w« Rietart S*rrtt Houston. UT, J2.»; IWMy Smmv ur.m. a..V,.v .•• ••••••  ̂• Twefflgy — lanoe Pomerov# VMMiMtliKWIIliim.uT.tAAljciin FS£er,Ho<K*»v Jflli " . : UT,1:S5J; ' J''**"»«. MtwHwv. MS* S. Don Cnham. MUDWMIIInM). ;WB «nwi|)e — (Hdara Samtt. Houslcn; 
• BNUr, UT.fclfl - OO ywii »r««tyl» May:- i. OT (Worrtll, Carttftn.Hagjtrttt, Smith); 3:13.55, 2. Houttoa 
tJir 
?> e-- Ow. (4J sh 
Bruin Forearm 
TJpre two weeks 
Comedy Basketball _ 
ExesTo Play Red Heacls 
4Ri(̂ id Sainatt was Hodstdo's big}; winner and the only swimmer to take; 
.ont rnftcr otvifig — i. FredMacheit ut« 2&25, " place In two events,.the 50-yardl .̂ sniy Habbt. ut. mi.55; x Mark Brown. • ; freestyle and the lOd-yâ d freeŝ rle. s; wowtyv aiiw.  ̂ , Texas next meet will be a dual meê  
gijs; r aii(y hJSoTiujo; * vounsbiooa* against OT Arlington at Gregory Gym!, pool Tuesday night 
i Had, 1-2. 
Phillips Sets Goals Low 
Aialknfe 
Tens t̂tfcfcs « SKfc tawr tee fMfban Soootn- Lenox, Jim Gilbert̂  
iSFMteameieeafafc- îdMts as las Angles Don Lassiter and Lynn-
.gun tmtat htk Jim :Bowden̂ ft̂ f̂eM;' |aW«i Cotton p̂eyrer, •̂ 
Street and Randy 
h«U sane' atT:at fun.: 
The All-Aotricu Red 
Heads, a teMEno(w«me«wte 
have Rd Uriail Wr red, 
Admission ls $3 for adults 
and 8 far students. Tidcets Tergs bâ etttall can be purchased at Bellmont 
- wfll pby for tfae Hall and at tbe door. ». V HOUSTON (AP) - O. A. "Sotaepeoij>egeleSartaDt "We'B itiix sa," be sudl 
./*Bum" Philips, new Hoastm : of ptapeis m ̂ oeat wajs,** Td be stolid w»t k>." me sapsuck sue «f basket- •  ̂ — m Oilers head coach, says he has he said. ̂ .̂ ybneOods wfll he FUffips saddbê coMk of MM. . 
Wy ooe pet project—to win different, bot l pUn ft*: the « profession! fcnUaB feeam teHartemGUetntteis. WlllDTIVIflll '"S football games. results to be (he same. The was a fitetag andbitm. Tie RedHeifc havebeen 
i Phillips, 51, defensive coor- only pet pco|ect I have is to UI iwto4 to be a had feataed aa Jotaatr Cusob̂  
n̂atnr for the OOers last win." - coach ia pro tnfl," he said. Ita&tStow.eeCBSLShorts season, was promoted,to head- GiDinaa, fiS, said no anehas "It's where I WMted to be, at Uastrated Mamme awd. 
coach of the NaUonalPootball a bett̂  fooOMQiepBtatioDm fte best level. R  ̂whatlVe most receatlv. oa "A* League team Saturday. He is the Sooth titan PUffins. hmniinffaraiî iifa" ',A»iin» !  i thxa hOlip
the club's Gfth head coach in "He has jrast 
j the last six years. and the knack of ( _ 
h Phillips, a burr-haired, with folks,** GiWman said.;. 
! tobacco chewing, country "The big jroUeiu with the;' 
music, fan, succeeds Sid Oilers in the past has beet̂  
; Gfllinan who stepped down as many changes in the orga&iza-
head opach but remained as tkm, changes m coacUng. a 
general manager. an phases of tte aperatioD. 
'\Giilman served in both It's just not coudhcne to wm-
capaotfes last season as the ning." ' 
. OflAŝ mmpiled a 7-7 record Gillmao said he would be 
die bê f̂w tbe tê m since around to help but that J • a- ...ki' a . 
sM'j '1968. Phillips* (Mensive team Ptrillqis "would be his own 
j waS aKg factor in Houston̂  boss." 
> tarnafofind season. " ' However, PUqs left ;m> ; 
" to work 
geaeral 
PHOTO 
222 W. 19th & 
476^4326 ' J 
RV1CE 
4 CAMERON RO. 
.. 453-1958 QUALITY SPECIALISTS' 
COMPETITIVE PRICES -i 
MKKORMATFTNCHROME 
«N«IS8MMfAI9S.. 
$32.50 NIKON CASE NO. 487 1/ ~= 
gWTWmiWK MUM* tO%SAV»̂ 'CTrKWAOOIOR| |OK ANT NEGMtVE CQUNt HIM HtOCCSSa) BY US, INTO| (StAMMSD JUIMBO SttES (3*. 2*. 3S). j 
COUPONSXmtS JUNC'30,1975 •• , -I 
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MICE  ̂
T E N S O R  L A M P ,  
SALE 
-i •f.'i&s Model 1600 Reg. 1(5.00 
red, white, or walnut " 
Now 12.00 
Model 6101 Reg. 18.00 
walnut or avocado 
Now 13.75 
Get them now I While they lastl 
Apartment Shop 
Second Floor > 
& 
j >t... . ^ 
t " s 
» ' > ». 1Si~ 2 
NAVAL AVIATION OFFICERS 
START CAREERS AT 
•10,795.44 MINIMUI 
PLUS BENEFITS & SECURITY 
HomwiLt 
..°ur showroom. Our demonstration ferilifa'*̂  . 
' allow ypu to fairly compare either of the Advent' 
•-.̂ sp^era, ̂ th' (?a  ̂ibttier anid with speakns h 
j other tnanufarturers. If you prefer we wijl 
during the compkrtiiii;\r 
f so you will get aa unbiased a test as is possible. " 
l̂̂ iWe^n't nulh you, you can ooinb in as often ii;V 
$v 'you want, listen as long as you like, and use as- *' 
HlfwMe a V^ety oiE proprasa material as isi»elpM <f 
. Nothing about eithet speaker ia accidental." 
the restult of what the people at Advent have 
v. , - _ x »• w learned about taking the most simple, directs® 
• srT6 yy1 **** yo" ̂  w your pair of * 4 route to highest performance. & 
IE?!SSreiS' ̂  reoommend  ̂ypu hear the Both^Adyenta haye identjcaUy wide fre~ . 
W flSl. it* •_ : • •  1 * j . * j  ̂ ' 7 q"ency bandwidth, with' bass response ap-
if, ̂&ĉ ie„on«®al Advent Loudspeaker 7,;;proached by few speakers of any price or 6ize,\V: 
L*P~| ~f SyMla AJy<ait Loudspeaker̂ makp  ̂̂  and with high-feequency response and dis r̂-iKTi.rT ̂ i mm m n-ir  r s s   isjf>er-̂ -. 
^hetytewJ ̂  loudsp^er performanee avafl- v •. sion of the highest order, Both have the same 4 
ISSî ^W ̂ 1̂ ^̂  PJeVI0.û  ̂ i9g - darity and accuracy, and an octave-to-octave 
t»ke head-to-head competi- fV. musical balance chosen to Bound convincing not" 
t*« with absolutdy ̂ ny ̂ >eaker system of any v only on the best recordings but on the great' a«.g-.? v-j"i'"""V WUJ V" >«re urai, iwuiuingB t 0 -tjMice, sxxe, or vintage, and both of them sbtmd majority of recordings Of all kin'dsi 
I obvioudy and dramatically better than many \* The only basic difference in performance" 
-wmwe expensive systems. /S , ^between the two is that the original Advent. 
 ̂ U you know aon^orie ̂ Wowna a pair of (̂$125 or$HOdependingon cabinet finish) wil(§ 
Advents or SmaUer Advents, you can easily ifgplay slightly louder in îgger̂ roottî tliMi Tlî  
l̂ l̂ ^OUt̂ OTe_5aim? ~Smaller (476). Either u an outstanding value' 
to t̂heir owner **** to rgby any standard, and The SmaUer may be the 
l!Jl2,y-â P , ̂em" Many Advent owners bought f̂most spectaculaf bargain available in stereo 
speak^a only after extensive comparisons, •' components. * s ,J 
•̂ Mwnpansa  ̂and earfy disbelief JRe have on displiy' complete music tsyB? 
hewing'̂ th^v  ̂hearing. The same h t̂e^which ftotute The Advent Loudspeaker ' 
^owners have become by far the most effective ̂ and^he Smaller Advent Loudspeaker. These 
i ? êî  ̂ dpin« ,to ^systems were'pre-selected by tir, after Careful |f^nake ihe ongmal Advent a best-seller before evalulation, to offer the best possible reliability, 
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Littler's Crosby Victory 
%!n.>K i'V 1 _, ,£& < -*a^P « |(? 
PEBBLE BEAGH, Calif.- cha/lehgers as some of the\.* toymaments, suddenly very* 
(AP) — Johnny ̂ Miller's vie- jvorld's finest golfers fell a. , mortal and struggling just as, 
tory string came to an end in sorry vlctin> to,the trees and 
the whipping winds and subtle;?\ traps; wind and water, worry • 
terrors of Pebble Beach, and, and woe that make up this 
unflappable 'Qene LitUer 'seaside coyrse. ,, , <" 
calmly sauntered off. with a 
four-stroke vlqtory Sunday in < 
the golfing horror show that 
was the Bing Crosby National 
Pro-Am , 
Littler, i the's''soft-spoken.H 
nerveless .44-year-old veteran'.', 
who had to make at • cofneback 
fromcancer, needed, only a 
final round of'73, one over par, 
oyer the crags and cliffs of the1 
Pebble Beach golf links to 
score his 26th:career victory/' 
Pressure/ -wind and cold 1 
took care ; of- any -would-be •; 
There Was Jack Nicklaus 
three-putting, missing .from 
less than a foot ; 
Theretwas Tom',Watson 
dropping out of second with & 
vtriple bogey on the ei^ith: He:, 
finished with an 80, ' 
Theret was Tom Weiskopf 
hitting out' of bounds tin his 
w a y ,  t o  a  d o u b l e  b o g e y f ,  
.And there was Miller,'the 
.young man who captured the 
imagination of the nation's 
^golfing millions with his fan­
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New York 115, Indiana W • . 
St. Louis 11&.S«n AntonlQ 10* ' 
Kentucky 1C&M#mphIs1M,pT Sari 
Diego 98, Virginia 95 
Monday** Qqm— \ 
No games wXeduled 4 , . 
TveWayYOame f " 
All-Star Gome at San Antonio 
• ;/t-: i. -
NBA 
Bottom Canfavma ' 
ArtontkDMskm • 
W I 
Boston 33 14 
Buffalo 31 17 
NawYork.'.:....... 24 72, 
Philadelphia....... :19 .29 
Control Dtirlsier)' 
Washn 35 13 





Boston 107, Buffalo 93 * • 
Seattle 96, Creveland-93^^^- '̂.-
.Philadelphia 103/Lot-Angeta 9? 
Portland 128, Golden State JI3 
Mwfay** Ooiy <. 
; MJJwaukeiat NewOrleanv 
-. Sundoyfs Pro Hockty 
NHL 
Philadelphia Z ttoston i tie ̂  :s1 
'* Vancouver 6, Toronto 4 v 
New YorKORangerv 3, Los Angeles 2 
Atlanta 4 Buffalo 3^" 
Washington 6Detroit 
Montreal 7 Pittsburgh % <• 
Chicago 3, California 2'V-v:y^.*. . 
tr li  j t 
the others. He. madebogey 
from a bunker on the 14th,' 
then got it in a trap, left it 
s there.and made double bogeyfe 
on the 15th 
• When it was over, the placid' 
Littler had won with a 280 
total, eight under par. Hubert 
Green, he of the crouched and 
curious putting stance, was' 
alone in second with a final 
— the best round of the^ 
day—and a 284 total 
, Green was the only (nan in 
the field who escaped without^ 5 
' a bogey in the final round, but 
commented, "I made some 
Awfully great pars, like on 13. 
I holed a 20-foot downhill,- ' 
sidehill, breaking, curving! ',1 
• putt that was going 30 miles ; 
an hour." > 
Tom Kite came <out of. the'/ 
. pack to capture third with a 
70-285. 
Graham birdied the final . 
hole for a 75 and, at 287, was -
the only other man in the field 
able to break par' for four 
• rounds. Miller bad a 74 and 289 3m 




... , , •. f«.1 i .. ....... ... . m . 
Hubert Green chips out of sand trap 
ABA Owners Facing Problems 
poston at Kansas Cltv ^ ' * 
. Swndef'eOeiiw: 
Minnesota 2*. Battinnore 1 ; 
Vancouvtff 5, Chicago 3 -
Houston 3, Winnipeg I ̂ -
Phoenix .4, .Indianapolis d 
T o r o n t o  . 7 ,  i E d m o r t d n  5 ;  ; .  







Minnesota at Baltimore 
Quebec at Toronto : 
Clevelandat < hkago 
Phoenix at' indlanapolli. 
Winnipeg et San Diego •; 
Houston at Edmonton 
SAfJ ANTONIO (AP)'-
American Basketball Associa­
tion owners and general 
managers converge here Mon­
day for their mid-winter talks 
with anything but pleasant 
subjects.to discuss. 
They face resolving] finan­
cial woes of three of the. 
league's. 10 franchises and 
replacing ABA Commissioner 
Ted Munchak. 
Kven Tuesday night's all-
star game has its bit of gloom 
to add to the nud-wmier talks.; 
Just days before j>6ff, 
promoters reported a^'had : 
not sold out and teleyldbnn against each other-caps the 
coverage of the game :imoSt , ABA family gathering Tues-
likely. would bie bladtetl out - day night. . 
; By BOBBY; STEINFELD ; 
Texas Staff Writer -. 
Last - March the- Austin 
. Women's Soccer League con-
: , sisted of only 20 players, but 
.-./ Within ,a few months , parr 
. • • ticipation doubled. Now more 
than 170 participate with more 
• coming each week. 
AWSL Director Sally James; 
«Js the league's success is a 
resulkof "the amazement of 
soccer. You never have to sell 
® ijtl^The'pl^ei^love it" 
M0ST PLAYERS have Uttle 
or no experience In soccer. 
Clinics are held at il -a.rn. 
Saturdays at Pease Parkx 
teach women soccer. 
."Our clinics help ne 
players as well as the old, 
James said. "Experienced 
players teach passing, dribbl­
ing and* team play. You don't 
have.to.join competition until' 
you're ready." 
And when ohe is ready, she 
enters a league consisting of 
six teams engaged in serious 
soccer. Men's rules apply, in­
cluding contact. > 
"Soccer involves lots of run-
riing and hitting," James said, 
"and I don't kpow any woman 
thai doesn't like that kind of 
Play." 
locally APPARENTLY she's right. 
The all-star game-pitting —or three of 200„. 
players selected as best in the Payers have quit, and those 
east and west divisions *ere ^ because of bruised:.. 
league consisting of Universi­
ty students. : 
Most teams have sponsors 
which donate money for 
necessary equipment. 
"Austin businesses seem 
very cooperative with 
women's sports, which is 
much needed for our league," 
James said. 
League games are played at 
Zilker Park, St. Edward's 
University soccer field and 
Kieling Field in East Austin. 
Competition continues 
through winter and into spr­
ing. 
The league is geared to 
new people," James said, "and 
" fact that you're not too old 
to "learn soccer." 
• MAlNFY WOMEN take a few 
/ 
hours , off on the weekend, 
leave the kids with the hus- -
band and have fun. The' 
women enjoy themselves 
while they develop their 
skills. 
"I love the exercise, the. 
special skills I developed and 1 
the know-how of body-work," | 
Linda Cancelosi, a University 
law student said, "but most of ' 
all I love the social aspect of j 
the league. Instead of going; 
right home we usually con-' 
verse for a while or go for) 
some entertainment." 
Even those not in the super-' 
athlete category, but just 
after exercise or fun, can 
show up Saturday at Pease 
Park or contact James at 452-
1058 or 474-4480. * 
—UMTakptoto 
mpics Threatened 
^LONDON (AP) Lord Killanin, president of the Inter- _ 
national Olympic Committee, is going to Amsterdam Tuesday 
to talk with his three vice-presidents on the crisis threatening 
the 1976 Olympic Games in Montreal. 
But lie denied a Canadian report be had summoned the 
organizing committee from Montreal to attend. 
: ,He added that Roger Rousseau, commissioner for the Games, 
had wanted to come over and report to him personally on the 
delay Jn building the main stadium and the escalation of costs. 
But the hearing of the Quebec parliamentary finance com­
mittee which has "been discussing the Olympics' 



















Golden St. 30 17 
Portland 21 26 
Seattle..... 2V 26 
Phoenix 19; 25 
L o v A n g e l e s . . . J 8 .  2 7  
Washington 118; ̂Houston .90 
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We've moved to new . 
and better facilities 
Specializing In engine overhaul transmission overhaul brake work and tfine*ups. 
1006 WEST 12TH ST. t 477-2725 
Women range in age from 13 
to 35 with the bulk of th^ 
• 
COUNSELING-PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CENTER 
HAS LIMITED OPENINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING 
:
;|^|:SGRbUP EXPERIENCES: 
PERSONAL GROWTH GROUPS: designed to IncreaM your personal awqreneti and t«i; 
tap your potenKal for mora xatUfylng relationthlpt through sharing of feelingt and 
reactions. • - K'..' 
5 groups availaMerMbnday, Tuesday, Wednesday; Thursday (3-5 pnri) and Thurt-
day (7-9 p.m.) • . • -v'v. i. -' 
FRIENDSHIPS INITIATION AND DEVELOPMENT^ designed to pfanoM the perfor­
mance of'sldlls dnd ^thaviors helpful f^ deve)<>ptng fHehdM^. ̂  skills as 
tnutual self-disdosure/ iniHatihg cOTversations. dnd pcicing d relationship^ will be 
practiced In the group and between group meetings. Direded towards students who 
nave difficulty making friends." 7 V; 
• T group availableV Wedyiesdtiy (7-9 pm) 
DECtSION-MAKING SKII^S: the focus of this group will be on developing the sldlls ln^-
votved in making chelces^rdfjail sorts; The format Wfll.include learning to developln-
dlvidual change goa^l^eveloping^'and evaluating- alternatives^ and experiential ; 
decision-makiitg *n the'lihoices brought in for discussion by groUp ̂ emoers.^Th|t 
group-will meet forLthWe a-houi^tessions. ' -IV 
• 1 group available: MOnAy 
WOMEN'S AWARB4ESS: >his grmp ̂l| jFMusin sp^at ilsuM relating to the chdHg^ 
ing female rolo. Aimr^':the topiM''dimu^ will be: Interpersbnar Mationships^ 
social pres(ures, aeademk piJrsuits) bnd carii«r and iob alternatives. . 
2 groups available:'Wednesday (44 pm), Friday (9^1 l am) 
A SHARING GROUP FOR SINGLE MOTHERS: aimed at discovering how women can 
support each other in4)«als for themselves and their children (Free child care will bo 
provided). J'r; , ' 
2~groupt available:.Tuesday (3-5:^|»m)i Wednesday (3-5 pm): . .--ia': 
A/rgroups fexcept Dadtion-MakingJ will meet 2 hours a week for 6 weeks, starting 
:in early February, TO ensure that participants .will be involved in a relevant learning 
experience. aN interested students must sign-up at the Counseling-Psyehoiogital Sor-
, vices Center tot a brief,interview. Drop by the Center or call 471 -3515 to arrange an 






"music without equal or any near paialJeT 
—Washington Post 
Thnrsday/Febraajry 6 
9I(uilcipal Anditoriiuii/8K)0 PM 
. 50 with Optional Services Fee 
Ticket sales begin Tuesday, January 28 
Hogg Box Office/lO-6 weekdays. -
' Bus schedule: • • • 
Jester, Kinsolving, Co-op/7:00-7:30 PM ' 
Sponsored by 
The Cultural Entertainment 






Al(n_ - -m; 
. All pay. Committee. Interview ISIdn-Up 
Students interested in interviewing tor the 
Cultural Entertainment and Fine Arts 
Committees of the Texas Union on Tues-
day and Wednesday afternoons, Jan. 28 
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DO YOURSELF 




IP •' -IliSt! .. 
>»v- t ^ 
MOVE IN TODAY AND ENJOY H 
*-
F
* i __jl i 
a? rnSai 
F ^ Afe u • s yj. >\ 
12 noon. Sondwich Seminar: "Self-Defense for 
You." Mike Veelton, instructor at the Texas Tae-
Rwon-̂ O, will ̂ peak on karate, kung fu, and other 
related-self defense arts .dnd will -demonstrate 
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11:45 p.m. Exhibits "Ceramics, Sculptural 
lntdglio, and Lithography." Works by UT art students !̂ 
f°y®'f Undergraduate Library, fine Arts Committee! 
Through February 7. 
'"A'4f*-5.;30 p.m. Dlscussion with Bob Binder. Informal . 
conyersdtion with the Austin city councilman. Texas i| 
1 r̂ r"itei ' r  ̂ w. i: 1$ a W** 7 ^ _ rz?--: I. .^fii I pm' Quartet. An evening I TUESDAY* ?uafar*; of Austin. Free. Texas Tavern. 
i f w* * * v > v 
. 7:3$# JO p.m, SpcidiV Tourliarrjent. Fre# 
Refreshments. Sch l̂z Garten, Recreation Committee. 
.U®." Tertulla Chicana. Two speajcers will 
dffcUss the Catholic Chuith at)d the Chicano Com-
mynity  ̂ Small fee for refreshments. Texas Cultural 
Rootn (Mexican-American}, ̂ Methodist Student 
Center. Wlexlean-American Culture Committee. 
^ 
. ?• Tretyakov ConCert. The 
violinUt will perform at Hogg Aufiitorium as theithlrd 




'XU.IC, afd tjEfionfy * 
You are invited \ 
to attend Joske's 
pfridal Fashion Show 





Wednesday, February 5, 7 p.m. 
/Austin" Municipal 
'Auditorium 
J Plan to attend this showing 
, of new fashions for the spring 
and summer bride and the 
.^members of her wedding party. 
Complimentary tickets are 
available-now in the Bride's 
Shop, third level; Wedding 
sQift Registry, fourth level^ 
arid Social'Stationery, 
. upper mall level; 
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land sboold be careiulfy ex-
amtned to determine the 
various capacities the.land 
tats tor serve he condoned. 
TOstype of land resource 
management is different than 
Just zoning, Renlro said; 
V UNREGULATED growth 
is another concern 
of new comity officials, Ren­
lro said and added "I am not a 
no-growth freak, but I do want 
to see a balance of en-
• vironmental quality and 
economic growth, I envision a 
itawig conimissaan for the 
coariyand hope for a lot more 
before the- legislature gets 





•«gs| r*- Cay**.. 5̂ a£sa»tf»v 





• »MtWw M»n ftiii.1 --
L«ip—A*g.r «5»JCTfc 
«-«! «MK} 
• 'There are several good 
halls before the House that 
wtxdd help solve these plan­
ning problems for coun­
ties" Reniro and. 
Ibedxplicatioo on the coun­
ty level binderseSectireness, 
Reufro said; punting oat that 
Tens is the only state in 50 
with school districts assessing 
taxes. ' 
' An unbalance contract with 
the ci ty is an immediate ex­
ample of tte necessity of 
cooperation between life city 
aadcaanty; it was pointed oat. 
Hoots is jnegotiatiAg the ok-
:..tiifc|t5«Sfc the city. 
vV -\S4' 
mmsmtm 
•sS^-TO •&P -*3 
f=t-" 
Stf^-îtsk - mil ___| j . J' Lj, 
Reflections of the Past 
/ ̂ •̂ modM. glass fiKad* of ttm Groduntt SdiwI of „ Hiiiln»M twwniui 
'1 Bwin««» Buying raftoch th. brkfc axfrior of rtw  ̂ "" "~-
IMPORTANT 
_ to Hoots Is1 
need for home role.Wsis 
Just ordinance power, he 
bat the -capahUiM.v:.to 
pwiWpm v̂- *4, 
• Hoots, etplateed•••' the': .nfe^d*; 
for ' intergovernmental con- ' 
trading pbwers and the useof; 3 
conditional̂  budgeting;•. Coo-•' 
ditional twdgeting' Woald '-
provide an inceqttVeL for thos& v 
coonty agendes t̂ ^vrant ̂  
move. ahead,he îd. The1} 
agencfes wooWhave to gives 
progress reports to the com-'; 
missioners before given" 
allocations for'the next few 
months. Hoots saHofTravif 
County's growth problem, 
"T?e have a responsibility to: 
developers - those willtng to 
meet the needs of .the public.'" 
The Austin: Society for 
Public Adnttstiatini is 
public 
levels of state goveromtat At 
the meeting tbqr voted to 
have;an "Ojpportonities Day 
for University students in­
terested in.careers in public 
administration; Jerry,Mobre, 
secretary, gaveas a': reason 
for fiie project that the state 
doesn't hayiei ̂  central per-
soitnel agency toen  ̂




Museum To Offer Course 
g - Serving 14 varieties of the ~ BEST hot sandwiches, pizzast salcuis \ 
"•v̂ a 
"Writing- .for - the 
Commencal Market;*- the 
fust of a series of writing 
courses to be sponsored by the 
O. Henry Museum, will begin 
Feb. 6. 
f ACng yqmiii fnlwjjiij»; 
marketing stories tiiiH - be 
tabght hy Ann Fears .Oraw-
fohl, a tocai fre«dal)ce writef 
and editor. Each partic^ant 
will be expected/to imrite a 
story forpoblication. -
_ \ . _ Crawfwdi a member of Ute 
The course in writing and museum advisoiy .board, is 
the author: of' "A Boy Like 
t You," 'The Eagle", and co­
author of "John Comially: ' 
Portrait in Pwier."" 
iwOlmeet atUteO  ̂
Henry Museum, 409 E- Fifth 
St:, from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Tbnrsdays orbuniUm to 
noon Satsrsdays. 
- Intoested pnsite\ 
5 Oie O. -Henry' 
'iflB, or Ofe Austin ] 
Recreate 




2105 SAN ANTONIO ST. 
TUES. JJQL 2M S;PJR.. 
MINGMSTKUMSiTS 
, TEA lk BAGBS 
v AHBt QONCBtT ̂  
SAT NAM JAMBnri, 
„ 'Reflections '"of the past, 
challenges of the present and 
promises of the future" is 
Austin's theme ifor the up­
coming year-long Bicenten­
nial celebration. 
IN KEEPING WITH this 
theme, the Austin Bicenten­
nial Commission recently 
selected its Ethnic History 
Association -steenngcom-
: mtttee. Each of the 12 ethnic 
groups now represented by 
the association win gather 
pictures, 
any other articles rf historical 
value to estaldch an Austin-
Travis County Collection of 
flie Public Ubnuy. lUs per­
manent collectionwin nOect 
the heritages of: various 
cultures whictr- makfe-ap 
Austan's populatSoo. v- - : 
- ; .The odlectiota also will, fur­
nish information - co crafts; 
musk!, dance, foods and dress 
; •  - , -  • v * : ~f •  a-
.. of each ethnic £n»q>... 
I the Ethnic HistMy Assoda-
tkin is a part of Heritage *76, 
one of three phases of 
Bicentennial affairs. Heritage 
*75 also includes tbe pdfica-
tion of an'Austin historical 
. guide with SSO historical sites , 
^ndstructuiea Kjted. ; 
Horizoos 75, a second phase 





No. 11 OobicMali 
DOWNTOWN 501 E. 5TH -̂5 
TRY THE BEST BAR-B-Q 
IN rOJFJV. WITH A COLD 
MUG OF BEER ON THE 
HOUSE 
restoration and beratffiditiat 
of Austin's watenrays mdthe 
open qtaceŝ  aromtd flieqi-
ffite and take trails irill Que 
varkms gateways.: v;; 
A third phase. Festival 
USA.W01 kick offJifriUR, 
with dedicatiop oCŷ e Jtipm 
Lake Parkvray. Fireworks 
and a cooeert on Town Lake 
will be included in the 
celebration. A square dance 
festival as well as naiuauia' 
pageants, variety ihows and 
fine wts; programs aire 
schedtded for this phase of the 
fttrentHuuiil crirttratioB. f! ' 




_. . REG. LIST 
D9KERHBUIKTS 
fJieaiSS î̂ r-vSMt;5-
; g%f>g . 
"AMmZMiAOSET 
SM ". . . 33J95 
SPEAKER SPECIALS W 
^AB-7 . .:J~ ... t B M . 
|AIMX» - . SSJOO 
- AM . 99J0 . 
AR*,, - I2M0 
JE8SEMI3 . 11U5 T 
JENSBI#* . . H8J5-
*MEMSENfS . 18935 UfM 
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T 
We'll go anywhere for a stoty 
this fascinatirig is 
January Z7 
-K : f i'sT**T IWE NEW YEAR'RIGHT ' ^ 
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door m*al in EtutwoockParlt. Austin reading* r*a&*d a 
Hot 06# it's Warm Outside 
record hiah of 82 QMINS. on. out* 
corpus briefs S¥T;*YK'-
1 (• •* "* tv ! ,••*- .r:: r..;'• ,' ' ' ': •' *• • -•••< • - * •"> •4:-K-• - -
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Differences that arise 
.between a business or 
^ professional person and the 
internal Revenue Service 
" 'usually result from attempted 
/-.business deductions and the 
application of the tax law, an 
IRS spokesman said Thurs­
day. 
1 , The primary source of dis­
agreement in an IRS business 
audit concerns the amount of 
• deductible expenditures, 
Chuck Bailey, IRS public af­
fairs official, said, litis can be 
resolved -by maintaining ac­
curate business tax records. 
The income tax law re­
quires every businessman to 
maintain records supporting 
returns. IRS advises a 
bookkeeping system of com­
pleted returns for business 
' needs. Permanent account 
books including' inventories 
Should emphasize deductions 
and credits as well as gross in­
come. 
,IRS says that certain books 
are necessary for accurate 
business bookkeeping. These 
books include: 
• An income journal—a 
collection of monthly income 
summary of receipts, sales 
tax and readily available 
cash. 
• An employe compensation 
record of Working hours for 
both fulltime and part-time 
employes in a pay period, in­
cluding withheld deductions 
• A check disbursement 
journal—a daily account of 
checks drawn on a business 
account.-
• A daily summary of cash 
receipts including cash sales, 
Offers Tips 
jThe (Austin, Coalition 'to 
jt-thePeaceAgree-
nteotwillspansor a JaHy on 
tt* Main Mai) at 11:30 a.m. 
Monday iit- vAki Annaiido 
(^tfcn^oft&govenjment 
department will speak on the, 
conflict in InJochina. The ral-
ly will move at noon to the 
GqtftDl grounds.._ 
^ Tbe^oa^tibo_will Sww'a, 
film. VThe Year.flf the 
Tiger;" in Sardine1 
J 
through Feb. 7 in the Undergraduate . MPAITMBCT Of I 
Ubrtty. Works are by University will meet at 4 p.m/MDfUtoy.: In . 
•• *,• — w art students. . 'y.'.i Cockrell Hall 1202 tolwltfiserhtoar,' 
:Anaitortam\ a£7;»/aM 9:30 flXUi4aoNraootAiiroouNCa.will have "Refractive lrwfcxWrlft>g-In tot 
sign*up for interviews for Pbl» Films; Integrated-Optics 
membership on CEC end Fine Arts Applications." • 
Committees from ? a.m. lo S p.m. TtXAS UNTO OCAS AMBSUBCOMMfTTlI 
Mooday lihUnloa South 114. . will sponsor a sandwidrseminar a't 
noon. Monday, "5etf Oefense ior 
You," at which AMke}Veeitoa''ln:' 
structor at'the Texas Tae-Kwon-Oo 
Institute, vHH spaoK-ltjwUI be held 
in the TlnKer Roo^ jtoOi^fteor/ 
Academic Center. ^ 
pJH 
MATCH JlATtft (TttMrii-*Team-Spirit 
Organization) If ^accept! ng •" •fM^iTrattnn. — " - — *» " '—" Hwwtj.in-.u wii awin ll«  
cussion with Austin Councilman Bob 
Binder ffbm'4 to 5 p.rri.; an evening 
- with*, the - Quasars#r.an 'Austin 
berbership quartet from 8:301o 11 
OeadUf^farapptlcsttons is Friday 
4 !:> 31. for more :4nformaWon contact 
JoAmemdstattar«t4!7-zm. 
TOWS UMOHNM ACTS COMMTTW wni 
• sponsbr-aa 'ceramics, 
^ xaApJurtj fotagtk) abd tHhography 





504,W. 24 th 472-7968 
Aon.-Fri. 10-6 4 Sat. lQ^lZ 
^Z]^^MlMster,ioe\ip{|( beofferivgnote8 
31 r' tkmr»e8pT^mg,c6p3^ng,tihd 
Veterans To Receive 
Niore Aid if Qualified 
] ,] Some veterans will receive additional financial aid for 1974-75 
as a result of GI Bill increases. The student financial aid office 
• iscontacting those veterans who are qualified to receive the in-
; crease. 
Congress passed legislation to increase GI Bill benefits,-
retroactive to last September 1, on' the basis that previous 
benefits were not sufficient to Meet rising educational costs. 
. Many veterans are receiving assistance through the Office of 
Student Financial Aids, ami federal guidelines require that in­
creases in aid be based op need. The increased GI Bill benefits 
also will be taken ;into consideration when determining the 
amount of a veteran's assistance. 
Veterans who have current addresses on file with the office 
and are not contacted within the next 30 days may assume that ' 
their aid for this academic year will not be affected by the GI : 
BUI increase.Veterans may contact the financial aid office if 
they have questions..- : ''"Sa 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors 
Needed -r 
Men & Women , 
EARN $14 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 PM 
sales slips , and cash collec­
tions . 
IRS representatives con­
sider these basic bookkeeping 
procedures as important for 
tax advantages. Without an 
accurate record of business 
assets, the. depreciation 
allowance cannot be deter­
mined. Only a permanent 
record will reflect the un-
recovered cost of fully 
depreciated assets. An 
overlooked deduction 'may 
cost more than tax, Bailey 
said. This could only happen if 
bookkeeping methods are far 
from accurate. 
Other, advantages of an ac­
curate account of records con­
cerns capital gains and loss 
provisions of the income tax 
law. To take advantage of 
these provisions, records 
rr< 
should show the acquisition 
date of an asset, its use and 
disposition. 
Well-kept records help 
determine true business in­
come in identification of the 
source of cash and property 
Bailey said, since they show 
the income profit and quickly 
tell the tax liability. 
IRS taxpayer service 
representatives are available 
to business persons requiring 
assistance or information con­
cerning income tax. Tax­
payers may call IRS toll-free 
or visit the IRS office at 300 
E. Eighth St. 
Free publications concer­
ning record-keeping and taxes 
are also offered. These in­
clude "Your Business Tax 
Kit," which provides informa­
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LOS TACOS 
SOUTH c 
BEAN & CHEESE ° 
BURRITO I 
N 
... looses tilth, broken ankles J 
'hantl»tohnf*qvfpm*ntjamkotii: 
THE LOST GONZO BAND 
•• ' i with ' ' ;k ^4 
JERRY JEFF WALKER { 
i, ';.Wijj^C^.-«jii>ii: Ansfin' r 
; • TUM;; Jan.18^ 
409 W. 6th 
TUES. .& FBI. 8 AM to 3 PM 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. •  V T -f. ' - . i K . :  . _ ... •: ,1 '• . * V. 
W I T H  A l l  T H E  T R I M M I N G  
1«J iifrtv?®":-
PARAMOUNT I NGgi* 





BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
:$Aye7fr 
A quart»r pound bf fmh ground m«at on^a1! 
elarg* bun. With l«nix«, tartMlo«, pftUn,<1 
^ nUraci*  Whip satod dmttbig .  Ipt  f  
,ol our wfl drink ofhjrVondX 
your o|itoon character glaM&iCtiw&j 
S%'i,«ewp«a mcMtdiy. 
.<92^0S>. 
I DAVE BRUBECE 
D A R I C S  E H C B E C R  E N S E M B L E  
C H R I S  A N D  D A N  B R C B E C K  
t  * 1 0  
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JA2Z CONCERT 
• PARAMOUNTtHEATERONCONGRESS 
SUPPORT TOE PROJECT TO RENOVATE,TBE 
PARAMOUNT THEATER INTO A 
i- THE PERFORMING ARTS. r?.", 
_ ' TKXm$4JO,fSJO,t6JO -i 
AVMAMU AT- IMYBtStTT CO-<*, JOSKPS, VKTOHY 6HU. 















With this coupon, "iL 
«iyjUt.imto( 5S— ; 
.mMumpinin • Ersr-'.v 
NVitorprMnd' ' 
H WIU B M  pluaof 
i ttNinxtmallMr^ 
xHh aquai numbar 
of Inindiantt FREEI 
V Ont coufxAl p*r vMt; 
VAU0 NM 
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And j*B thevAI,«Ri By MM HKNDKBSON 
Vena Staff Writer 
Roy Bodtanan is total concent ra­
tion. Os baby bine eyes rarely stray 
Aom the neck of his l9S3 Fender 
Teleeaster guitar. His mouth moves 
xnly from side to side, as if be were 
having difficulty chewing on a hard 
piece of babbie gam. -
' B# the capacity crowd at the Ar­
madillo Friday tlight had no difficulty 
"whatsoever in appreciating 
.Buchanan's 'performance. Bleating 
tWoes andboogie, Bochanan's fingers —hhkh, tsK&aaaa saows tawfc » 
"*»* «•* -» « fagetTtte faiwaius ana bacfciaroŝ  even down mnUi i.ni.. 
,tLt̂ -S?nPS °f one (eels the te certaa  ̂the whining, screanung sounds of Roy: . ~Xj_ 
Bocfcanan..; 
DRESSED IN A white tartleneck 
îU? ?eCk̂ â°tS *** hfaê *- the Sag he « mcrf JBnrtiaftan- looked more like a hip , . 
^preacher than a master of the guitar. Bat it is Bactanaa's., 
.Looking straight as a bearded that draws the appiaase. T 
•minister, the amh»lpT(nm.RnrKjnji» jng.Mr pir̂  r*l*t**c it nnjUfe 
let' his fingers dothe Dying and the pocket. Bachanansfiagers By across 
crowd dotbeyelling. , the Beck of his gatar. Aad " 
pats awa? his pick and wi«h &e(aar *a* To GoT" Baduaaa entedthe'̂  
oe the first row. Bacfaan ported to fiagereof lis right load attacks the sto* wi» a scag titled Tin E»il," 
atb r̂iapwiKrilli i—life strags. predaciagaa eOKtaftar wfckih featared some guitarj*dki«S>. 
~ "• fe« gaitaristswoald era dare ® admires wished to lean, ft 
•alikethe master and his p^als. 
Reachiag far thr tapir; oa 
seemed as reflexive to Bbl 
reaching for a doorkaob. Aad 
IMmm had no tooaMeataO in 
reacting backinto the past to per­
form sach classics as "Jcfcaay Bl 
Goode," "Down by the Riwr* ari 
>i4ne of Yoor Lore." The tne 
gemasof 




pfay ^Tkwft Her R&C 
left. ~ 
—* " i ' "* i i i aiit; 
Aa aaaoaacer came oa stageto sa<y 
Badoaoa needed to rest his facers' 
; the; werecxaaBpod. A tne 
• They are soil ndiil> fast, 
ft is acoacenahie to i "" 
coaM enr tire ai oe' 
After the brief rest, 
of nwaral Gelds he 
:MAIW 
fcanaa, especially afler seeing 
. He plays an aid. beatap gait&r 
i be arid afford the best gailar 
aa the markeCAad after bearing oae 
«f the masters of tte gratar, people 
'•fail i 9Hrr fawwMkj 
Bat he sams it i|> best in one of his 
soagswbeafeesays. "Mayfaesoooeaf 
50a an Ka$e beard of me, samf&aie. 
he Im araad a long time, but I'm 
aotant  far  "  " 
oKimuur 
SIM 
Bwfragan has ptaUkad the gntar 
since he was 9. lie is tndy one of the 
worid'sgreatestgaitarists. After this 
mapyyeais, befieve itoraot, &me is. 
secoodaiy. (hjj be satpfartion of 
kniiaiugyoa kmildnttliRndf 
w jw «tamen ootnes first Few 




V A R S I T Y  
y Yim'B ftaswSl agseeit-
Bob Dylan Rejuvenates Rack 
By CHABLES RAY December. HH) ^Blood oa a«y ptetwas release. .̂ We, 
• ' • the Tracks" (Colambia. fed this albam isgoing to pot 
"—Baor -Amrrira. Ttosed K3SS) retaras to the better the iahsUy bacjton its feet," 
waragiwfidfcl*!** *9s«rS$ta  ̂.,nom^CdU '̂:a^BiMsh»>'; 
gsrsr-fe'SSK,", 
** «* —» a. 1^* rf iluCT*-*  ̂ siyastar torekmdle rock. We 
2*^  ̂aBB,r* l̂ly N n» i«n f̂«i g* tt inll. Bob 
"W W* • •• •liniii 1 nl iir 'ilte Uyfifi. 
BBditiî LÎ ailies y~.rT m "CaBatan "CohmK 
oamt^ his  bes t  abmi .  W e s t e y  Hardmg ^Ibom t e f c e t - ,S tBob^UB^« 
Bie jais, which fntwes , Rim n, a brief stay wflh of the most iaBaenSal artists 
masiciaas sach as Baddy Asylam records which of all time aod we're goii% fai 
y' jW gtuist far the , iiuikud -two aftans, Qyiao treat bim that way. We're 
new lUeu af tte Paqiie has retaraed to tis originai very ha$f>y to have bom back -
Sage, aad Eric Vuulietg i 111 nto|, haae sf M yeus. ... very .happy." 
Wnemwe- Ojbanlaa.Xo»hBM^afiTC-
DeqatetbereUnelyshart year 0 " 
time iavolred (fire days 




Sales Benefit KIRN 
M* mm. b. im. m n. dST 
tt^*Z!8SS&12ZSwSri: SK5 'SKf M.KUm "* —<-ip * 
wuaagZbn, «m ' ' ^  ̂ specified.  ̂
toeal Talent Wahted for Films 
Austin Media Productions will fcast for a series of ' wwlli 
history films, to be shot in the Austin area, from 1 to 4p.mv&ad' 
7 to 8:30 p.m. Monday and 1 to 4 p.m. TOe^ay '̂!;'a|̂ ®^® 
f[ Eacbiilinî mre t̂oSOactors.Roleswill vary 
mospbere people to fair-sized speaking parts. All ages are need-
edbom 10 op, but moi in their 30s, 40s and 50s are especially 
^uted. prew mtinbers also are being sought. ' .'. ?• 
^>pasting will be conducted at 1924B V l̂ey Hills lMve;(off 
,Stnd?n sgat"g is TO far the three-day competition. General 
admission is (B, preferred seating is $30 and reserved VIP 
* "llTlilllt|||H Less than ajODO tkkeb aie a«»IAMIIe'oAd|L 
•Tickets may be onlered by sending a check or nnoey'anJer 
477-13X4 
TWO STRBSAND HnSI 






4 "J, HiLD ovax 
Tonight! 
Si lOU \ U \ K S  USA 
WM»9m sijso i«is 
UiOW< 
lanK ustm 
fhe Monday Night Comedy Serias Pmients 
Ttm Genius at SHunt Comedy 
OUR HOSPITALITY •omcE STAWSITjOOr' • V t>. 








pirmctsd bf Bustmr Kmuton, 
With Busier, Kemton end Nataffe 'Tifm Hl-GHLAND MALL SS 
iHT *«g 
WMfM oqan musk: by DM 
JIS1CR AUDITORIUM $1 
Cmm»aT*xms S—soa TiekH StB 
Good for At Smmmstw 
12 Midnight 
IMatWBWB*MIWia — 
JUST Off tAST BVBeaDtO^v, 441-3222 





•AHMOf- '  '  
tMORlUSS *»•. cô »r1H>f"oou5«» • SOUTH SIDE 
/l() f Wlut, •l.»4 72^6 _w m 
'>*•-'•'5rt»' "V.A• Janua 
JBy BILL DAftWlN, 
^•Texan Staff WritecK^i 
^ Esterhazy in 1773, although the symphony 
! "was written abit earlier. 
m§i 
'̂ Iyenou^r-'receiv-
y.*v~"r"T" alight, almost tongue-in-cheek inter-
Having t heard the Prague' Chatnb6r ^^.pretation. The larghetto movement 
Orchestra in El Paso four years ago, I i,'- featured the finest playing of the woodwind 
welcomed thfe news that the Cultural Enter- section of both fights, introducing a new 
talrinjent pommittee had contracted them > sense of melancholy obscured in a 4arger 
for two concerts Thursday and Friday *s£x? orchestra, 
nights. But little did I remember ihe superb 0: A fine sense of balance and a full; rotund 
output.tfiig small group without conductor is sa sound characterized Haydn's Symphony No 
of. -1 48, named "Maria Theresa" due to it having 
;Anieffort to choose the outstanding con- ,££been performedbefore the empress of the 
trlbutlon of the orchestra Is certainly tax- \ same name when , she visited the Court of 
ing; ibut the. two Mozart "symphonies per-
forntedr-Symphony No, 39 in E-flat and 
^yraphonji Ijlo, 38 in,D Major—seemed toL™, -The allegro movement immediately com-
reflect the group's superb ensemble work lftXmunicated the festive and pompous at-
ana collective musicianship ^,<3 mosphere of the piece with exceptional con--
ALTHOUGH I usually prefer a larger 'tftributions in theexceedingly difficult french 
Orphestr^ for Mozart's symphonies—, '-Ihorn lines The entire symphony fell into a 
despite, the-fact that they, were not pier- well cast dynamic mold which was fdt in 
formediwith-a large orchestra ln Mozart's ' > v* each piece • -~ 
tjmeT-th^clear distinction of orchestfation \>i ONE WOULD THINK the group would 
-and thedntimate approach of the chamber have been much at home with music by 
gi#up h4sperhaps altered/my point of view >• ''composers so near their homeland. 
A line ,wa& never inaudible within the 'KHowjever, the "Suite for Strings" of teos 
fugal entrances of the allegro, section of the 1$. Janacek and especially the "Czech Suite" of 
fji?t movement of Symphony No. 38. The jf;Antonin Dvorak were low points in each 
Shimmering woodwinds introduced the,performance. 
precise. (Contrast in mood and orchestral •> *• The Janacek suite was actually well 
balance intended by the composer The. played The nationalistic feeling was deeply 
dead-center intonation of the violins 1 felt, the finale burned with the passionate 
enhance^ the highly transparent andante SI melody, and the cello adagio can only be 
nwyemfot. Again, the woodwind soloists,/^described as beautiful. Being programmed 
proved :their- welcome., inclination toward '̂,', between two classical masterpieces, 
perfect rhythmic acctfrac? and round tone. however, ruined the otherwise innocent 
/Theslow introduction tqSymphony No. 39^ttenderness of this, let us be honest, 
inured with an »#cOmfortable effort, unaid- '̂ftf, mediocre 20th Centuiy piece 
etfby Uie basically dry approach to phras-.tfg* The-Dvorak greatlylacked character and 
,ing. Ettsn purposefully* played in this^4l|color. A simple appnwch taken by the 
njanngr to achieve an exhHarating?J#ensemble was stylistically proper for this 
.freshneSs' In toe allegro section, the intensi-i£f£ folic based composition; but soon a labbred 
islost. therefore sacnflcing the spacious -/{• effect weighed down the sunny pollca and 
tfemotipn of the adagio secUon for a more ^sdefinitelj' -detracted from the otherwise 
ayadeStnic approach. Contrast could have ;^<carefriee finale. ' 3 . 
b^n mbre appropriately achieved through ?:|>: THE SEVERAL ENCORES one on 
a more personal approach to the adagio and- ^ Thursday. and three on Friday, consisted of 
a light finesse to the allegro. But the spon- >;-^shorter works, most notably two great 
taneous joy of, the final movement, with an; v;Mozart overtures: "The Marriage of 
exact'ipulse as if each member were mental- Figaro" and "Der SchauSpieldirektor " 
ly interlocked with the other, was the J | Both received the already ap-
strongest moment of both evenings. 1 <£ ?proach of spontaneous abandon and left a 
PROKOFIEV'S ''CLASSICALj^boiifirined impression of the excellence of 
SYMPHONY" in D Major—as were all ,the " this group bom Czechoslovakia. 
By PAUL BEUTEL 
- Texan Staff Writer 
• "Chinatown" copped the 
largest share of the 32nd an-
nual Hollywood Foreign Press 
Association Golden.Globe 
Awards presented Saturday 
night in Los Angeles and seen 
locally at 10:30 p.m. on 
• channel 7. The hit detective 
thriller, which combined a 
1930's atmosphere: with the 
flavor of '70s political corrup­
tion, won awards for.Best Mo­
tion Picture Drama, Best 
Director (Roman Polanski), 
Best Dramatic Actor (Jack 
Nicholson) and Best 
Screenplay (Robert Towne). 
The Golden Globes have 
always seemed misfits among 
the rash of critical and in­
dustry back-slapping which 
occurs about this time every 
year. Granted, the stars turn 
out in full force, dripping'with 
Oscar-like glamor ami good 
wishes. But what's' missing 
from the - -Golden 
Globes is the high-level (emo­
tion which permeates the 
Oscars, or even the Emmys. 
The winners here accept 
graciously, some even shed a 
tear or two, but there's none 
of the high-strung' "Madame 
X-has-paid-her-due&and-let's-
let-her-win" type of hckum. 
i which often makes these 
things such gloriously' en­
joyable garbage, if not the ul­
timate in critical recognition. 
WHEN FRED ASTAUUB 
was named Best Supporting 
Actor for "The Towering 
Inferno.".he was apparently 
moved, and the/audieMce 
rewarded, him with thestan-
ding ovation which his age 
demands. Bat if he wins the 
OSCAR, in April well, can 
imagine the torrent of emo­
tion then? 
On the the other hand, what 
the Golden Globes lack a 
emotion, this pnpam tn-
tainly made up for m a sense 
of humor. ProdaceiMfiiector 
Richard Dnntap shook! be 
hired for all such ceremonies 
from here on ooL 
While Ken Berry uggfcd 
through "I Never Met a Rase" 
from the "The Little Prince" 
(one of the nominated 
songs*.Dunlap gave ns a 
marvelous cutaway to an 
aghast Valerie Harper, whose 
expression seemed to say 
"Where did they GET that 
thing?? When Berry started 
dancing, we got a quick 
glimpse of Fred Astaiie look­
ing down at the floor. 
Delicious. 
BUT THE UNDETOIED 
high-point of the show was the 
naming of Raquel Wekh as 
Best Actress in a ramify or 
Musical for "The Three 
Musketeers." As she trotted 
toward the podium. 'HmniiiMt 
to fight back the teanT^fer 
all. she had everv right to he 
surprised). Nelson Riddles 
orchestra played a ghas%. 
minor-key version of 
"Strangers in the Night". 
• And Raqttel had a well-
rehearsed acceptance: "T*e 
been waiting; for this 
'One Million Years. B.C.* " 
Another knee-slapper : 
When "1 Fed Lace" from 
"Benji" was umed best 
song.the unidentified acceptor 
of the award brought the dag 
Benji on stage with him. 
Sweeps Globe Awards! 
rvenirtstherwslGhn (ram 
the ItaUastesed HribenT 
Sqave AndKtas). b hte 
best Teaas drawl the eratefiri 
recilrient replied. "As js*H 
know. w*sre new in this 
bizaess." 
1HK SBOWS majoFassel 
was its bristoKss of pace a«d 
,9# mintes rtuning time, 
despite an incredibly long 
acceptance for the 
"OMahMaT top honor from 
Paramount ewcntiw Robert 
Bnas who had to stn«^e 
with a high-on-something 
Catterine Deneare. Tine ran 
«at and host Mb Davidson 
ww get to dtfim ins 
B*t Oscar shtadd Uke a 
lesson frara tftss sfacnrs t*e*i-
sS-
Other winners: Best 
Dramatic Actress. Qena 
IMaals rA\taoB Onder 
tt* bOnence~t; Best S«^»r-
ting Actress, Karen Black 
Ilk Great Gatsbrl. Best 
Acker h Oont% «r MnsicaL 
Art C*n*y rHairy and 
te"»; Best Motion Pktere 
Comedy or Mas»cal. Tbr 
Ln^t Y«T; Best Ftw«gij 
Film. "Scenes From a 
Marriage" 
Wimiers for teSevisaon : 
Best Dramatic Actor. TWly 
SavaUs. <"Kojak"): Best 
Dramatic Actress. Angie 
Dickinson ("Police 
Woman"!; Best Actor in 
Comedy or Musical. Alan AHa 
("MASH" ); Best Actress in 
Comedy or Musical. Valerie 
Harper (" Rhoda' t. 
"Upstairs. DownsUirs" 
was named Best Dramatic 
Series and "Rhoda" Best 
Ounady Series. 
Modern Barbershop Quartet 
To Appear at Texas Tavern 
The Qnsars. an Anstin 
barbershop (jmrtct. wfll per-
fearm from $:3» to II pja. 
Monday in Use Texas Twera. 
Bass 9fo Rector, a veteran 
of mere than s ̂ eais in the 
Barbershop Hanrwray Society, 
arranges most of the qmotet^s 
songs in contemporary 
barbershop style. His qpartet 
experience incWes si^g 
with the Gay Notes of Tttsa 
a*ri the Uart IV of Sa An­
tonio. hoik past antemticBal 
champion qnartet^ 
Sam Tweedy, baritone, is a 
2S-year ineniber of the socie-
tyr His qnartet experience in-
chdes singing tenar in dtetrict 
finailct quartets in Florida. 
Lead singer Bazzy Back is a 
lh-year member He sang 
with (ke Ittbts of Onpas 
Ouristi. achieving South­
western District Tart. 
hcsmnitiws. 
Jan Scofieia. tenor, 
prwridestbt really hipti notes 
A barbershopper for three 
years. Scofield came to Anstin 
from Arizona, where he sang 
tenor with the Salt Rrser Har-
mocy Qrf) 
Auditions Announced 
For xButley' Production 
r>M lha n. J 1 I wn.. Anfitms for the mi^April 
heM at Oerter Sta^e. «Q E 
Ssfli SLJbonT teSpjn. Mon­
thly- FVw men and three 
women we being sob&a to fai 
inks in Sfewon Gray s p&ay 
ahowt areadenac Be. 
The tifle role of Bnthj was 
(toped ty Alan Bales In the 
txns and tkt BN American 
FShn Theatre protection. 
For additional infwmatiaa. 
call the theater at <77-1012. 1 
PioUiliu hegmncy Coumcthg Serwks 




V Speclaf of the week: "World 
Hunger, Who .Will Survive?" 
74 The^ Rookies 
36 The Smothers Brothers Show — 
guests David Steinberg and Ollvlp 
. ffewton-John - v 
I |fjn. 
v Mdvlet '^The Boston Strangler," 
: \sterring,Tony Curtls^'Henry Fonda^ 
" Sally Kellerman . ,. 
.' 36 Movie: "Play Mlsty 
- starring Clint Eastwood, Jessica 
^ Walter, Donna Mills ' 
BtJOpJn. t " ^ 
.: 9 The ; Romantic -Rebellion 
14"v — 
9 pjn. -~r . . 
? Medical Center 
9 Ask a Lawyer 
9>M pjn. 
9 Health Hotline ' • 
10 |UR. 
7, H 3^ News 
9 CADital ExjL;' 
I0i30 pjn, 
7 Movie: "The Extraordinary 
Seaman," starring David Niven, 
Faye Dunaway 
9 Captioned ABC News 
24 Wide World 'Mystery — "The 
Deadly Volley" 
36Tonight ShowV. 
THi SOUTH DOOR 
'•^MliaWPF Ihn Btmd - DaiKing - 7 Nlte* a Week ; Tki* Week Featuring • 
,. -IMWMII 7.#- Mo pn 
imw'' thh coupon, limit I pmr p*nan . Unntorttd —— 
Off E. Riverside Behind the Pizza Hut 
'' 444-0711 
' Happy Hour 7:30 - 9:00 Daily 
LADIES' N Ladies Admitted Free 
Happy Hour Prices All Night 
"-'fcrtaifias . . *» Featuring ticv Miuic: Rt : 
THE BUCKET 23 rd and Prtnrl 
WwtDoor toMortfiHntnii 
To All Students & Faculty: 
SUN THEATRE 
X Ra ted  Mov ies  
521 f 6»h •177-02'? 
Open daily - Novelties 
Book Store - 25 Arcodi 
ilh.fhn ad or Studt-n 
W o  I  s u i t a b l e  for y o u n g  
persons  Musf  be  I  8  y r s  t o  
e n t e r  
NO COVER CHARGE TONITE 
uve AUSTIN 
ROCK A ROutk 
iot • 
The best In live rock ahd 
roll 7 nî its.a week. 
Open at 8:00 p.m 
Music begins 8:30 
Happy Hour-from 8 to 9 MADNESS 
NO COVER 
50*TEQUILA 
- 914 N LAMAR 477-3783 
^ Today at Prasklib Theatres 
HELD OVER VILLAGE 4 
VILLAGE 4 






ANDY WARHOL'S HELD OVER 




at Hamburgers by 
"V Gourroat walcoma you 
"Wl look twiNill to 
hawiiiy yw Join us soon. : 
Lt»WSO« 
(TVmo i 
COJMF EARLY TO AVOID TUB RUSH 
. ricks americon bar 
ComtnupuK wnkngn «tt» Imt, SmmUmii 
MOHfRb .4-12• SAT: 7-1 • SUtfeT-n • HWPPV HOUR 
304 WEST 1STH STHBET <n«| 
2200 Guadalupe ,,On the Drag" - 474-10M 
Itn W. Mnii 4S4-SS77 311 S. 1m 477-3422 
Serving only IOO% Pwe Beef % &. 
Hsnnfcuageis 
THIRD W0MD HUMS 
presents 
Year of the 
Tiger 
27 
*»l^t Man* fcmili. T«waT!u«on»iii 
I -$  ̂; YEAt OF THE HGCK 
TwrfAtl^r'iitaMitrigteini 












Monday. January 27, 1975 THE 
1 -̂ " 
m 
--i,T 
<-* V ><•* •» ^ "« 
H*sks£ ' 
M O M  
-KSSfe* 5? 
RS.  MPARTS.  |  -URN.  APARTS.  •  FURN.  APARTS.  •  FURN.  APARTS.  •  MISCELLANEOUS 
I p-'-
906W.2XND NOW LEASING 
1 BR Furii. 
MARK IV ARTS. 
.• 3)00 Speedway 
asmt 47wt»6 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
MOWUEASING 
1 BR -$170 3 BR- $325 
LMRGE POOL-ALL BILLS PA(D 
MOVE IN TODAY 
EFFICIENCY 







2 BLOCKS TO CAMPUS 
FROM SMS ALL. BILLS PAID 
k. $ K w/vw> \\*a 
THE CREEMHOUSET^Exfra • bedroom apt̂ siso pet-month. Water & lights void. Beautifully decorated. OAsr - 3411 S. <• 
EFFICIENCY. CA/I 
hwasher. cable TV. DooUstorage: Small. t»uJeJcomĵ lFshuttî Sl». ABP; 
KEAR HIGHLAND MALI* OPS: Or* 
bedrapm «riil| ?heg carpet dishwasher. 
- Gas, water, cable paid. Pool, u laimdry. No chtldran or pets.;: SUS.«2MayfieU.4»ns&.4SI-S99r 
AT UT. Large, old 2 bedroom. $240 plus bills. I 902 Nueces: 47*440; 47*4613, -
SUMMER RATES. :Qualnt one bedrooms. 4303 OuvaL ACT VII4534540 
454-4C21 furnished STOJtiplus electric!-
Ir" : 
TWO BLOCKS CAMPUS. Unique one' bedrooms. $135 phis electricity 2801 Hemphill ACT VI 4SMS40 454-4*21. -
CASTING FOR FILM-
AUSTIN MEDIA PRODUCTIONS heeds-actors'lor aserles of half-hour history films. Many extras and crew, too. Botn 
men and women, of-all aoes Including children ten and older.-Older men.es* peclallyi Monday 1-4 pnv and 7-i pm: Tuesday 1-4, 1924B Valley Hills Drive. 
,$36-3533, 444-6150. . 
ALL AUSTIN 1 
COOPERATIVE 
NURSERY SCHOOL ,. • 4700 Grover Aoes: 2W-3 Tues. Thurs. fl4.00 mo. . 34 Mon.-Wed.'Fri. $21.00 mo. ; 
Creatlve Learnlng Experience • "-204$, 477-4$*& 459-5105 
k'HK ̂  
Just North of 27th at 
Guadalupe •< <;•-
2707 Hemphill Park <$• 
Wp/duk rfrjvjivfiy.'-
RESUMES: 
with or without pictures >:.>• 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472 76771 
TYPING 
LARGE ONE BEOROOM'studlo S140 : plus electrlclto 
Apts. 451-1313 I ' ri ity, furnHhed DeiPrado " ' " a Eddie.:1;. 
JUDI 





• Thesis, Letters 
; All Unlversltyand.v 
. business work -<• 
Last Minute Sarvlee . 
Open M Mon-Th* 
9-5Frl-Sat ih 
|h r f 
DobieMall 
REDUCED KATES NOW. On* bedrooms, 3311 Red River; Act IVi-
lilfi 
LOVE JOHN 
v; STARK TYPING. Specialty rTechmcal. 
£ (Experienced theses* dissertation ftr PR%* 
\̂manwscrlnts,vetc"Prlntlnfl<:blndlno. Charien*:Sfark.< 453-5211 




FOR WHATEVER YOUR 
BJOTCLE WEEDS 
IE CARRY A LARGE 
s&KiwwFwansMD 
MCCESSXKHES 
ALSO TRY OUR QUAUTY 
REPAIR.SERV1CE -
ALL BILLS PAID 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
tJoTS 
1 BR. FURNISHED 
$145 & E. 
BROWNSTONE 
PARK APSARTMENTS ' 
ia.prtM>WHL 
. EFFIQENQES 




ALL BILLS PAIO 
OUMtden-ZUqehob 
Socurlty 
MOVE IN TODAY 
1901 Wniow Creek 
444-0010 
NOW LEASING 
1 BR-$145 w 
2 BR-$180 ^ 




FREE HALF MONTHS? rent,wlth *' 
month lease. S144JV one bedroonv Sao Paulo Apartments; shao, pool; balconies,, meho^aiiy jpanellad,: one 
tlwttte. is^h 5h«t. 
LEASE TRANSFER.'t, BR S135 all bills paid, dose to carapos,.On 'OuyaL m 
LARGE two bedroom.apertment, SIM plus electricity. 3H5 Guadalupe: three shottle. Available lmmediatety.92ft-2S4. 
GREAT LOCATION, laroe, super nice. Furnished 1 bedroom, CA/CH. IF shut­tle. Pool. Come by So Casa Apartment!, 109 We$t 3»th, or call 451-22«7 
FURNISHED EFFiaENCY. CA/CH, 
disposal, dishwasher, cabie TV. pool storage. Smalt quiet complex. IF shut­tle. S133 ABP. 454-30M.;...jr̂ .:...' 
ONE BEDROOM - close to. campus. CA/CH, shag, cable, dishwasher/dis­
posal, pool, simdecfc, laundry room<S170 ABP. Voyageurs, 311 .East 31st St. 47S-*776. •'' 
EFFICIENCY, dose todempus." CA/CH, cable, di$hwasher, disposal, walk-ln 
cftiset; pool, Dundee*; laundry room. SI4S ABP. Voyageufs, 311 East 31st. St. 47t-*77*, '• ' v 
. . . . . • • 
A U CTI ON ̂ '••î V®OBBYE-DELAFIELO. IBM:Seleclrlc ' 
a^SSSSSi&iini 
«x»ssori« .̂Tuj«tay January»lOamr ' 3214 Industrial Terrace. : - >?;;•«•'' ; 
V„J.C- Harper Auctioneers ̂  fa-2110 arrytoi . ... Brady. 472-4715. 
SCIENTOAAETRIC 
TESTING 
The Austin Test' Center̂  offer* for a limited time -Free Personality Tests: Your personality and aptitude deter* 
mine your future. Know them. No 
a f i r - -
'MRS. BODOUR'S ,TYPING SERVICE. Reports, thesestdissirtatlonr «KLbool»-typed accurately, fast and r*asooable. 
Prin ĵ end-binding on requ«st;-Ctos* 
2104 Rio Grange Austin, Ttxas 
SHUTTLE BUS, ABP, 1 bedroom, pool balconies, cable, quiet.-248Tpwp Lake orcie. 4U4iia, «V«o 














I Pools- Covered Parking 
aerniE-gifsMBiB 
WW WH1 TOATMWnoa 
1 BR,$149-2 BR.$199 . 















Ml POSADA REAL 
awytjEASIire 
*: »•' '—a*-
1 BR. SlS$l Eff. $130 >!^ 
APARTMENT 
HUNTING 
is a pain in the 
> !!!! 
But Habitat Hunters can 
Help, with a FREE 
Locator Service 
specializing in student 
complexes with access 
toslvuttle. ¥ 
v': Come by or Call 
Habitat 
Hunters 
Dobie Malt Suite 8a 
aa îupe 
SUBLET EXTRA |ar«e V2 Rlvenlde •ree. SOS; ABP. cattle. Mew stieg/ihut-
HEW. EFFICIENCY apt. With walMiv 
oaftlng distonoe of UT oa West slde.. 
Itarrf exlmwtott tMooay. ikyllte,; tellHt). bootenev luxurious carpet/ located in quiet neighborhood.' -3130/month. Call 4S3-*072, 47»-32U. 
NEW-CFFICIENCIES-FurnWied. S129 per vnocrih. Bills Pald.-210 W.' 3tth.-454-57S4 or 47*-3345. ;• 
TAKE OVER lease.through May 2 bdrm . Itncuryapt. ABP. North Austin; 45M54T. -
, wanteD. Apartment -managers. Prefer, student, couples. Seh r̂esumes.̂  
•,§ 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY: furnished fuxdry mini apartmentJon shuttle; .Manspers Apt. No." 203. 4^2*0  ̂47*̂  
SUBLET ONE bedroom,' apartment six blocks campus, btodLShutfo $145 plus • E. Karen 47»TOS after Si T ̂  \ ' • 
Oblig tions  ̂
<5* *:30pm - 10:00pm Copyright 196Tby U Ron Hubbard. All Rights Reseryed. Church of Scientology 
of California—a nonprofit Organization. Scientology is an applied religious philosophy. 
BALLET. FENCING, JAZZ AND LADIES EXERCISE CLASSES 
Beginner and Intermediate - all ages now registering foir new-classes of limited size, convenient location at 
American Legion, 2201V* Lake Austin Blvd. Call Jane Groos Ballet School 453-S79S * 4534232 
; NELSON'S GIFTS.Zuni Indian lewelryt " African and Mexican Imports. 4*12 Soufh . Congresv 444^114. Closed AApndayi 
y LEARN-TO ,PLAY GUITAR. Beginner .and advanced. Drew Thomason. 47t-
:?m. 
MEDICAL COLLEGE Admission PrattceTest: Nationwide test to prepare, for actual -MCAT. Test analyzed* score and percentller ran  ̂ reported. $1240.. Graduate Studies Center, 20 Fifth AVe. New York, NY 10011., - ' .. ,u 
ART- &• CRYSTAL; .Glass, -metal. Ir : plastic engraving 'classes, evening-or.; 
days.,Classes,begin.Feb;:ll. CaU 454-
HOLLEY'S COPY 5ERVICE. A com­plete service: typing; copies," prlntihĵ  binding. 1401 AAohleOrî T 47*̂ 01$.. ̂  
DRAFTING. All -types :of llW»trt!oSt maps, charts* Chests and dissartation work. Reasonable :rjites>'Student', dis­
count. 472*9532. Keep trjflng/ V 
FRANCES WOODS TYPING SERVICE*. Experienced, Law, Thesesi : Disser­tations, Manuscripts. 4534090. 
Xust North of 27th at 
Guadalupe 
2707 Hemphin Park 
MBA 





. 472-3210 and 472-7677 
ROOMMATES 
SERVICES 
HOUSEAAATE.needfd-ti J>e«3«»pm :̂ piex.-Mwf̂  ;, cboM*17F plus bllls. 4 
mmffe. 
PLUSH EFFICIENCY-APT." UT area. $125 plus Electricity. OishWaslier; - full Utchea full bed. 451-3 •ProfsL.. 5l-7W .̂DeWlnHau; i \V.V' 
I BRAPT.tpsubleasa$155ABP.CIoset6 
HELP WANTED 
ROOMMATE TO dure apertimnt oo . «huttle route «75p»r 
GET;READV-VFOR THE': HEW -MALESHARE 1 bedroomapLRIyeriMe 
SEMESTER • ' -~—-STUOY HELP THROUGH SELF 
-'i"•-,-iL'"WOSIS . Individual tessloni conducted by "ProlMjional Hypnotic Coniultinl with 
broid background In ptydwlogy and e>-
£5™°" •"! aiding othert to succelitul 
W^WsS?®0'̂  ,T Call 451-506$ : 4 to ? p.mr Aten.rFri. .; 
$£&&**** z**"0 ?ABR./Phona pald. 441-*S44. .- - .%" -."v. . 
^LE-LAW STUDENT"<MMNW?TO0m4 maW.thfoOgh riprtng semester; 
NEED CHRISTIAN ROOMMATE. I cart; move or can supply extfemel̂  hb» apt;-: 



















cvnaaa InnL; all <Mh 
«C Square 





 ̂ For appointmenf% ;̂igU 
S call 453-4130 
CREATIVE AND: conscientious' lnv 
dlvidtwls Who are mterested ftt bettering : mankind. £xferislvb£ieadershlp program. Ava11able.< Ca|I Sarah Mon.t FrL«. 47*424& :/ 
CAR REPAIR " 
' • --:i You do or we do ' . , • Low. hourly r*tes > Auto Co-Op 
ROOMMATE NEEOED to than two bedroom home, Travli HelgMV^Fab. nrM. «95 month.Loull, 
American-end foreign cart 
.;i -. CAfcWEU.- '..-
.v, JME.RR«r»ld«Or. 
îfetRlyealdeerea. ilt7^Q montti:'ABP/, 
/Good location. RC 
.̂.month ABP. 44irSI91. ̂
"sT^M; 
ADOBE APTS. HALLMARK 
M*,aw«rdeoBr. 
eefMdilMMafioiftleof • -ttlcitMtlcs left.-shag, 
.. CA/dC ; 
Efficiencies 
mi led at lanse. SmaB pets alUpod, HieTndeats.OneMrmlBol. " 
$127-S» . «H!714«SI| 47MN] : <'aK Ohwme • tea -
•nmtMi 
. dselec- . . tan of hours. Two Jocattons«UX downer town. Expect to mak* at least *'• $4j00/hour. This economy/lnotas bad a$: 
:';,̂ you think: ,47*4234r 
RESPONSIBLEdependabtesJtterforin-vjfant.MWF 12-4:30 p^n; Driver's license> 
•• • required. 45i-2405;;;vj;;,AXv^> '̂:-%^"'". 
NE ED WAITER/WAITRESS. MealS _ 4y i - *:30 pjri. Mrsj Evans,f472-*0C9. 
^COPYING NEED.FEMALE roommate #«rn- j 
.ERVICE: :?r wrty°Si.̂  s'p^My.'CrltHna* I 
NC.' ' - ™ I . 
Mall 
Free 7a.m.- . 1 a.m,: S pm. Sat, 
- CONFIDENTIAL" CAREAfor-pregnant umnarritd mothen. Edna Olsdne; 
H0me. 23M Hemphill, :&r,Worth. " -free numbert-MfrT' 
ABORTION. 
riant and dlitreuedt; 
HOUSEMATE,needed to share. Wo-" 
AAAL  ̂ yKANTEO. NOrth AuitW. Shartr 1—* — 
-1-800-792-1104. • «w t r*A it:u, ortn stin, s re tath -̂WS/binS t̂'et.'-. -
; Your, te[ephon Ŝ̂ ^Ln#'Advoca?ej.r5?0 . WALE ROOMMATE wanted to there , 






= 2 BR $240 
i 1 BR $14930 
 ̂Mini-EfV $11230 
4B 
mma 
pnEUlME ÎtedrMmiiMewnr g*»- PrnlnMl BroXaraHbed-Fiam ' , »MB3» t»n ellemfcar. Wl Wert Lynn. > 
WH m-tia. aany GnaagoaMr > 
.wanted, Speek oood - fxjvaffvo. Guaranfe .̂ Call 447-4549 TO- t-droom apt. with engineer (epe Sk; EnglMi.. Able -to worx cn Tuesday, day. ; • - Any Mrlouf mind*d »tudent wlirdo. lrl; Thvnday.mornlmnnluimfllmc'iriit-:.'-:-...'. 
* — 
-V •%. .it 
- RESIDENT ^ 
^ SATISFACTION k 
one good reason for living at 
Oxnrient location - dose to UT amp̂ r̂jg 
and three to* uumpats- with plenty 
From $135 all bills paid. 







grw^plMM CTU- MM7W,. Chlu'e. MOVJN'gT .. 
GOiGO.dartcers.waiitad'itb/danei.̂ t̂ a:̂ ,̂̂ '̂ ?^^?,'" neat place. The Sugar SliadL.3I7-WSJ.,° 
LARGE FINANCIAL INSTITUTE now. Interviewing • for -full or. part-time. 
italaried employees. Phone 47I-7JW tor. ] 
OAYTIME BUS 'person needed. «jnL^J;30p.m.Mor>dej' »—•-•-
>TAX;-.RETURN;preper«d i»t-student f/B^ r̂K^ r̂ooms, abp',*oom«te«' 
'̂ly*'l-;̂ " :̂ y. '' : ;; ' - j &:fe îaERAl. HOUSEMATE, nlce; ian ' 
•3.-Mp; .>Mondey,-Frldey;AAary; ,coUPLE VyANTS HOUSE.tollve lnand :-; ̂ " '̂ -flr,J>l«c4' «T"t room, IUJ1 
ROOMS 
' move in today 
LA CANADA 
. ,J306West24tti '̂ 
1 4^15* 
I BEDROOM SU7. E0iclancymj.Very 
OlSCOUNTaON Ooble Xontract̂  Call andyeaiectanytlme^NEARf'UT:-' Rooms 165, all Mlb peld-MI W.»th: Ef-,'. flclendei WS plus etectrlclty. 2W7 5en; *abrielvBarham Proper!les. W4-» .̂g 
TEXAN OORM. 1103 Nueces. 00ubj« ;< 
Sl*9/semeiter. .- sinales"; S3«^S/semester.-Daily maid tervlce,.-
i i RtflDOfatorv hot.ptates-•r?-? aliened. Two; blocks. fromcempus.-Wi ••;;JEd Resident Managers. 47717M. 'it, 
HOMEAWAYIrom.-home.Qulet 
MAX'S TENNIS SHOP. Dunlcp S 





MALE -ARCHITECTURAL, student' needstwu^etetp.share.twobrtrsomi.; 
hou^oft' RIverslde ,75 piur billSr 
>^Spen9er,447 7SH 
ROOM &  BOARD 
FURN.  HOUSES 
... AUSTWqulet cduntry living. M mlnufes .̂doWnfown<«rn)pus.''On»>BRr: 
• imot) I le horned S70; 2 BR,$f20,v3 BR,$130.̂  ,'327-1991,327-1151 , - w 
RENT REDUCED $165 Bike t0 UT CompleteRENTAL!BUREAUfee45l-
GIRLS DORM COfttessa West̂  r̂SObieas*, contract;.: Will negotiate.' Cair 
Cfgl!? (7,3,"77,fc43?1' (713^712-12*5 
v^gsi 
--tr.«ii.is«na - * _ U*dscas|ed t»urtyar<t pool and playgrouncL 
TOSbs1 *****', awlwAiwa ite^er-md /̂«Sn '̂~su|̂  JJ5S^5S!t£ift̂  




I Cb«in£XES«OTHcmrteaî UTr'v~-mt s»»j«te «>ol.1 BR-J BA mj ABP/ ; FOR BOyS near JJT. AC prlvete beth' 
S>;a»a BR-t BA SW,wa>er.iiajld.'.Bolh,:/*nd*ntr?nce, tobon-OOSIntfle. 47M»»; 
r 
assume LAST4reMtee>|»ate at last 
' E£.15 1̂-8ip,,J10-<»ntraet lorsale at-
TRY,-"COOPERATIVE LIVING «f Cpllege^Housei/offering-̂ lfernative 





OF campus: Mew< 
APAJtTMENT^24: 
tSHP»hi» 
BEOftOOM; mrln*nW*C? '«w8'-:«aA^os.̂ inMMedial» îu.. .. 





wmmmm. on* Gelt. caiM-̂ i 
TRAVEL  GIRL'S SINGLE livCett|l!aiHor sub  ̂«laase.M754aa, - > 
ONEROOM av*ifabi«tfo.*fud*n »MR|CA houseciose'lo f̂ tî bojiru 
w.Kmv-
,SWJB<t*itiralectrtdty; < .BotejlTSflStt̂ yOesperate: 
-'̂ dr̂ 'Av^alM  ̂-|S*47li»33L; • 




, WALK;^TO .UT^ Quiet: shaded area: _ 
bedrobMhomeiust *165. Rental Bureau. 
Fee 431*7433, * ; 
17}h STR.EET. R&omy one bedroom. 
WatdfjJaafcpola .only .SIM call' Rental 
>NWm 4jS1;74M ,, . i 
2.BLQCKSTO. t/T 4 giant bedrooms,-;*^ 
lhgr;rootn,?FJreplace.-:Faneed' Rental 
Buraaii fee-451-7433. ' \ ' 
LAKEjAUj&TIN fine 2-bedroom home; 
Gardeft;?Grefat; view; 15 minutes touT 
»l65.^RentttLBureau fee 451-7433 ^ 
CHANGeAYOUR LIFESTYLp* 
Professors; ? Graduate students/ Rent 
fabulous - house • at : fabulous. Lakeway. 
Furnlshed or unfurnished/ Low, winter 
rate*, 361-5335 After 5 p.rr», 241-5043. 
** f< j * 
WANTED 
STRAIGHT: SENIOR seeks quarters, 
private-home. : Occasional'cook; 
chauffeu&'svncenfta.:. Good Austin 1 references. Howard, 477-3350. 
WRITER'S^PUBLISHER needs, short 
stories^ *eafure articles; poetry. Pay on 
publication for. Information. 451-6382.; -
MOO^.LS' MALe .and female for 
photographic TV- commercial -and 
fashion :asstgnmonts beginners con* 
siderea Torlnfoi'matlon 4514392 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
PRETTY DUPLEX 
2 bedroom .duplex for rent In a quiet 
Northeast:: Austin residential 
neighborhood Each duplex offers large 
fenced backyard; covered parfclng,ex*.. 
tra - storaga, room. Plui washer, dryer 
connections.'.': Kitchen 'appliances 
nUhed;-.»tM'ptusbIlls;.^lT^2ME296: 
TUTORING 
.  ; B y  Q H R I S T Y  H O P P E M ® : ' 1  
1 Texan Staff Writer 
Count Wilhelm .-
•Wacthmeister,: • Swedish 
bassador tothe Uni'te<lStates,; 
explained his country'jjjs 
policies :on< capitalism ver^sSi 
communism iJlnd vSweflisf 
neutrality in a prepared: 
speech Friday in the' 
Academic:Center Auditorium/; 
.i Before an audience of'more": 
than 200, Wacthmeister-
attempted to dispel:what he*; 
termed "those two major mis-' 
conceptions about Sweden.": ; 
"IT IS OFTEN a mfs-;. 
conception - whcov-we talk' v 
about; Sweden' asd' Socialist^) 
state' if the definition; of}Ja^s 
Socialist nation is' one in 
which the government owns ; 
most of the industries," the"?' 
ambassador • -'said;-' 
Wacthmeister explained tha£ 
94 percent of Swedish in-V' 
dustnes are privately-owned. 
and that only- railroads; 
utilities andhalfofthemiiung 
rver companies are; government Wachtmeister added, stress-
. "r. controlled. : : ing the advantages of assured 
"Socially ci>mesr into the social medicine, employment 
V picture .in the distribution of and education 
' itrinr l 
»yal 
Count Wilhelm Wachtmesiter %• 
equal opportunities, in­
surances, benefits and 




WW/freyWhigs S-jpjn. * ' " 
|profits," ^acthmeistEsr said.S,i "We want to take what is; 
in both capitalism and 
had a war since 1815; .We are 
not that much wiser than 
- other people, we have just had 
good luck over thedecades 
and centuries." J ' 
"Neutrality is something 
that Is and can exist in cases 
. of war. Our policy places (is 
on the line." 
MATH TUTORING 
courleii-302; 403a, d,. 
665, 373k: Call 45l-«838. . •. ---, 
percent of his fearntags, ='• abilities to remain a neutral 
or«d^r.»JdmtT;rwVa°S°^iT; "Nobody likes to;pay high; power during'majors wars, 
Jn-4153 OR come BY MM RLA*. . , taxes, neither do.Swedes, but Wachtmeister was able to 
ARABIC TUTOR NEEOED. i-3 HOURS we feel what you get in return boast, "Sweden has a lone 
Wsfory of peace. We haven't 
any agreement, economically 
or politically, thatwouidtie 
our hands and commit us in 
the chance of war.W?edon't 
want to join blocks.Cut the 
United Nations) even if they 
are blocs of nonalliance, 
although we do support other •' 
'independent nations in their 
quests to develop economical-
ly and politically. 
WACHTMEISTER assured 
' the audience, that neutrality • 
. does not prevent Sweden from : 
taking stands in the U.N. or 
internationally on controver­
sial issues. He claimed it is , 
difficult for the Swedes to', , 
^separate from the world's 
major powers on ideas and. 
produce their own. main 
means of defense but that it is •• 
necessary to remain indepen­
dent. 
"I would say the Swedish., 
people pay more for defense '; 
per capita than any other na­
tion, excluding the two major 
powers and Israel,"' 
Wacthmeister said. 
The ambassador stated that 
neutral countries were iSeful 
in separating Europe and 
Russia, providing mediators 
and choosing people for 
leading positions. 
Wachtmeister, in' addition 
to serving in the Swedish 
Foreign Ministry since 1946, 
has held diplomatic 
assignments in: Vienna, 
'Madrid, Lisbon and 
Stockholm and is a' former 
ambassador to Algeria. His 
lecture was sponsored by the 
University's Center for Euro­
pean Studies. -S. 
Frisbee Fever? 
Tmon Staff Halt by Zodi KyoB ; 
Player John Cogburn seemsto have caught the fever — evidenced by extended arms 
and anguithed expressions., 
FOR RENT 
EFFICIENCY FORWENT with Shuttle/ R*» CTTC A V tITIMpitilirV ideplfor^tudent. Please iuII-442»9742.' •• v. :A*y wVyAIN nVv¥*l*^'X 
^ Texan Staff Writer 
Officer' Charla Wallace of 
executive director, chief lob­
byists and members of its 20-
se^t statewide board at the 
.meeting. 
Five persons have already 
been chosen as members of 
the board.- They are: Leonel 
Castillo, Houston; Pancho 
To Lobby 
Medrano, United 'Auto 
Workers; Rita Cantu, Austin; 
former State Sen. Joe Bethal, 
San Antonio; and Margaret 
Gonzales, Corpus Christi. The 
group is funded by its: 
members and concerned : 
Mexican - American busi­
nessmen. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Lance Is coming. , , • £:-
'69 VW bug good Cond. S92S. 4^7*2166. 
Eft. -$140. Free-to Feb.7. Sal, 471^849. 
'68 VW1700.;CaM 441-0459 soon. 
Mark Maswtl h triple*. ~ 
\9". BW.TV remote con. S55. 476-34^7" 
Sale good, stereo 1175. «1-2J7J. 
Schwlrvn S35 undercost. Af. 6 47M062. 
African Clchiids. 4S9-7269. 
Welcome home, Lee live, Jim. . . .. 
Honda 5W10mpg $175 Cash 4H-3565. 
Mosrlle jlec soll«r/c»M. 451-77J4. 
the newly established crime 
prevention unit. fbr the 
University campus says that 
its main object will be to 
make people-become more 
aware of crime and its 
prevention. ' 
The unit, which has been in 
operation since Sept i, aims 
to develop "awareness*'" 
programs geared .toward 
University, studejits. faeulty 
and. administrative .officers 
and staff and pffice;employes. 
Kentucky or at Southwest-
Texas State University. 
YOUNG'S JOB with the 
unit will include supervision 
. of project activities and par­
ticipation in the program 
presentation and departmen­
tal training related to the 
various crime prevention 
programs.'Sollinger will be in 
charge of instructing and 
training of the Uniyiersity 
police force; while Tinsdale 
will determine steps 
necessary to prevent crime on 
campus. Wallace, will take 
care of programing and will.. 
University police force "will 
begin training in crinle 
prevention "awareness. .This 
includes a five4iour. security- • 
oriented curriculum. The 
training will acquaint the 
police officers with, techni­
ques that will enable them' to 
prevent crimes before " tHey 
happen. -
Public information consul­
tant will be a key part in the 
first year of the. program. 
This consultant will .develop 
support materials, news 
releases, . 'radio an­
nouncements,; TV spots and 
Pups $10 8r Spaniel. 44M4V8. 
Leica 9F Xtras perf; offer 454-4496. 
Hanggllder w/lessons S475 263-2343. 
.The iimt hopes to teadi pra6- make sure that aU stipulations. Other public information cam-
' thefts in the grant are met. paign-materials including tical guidelines against 
and assaults. 
The unit will "expand its 
program with funds: from a 
graiit. approved ;eariier: this 
month through: the Criminal 
Justice Division:ot the gover­
nor's office. 
. "The police are", always 
here, biit if you'ito' tlock your. 
doors, It's not going to help," 
Wallace - adds.; "•'Hie people ; 
have to become aware of 
crime prevention." " 
The-unit mil be imamied by 
a staff consisting of. Sgt.; 
Leonard Young, " Officers 
David Zollinger, s Willie 
Tinsdale, Wallace-aiid a 
secretary. Young and the of-
fleers were trained ib crime 
I BEDROOM .on Lake AU«IN, creek and , prevention at the National frees, private, decks, and greenhouse. «v iuc >iauuim> 
: Crune Prevention Institute in 
By March, the 64 com­
missioned - and 48 noncom­
missioned officers of the 
brochures, handouts .and 
posters. The. consultant, who 
has not been hired,-also-will 
.provide assistance in the 
preparation of a statistical 
data crime rate base for the 
UT properties.1 
In an effort to combat the 
growing number of burglaries 
on campus, the crime proven-
tion; unit will work to reduce 
such crimes by S percent. On 
the UT campus, crimes 
against property ha ye "been 
the most frequent form of in? 
dex crimes committed. In the 
academic year 1973-74 alone, 
property crimes constituted 
95.5, percent of all index 
crimes. . .:r ...-• -.ej "•. -
• The crime prevention unit is' , 
in Bellmont Hail 818C. ' . 
A new Mexican-American 
lobby group, the Tejano 
Political Action Committee, ' 
will hold a' meeting and.i 
" register as a lobby at 9 a.m. 
Saturday. • 
State Rep. Matt Garcia of 
San Antonio, chairman of the.! 
Chicano Legislative Caucus,': 
will be guest speaker at the • 
meeting, which will be held in-: 
Moody Auditorium at St/, 
Edward's University. 
MARK CAMPOS, one of the 
founders of the group, said 
any interested University • 
students will be welcomed as 
volunteers. Travis County-
Commissioner .Richard Moya 
and Austin State Hep. Gonzalo 
Barrientos support the group,t* 
Campos said. / 
Campos said the group will /. 
organize at the meeting and 
-establish its priorities. The,: and runs from 15th to 19thStreets, bordering West Frontageand' 
group has a statewide- Red River Streets. 
membership of 500. The pur- "If it won't interfere with the UT sports arena's contraction, • 
.pose of the group is to repre- we'd like to utiliae the gace temporarily," Barho said. He said 
^ent the two million Mexican- • the City of Austin is looking into parking garages for permanent • 
Americans in Texas, Campos Brackenridge parking 
^TOr ronito n u ; - ,^^&ver Period of .time we can use^ihe temporary space* 
THE GROUP will choose an «•:» i— r 
Hospital Probes Use 
Of Sports Arena Lot 
The Brackenridge Hospital Board of Directors Friday dis­
cussed the possibilities of using part of the University sports 
arena consturction site for temporary hospital piarking. 
, Asst. Administrator Jimmy L. Barho said the hospital has a 
parking space shortage for its visitors and employes. The 
hospital board is continuing negotiations with the Univerisity 
Board of Regents to get some relief. 
The University-owned property where the sports arena con­
struction is under way is north of Brackenridge west of IH 35 
fSSi 
will be helpful," Barho said. 
'64.'Fortf n4w parll,: engine.' SMS: 472-72S4^\-L:-/:;.. 
UNF. APARTS. 
CHANGE- LIFESTYLES.c-Roomy 
bedroomolus necessities. )9l0Wijueces 
$t32JQ pl0S.biilS. 454^0471.or 4414767....-
: FREE HALF MONTHrent with 6 month 
tease. .$134.50. J bedroom, .Sao Paulo 
Apartments.-; Shag; pool, balconies,j 
manoffarry-'panelfed,: one block park, 
Tavernr shutUe, 15th Street; 476-5072, 
NEAR UT. One bedroom duplex. 910 W. 
29th. $110^.Barham Properties. 926-9365. 
ONE BDRM^APT in. small, qulet. com-
P ex.. $135 plus Elec. < Rest of Jan. rent 
free. 377-0479 after. S. 
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
Student Health Center ^ 
To Open Smoking Clinic 
The first session of a smokers' clinic designed to help students 
' "kick the habit" will be held Monday in robm 344 of the Student 
Health Center. ' • : :::^ ' /? 
Clinic participants canattiend] one-hour sessions at noonor at 
4 p.m. Monday and Thursday through Feb. 17. ' 
The program, which is open'to University students, faculty 
and staff, is spoi^ored by the Health Information Service of the 
Student Health Center and costs $5. Howeyer, $4 will be return­
ed to those who'attend all seven sessions and quifsmddng by 
the end of the program. -
Merested persons may call Carol Case, coordinator of the 
. Health Information Service, at 471-1824, ext. 68, or go to room 
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8:00 TO 5:00 MONDAifmTHROUGH FRIDAY 
te' 
If' If>: 
UT To H 
.g&ffeafeMM- wAft-W fo>*£ &4<^i&?2Msra?$wv 
.'̂ Iby Aral PMJNKETO t|l ̂ttlh'-Afri '̂n literature?;" professor ofEpglik"and Souih' 
' Ton StmH Writer .' $ wMdi/wiU be held jotatly at African poet in exile, is chiir-
An expected 100 Afric^:'«the. Joe - <<. ;Thompson 
scholars, poets,' novelists, v" Conference Center March 20 
playwrights, short-story .f'-B' -V 
- >writers and film makers from 
- 'Africa, Asa, Europe, Canada, 
";ahd the United States will at-
>tend an: inaugural meeting of 
the African Literature 
^Association (ALA)anda sym­
posium .of contemporary. 
• ^Ar. 
THE SYMPOSIUM and 
ALAtinqugural meeting dates 
coincldewith the 15th anniver­
sary of (he, South. v4Jircan 
Sharpeville Massacre of 
Marti 20 1966 
Dennis V.'Brutus, visiting 
-sjfe 
I"^5S // 
Raft Ex ition 
man of the ALA steering com­
mittee. - v 
Austm was chosen for the; 
site of the flrst meeting of the 
ALA since tlie .University has 
emerged as one of the leading: 
centers for the studies of 
African literature, a Jan. 19; 
ALA-newsletter said. 
The listof African writers 
r-rfvsr*s.y - 1 
t£ I 
I What happens" whea" five men and 
women representing seven nati<malities 
'̂Economics Building ISO on the reactions of 
ifthe crew, to oceanlcisolationcmwhatls com-
c~ placed on a raft-more exactly, a papyrus raftSMjnqufr 
-' which 'features one communal' room ONE HUMOROUSsonrceof conflict on the 
> eating and steeping and one open '̂toiletTffsfvoyage was a loaf of Russian bread of tooth-
And, what if there is no form 'o^.'entertain^.. t .breaking hardness. ' l,,~ , , 
- ment other than talking to one'ahother'fen, But,'6enoves added, the crew also suffered 
'Finally, suppose, 'just suppose, that this,rafter npt so humorous effects from the oceanic 
sails from.Safi, Morocc<v to the Barbados^;:.;:isolatidti.which be has/compiled in $ book 
•4 taking 101 days and covering nearly 3,50Q;< studying intercultural conflicts and their 
miles. j_' .causes. 
What happens?',, *" ^, ''Among the less entertaining aspects of the 
"WELL, if'nothing else, you learn thatthg- r voyage were the constant,danger of draw­
ls easiest place tp talk to someone is oa that " ning, anfriendiyPortugueseman-of-wars, 
-- open-air toilet" '* V " sexual frustration, diarrhea and insomnia. 
. Dr. Santiago Genoves, V Mexican v CALCULATING THAT the group actually 
« JFV-5; « TfOfeJ 
attending, the symposium ^- -
eludes Chinua Achebe, "a -
renowned novelist in Afrits; • 
Wole Soylnka, a great 
playwright in Africa; Mazi?t C 
Kunene, a Zulu poet, who will * 
read his poetry in both • 
English and Zulu; Sembene 
Ousmane, ;a leading film 
maker in Africa; Ezekiel 
Mphahlele.-a novelist; and ea*"*> 
saylst; and Oswald Mtshali '* 
and WallySerote, two leading . 
young poets from South 
Africa, currently studying jn „ 
the United States, Brutus 
said 
Anyone wishing to offer ac­
commodations for scholars' 
and students visiting" from 
other Universities may .con­
tact the African andAfro--
Americ&n Stjldies arid • 
Research Center,1 Jester A231-. i 
A, 47i-irat t v 
The ALA, will, have a , * 
meeting Thursday- at the 
home of Dr.Bernth Undfors," • 
1501 Gaston Ave.V , '' * V Vj rt k vl , ^ V* f  ̂
"Membership fij tie ALA is 
open to aU,".^Bnrtus explain? 
ed. Annual dues, are |3 for.,>( 
. members, $5for< institution^1 
and $10 and up jfot; sponsors.fe 
1 
porceldinon display at the Michener Gallery. .^saiissf^ 
iriC ffijK' f»Wem PrMnqney Counseling Servlca 
•M*  ̂ Student Health.Center ' 
» ' H ri^lAC 111 md. ^ f«iL M * . 
C Diets," Genoves gave a lecture and sUde-; 
• presentation Friday' ni^it in the 'Business^ 
Student Services pj?,j i#p 
.mm 
thing. 
"Whatever the point of Conflict among 
ourselves, it is caused by our cultures." 
Volunteer Fflir To Open 
' Representative^ 'of 14 
Austin agencies will hold a 
Vdunteer, Pair from noon to 4, 
p.m. Monday in tte Academic ! 
: Center fpyer. 
- The fair's purpose is to 
-v publicize availaUe oppor-
, 1 tunities and recruit interested ' 
volunteers,'* Maralyn 
. -Heimlich,.coordinator of the' 
-^onsoring Student Volunteer 
Services, said. ' iril 
J - „ Representatives are from: 
' the Tutorial Reading 
Program of the Austin 
Independent School District, -
• Austin-IVavis County Health 
:j^Departmentf Austin State 
-i: Hospital; Ap^tin State Sdwol, 
"S^f;I-Big Buddy Progtam. Criss 
S^y'Cble RdiabQitation Center, 
.3 '̂Xh»ldt Irtc., Community. 
%£ ' fiwitchobard, Planned 
""Rirenthood,"" People's " Com--
munity Clinic, Texas Depaii-
v ment of Public Welfare, Tex-, 
•^s Public Interest Research* 
" Group, IVavis County Adult 
. . 
Probation'and the University 
Student-Bay Care Center. 
. A first-time venture, the 
fair m^ ' be-equnded to -a 
semcsterlyv project depending 
on student response. , 
"We wofiMllke to have it at 
the beginning of each 
semester,irtite schedules are 
being formulated," Heimlich 
said., * j 
£t, Mostjof theagencies require 
a tworto-four-hour time com­
mitment each week 
Referring to Student 
Volunteer Services, Heimlich 
said, "We have been on cam­
pus for three years, yet not 
that many people know about 
it" 
The fair also, should h$lp 
alert students to.volunteer op-
: portuni ties - available: through 
the University, she said. 
'J'js'i-v;' f f - '  r ' "~ '  
• The sise1 of 'Ainerlcan> 
nationalism ^ documented on 
porcelainchinainthe exhibit 
"Chinese Eqwrt PiOrcelain," 
which opezked Stnday in the 
Michener Galleiy of Harry 
Ransom Center.^" 
The exhibit, circulated by 
the Smithsonian Institution 
and owned bjf' th&"Reeves '̂ 
Collection ot Washington aod. 
¥ 
,SHALF. PRICE-Mon., Tues., Wed., & TJjurs. 
w;-® >- wilh copy af tfm ad 
PLAYLAND -Ji 
SKATING CENTER  ̂
iep 40 mutk and JbfacUghM 
sM: . 
^^f'8322 McCann- •—Phone 453-1901 
'Off Burnet Road & 183 North 
''0. Across from the Glastron Boat Factory 
Lfe Umyersiiy, contains more ' a®* leligfous influences both' 
than 130 pieces.* All are from in China and in tbe West. -Tr 
the late 18th to eariy 19th Cen- Since uhina'S etport trade 
tunes. i was largely with t)ie colonies 
Because the Reeves, a an<* later with the ' young 
Rhode Island family, were in- United States,^the pieces are 
teres ted 'more in decoration decorated, with eagles,-'flags 
than in shape, they collected and symbols characteristic of 
what has. become a pictorial - ^ American Revolution and 
account of the changing '*"<>" : -
political, economic, ̂ cultural ,. e efJu')^1 ooWinue 
rc^T~ throu^i March 2. • . 
Vji nwuin.« i
J§WS W- a6th^..(4»hfloor.South)^^|^^ 
^ I} 
NIGHT RIB-EYE SPECIAI 
Served witfef baked potato V iQ 
a n d  c r i s p  s a l a d ,  w i t h  a  * 1  ®  • .  




at right neighborly pnees. 
Rod 
.• tofcrww:Sqmn %.CMhr...... •Noltmpingfka^"^  ̂~ 








"must simply be classed as • ' 
a mngniflcent ttrtistf' — Loa Ang«le» Thne«'•'/{). 
x 
Tnea^U^/Jauanaryr t8 'i 
Hogg Andltorinm/8K>0 FW(4) 
* .50 with Optional Services FeeV \ " (4  ̂
Ticket sales begin Friday, January 17-' • 
*V , Hogg Box Offlce/lO-6 weekdays 
Sponsored by» J W 
^TheXultui-el Entertainment I " 
Committee of the Texas UnioniJ 
& The Department of Music 
tv 
+ p ^ c t ^ i\ tv>* 
. f rom the Allman Brothers and the 
t ' < X t ?f,a^s to Vivaldi and Wagner, every * 
u,u,ura c vcn t recora ana tape we ^ 
Jvel , v ^ , f, 
' ̂  *5 »« «•' - ' 4 
j 
| 3 BIG DAYS 
^MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDA" \ 
R" JANUARY 27 - 28 - 29 •W ( ""-l ft * 
Mii '< 3 
FEATURING: JONI MITCHELL 
''«-ag#;iiLVB2,Hec6td Set Average White Band 
I3ds^ fS ' 
* iu41 ( i yk~~, f 
'.'j'k' aiti -t-.f; -1 f. 
average white banS 
SO 7308 TP 7308CS73pa 
f- ^ 
i j j  ~  - w< SMilll 
fft&M * ^ c2 fw&pp $ * '  >) T i *  | t  u 
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er. w/t2" BSR 620 AXjf̂  
* 3 speed autochanger 
w/base, ;dust cover & 
ADC elliptical cartridge. 
List $145.80 SALÎ /ft 
*« w «» "?•:•/• '-̂ r-
SPEAKERS  ̂fi&'l 
IPI 
"•/ -5 *^ £bM*' Us! Sala | |PI 60 69.95 $ 45 
$ 89 
1^95; 1$4£ 
,--, WTl'"69.95. iSf%3L i Ae2s 
irffi M|liS|tii® 
149.95. * » 
,.._ 7500*249.95 '149 
; ttan^k. K<trfc> HK20 55.00 * 29 
I «UI»«,,,-,..•~,17X ,4-W * 49 
KIN1 11149.95 ' » 
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T.CiwpliH nttk Wt», awfi aad tartridn. 
GARRARD* 70 89.95 
GARRARD* 62 69.95 
GARRARD* 82119.95 










Irad Medal Usl, Safe 
KLH » 54 535.00 *279 
SHERWOOD ;; S71W 239.95 *189 
Harmon Km&mi <-630 359.95 ,. *229 
Harmon Kardonf -930 479.95 *299 * 
PANASONIC RS263US 
Stereo cassette record/playback 
deck w/Dolby noise reduction 
unit. , * V 
Ust 199.951 SALE 137 
TAPE EQUiPMEN 
TEAC#^S 450 449.50 *379 
TEACC'#2AKK 499.50 $429 
TEAC 360S 379.50 $329 
WOLLENSAK 8055 249.95 *149 
WOLLENSAK 8075339.95 $229 
DOKORDER 4 /200 499.95 $349 
SOUNDUTE HR810149.95 $ 79 
CARTRIDGES 
Brand Modal Ust 
PICKERING V15E 49.95 
SHURE M91ED 77.50 , 
SHURE ivW5I1t 77.50 
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L\'> / No, wa'ra not a Country Club. Or4> 
new ditcotoqu*. But w« do Lava a 2-*toiy 
, qlubhouM wtthwat bax and a pool tahlU j 2^ -
. . brimming pooIa,ga* barbacua grilla andsoma olthf i^; 
nicaat apartmants in tha Rivanida Driva «*•»£•? ' 5i' A 
Effidancieafroin $129,1 Badxoomafrom"*'jf ^y 
~$164 >nd 2Badroom feon$219.Wt par iiB »fe 
aUUw blllf/ youjiav* all thafttti.^ ^ 
So)oin thaolub! V ' 
TAKE mVEBSTOE DRIVE EAST/ 
LEFT ON BURTON, RIGHT ON ELMONT1 
2S20 ELMONT • 441-3042 
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the SanriWltch shops 
J« A SS f ''ft4' * ^>- * »- t V * l~& * 
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2821 San Jacinto • 2604 Guadalupe • DobieMall 
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1 Highland. ' 
1 Mailer 
ii|s| That fligfapte very strange-4.. vfeny strange; 
decided to fly? And who can-
|W whyl happened to be Jfaere at that time? t§ 
^|§ust don't kng# whepl was flyings perhaps i|| 
^T^tiny v?fli;notin a'planebufc in the beUyjhU 
-s Vx * '>t"< 
bE^jrindow, alone,and barefoot, . 
f^fflt^ginU^neck^theplane^oniheri^tsideit" 
drinking;teaandnibbling on some little cam 
^^^;Pe]^^lmsnotiaIone;^ndinassesofp<^| 
llpler^ffr Vagabondingalongwitb me on an 
^awamiBeJ tpmn. .Whatever tfieTcase^iFs not inip 
theirc-I keptx«fe 
r^|$rifiJungand'eatihg a^watciungthescepery.;as?t 
were a^ttle girl. 1 ̂ae^.at^th6 display eH 
^cl^s|nd.attyirvaporswMchpassedus by aralf 
ifce. jessed, byS* water-kissed and 8aj& 
\>-1)IessedfsBen*and unseen. ihe clouds sailed nprth-: 
jhe^&^Veiisofihe'lfrnJamentnungfrom the" 
^flapper., world, ceiling ad infinitum, aif whose. 
i%^color1s thecolor of metal and,whose smell is thef 
^^BneB<>4^i^4dai^4ide^y,<<secretly, entering;;? 
v*^3^»r sealed theater and bathing ns ui his spices/ 
$ffini eternal enveloped «& and moved over the ; 
-ifaCe of, the^leuds. Anjl below, gray earth, tpg 
flower world, slept jjuietly. She was gray like the 
^ ; 1 c l o t i d s  c o v e r i n g  h e r ,  a n d  h o w  i m p r e c i s e  I t  w a s  t o ;  
^Jiy§ipstirjguish between earth and vapor 
And very.jSlowly it became known that the ' 
Tplarie would -faH an^f that all tHe passengers 
Ijjerish.^erfiapsitwouldn't be a fall at all, 
|. aniatC that which was known.was but* rumor, 




X -* m ll<L>^LIil ">S»X 
m 
•m?> 
'^by Samuel R. Whitehill 
* 3fjfeat», woultfexplodeand scatter,our atoms as^if 
*tte& wete gtjks seeds./ 3y ^ ~ , Ifi- ' 
Whatever the' case, ifwas known that the plane' 
AliflieMiniiK^^, v - ; 
i"^^|^eem& ihafctor mfthi3.Was not important, 
5"#tor ^neVec^^ped^feaung and drinking and gaz* 
^j^jnowin, " 
sl^pAftefishort wbiieone door of the plane open-
<|i; throuji&.ttfeopen -pdrtal bluish: air rushedin 
and with its rays aroused my soul, I knew then 
1 1,04 al°ne" AU ^e " 
Against their'own powers,-organized and formed 
s^ queue thafestretched from the plane's lail up to 
: Re place whereitoassitting. Thequeue stirred. 
•; ?fheypassedmtfiby-wfthout so much as a hello or 
^how-are-thirigsfl Thejfigure walking at the head 
; -ffafthe ;queue;feachedt(ie open portal and stood 
' there!, dumb iike a sheep before his slaughterer; 
„ and then quietly jpent ot|t of the-airplane. After.^ 
. tills, every othfec passenger followed Suit. „ 
^£rom my position I cdtddn't tell whether or riot 
}>' they < hadJfallen. I stood up iri my seat to see 
*" Ifetter^Whatlsaw frightened,me because .they 
.vu t^d not, fallejn; >not a single, one had fallen.-Ap-
|f pjarently, ey^passCnger was walking upon air, 
#; as if^^the airwsfeac'tually a small path alongside 
the plane. On an unqeen carpet — they were 
j^lkingM knew at that instant why they were 
& talking: 'they were .attempting to save 
® themselves from the.angel of death, who envied 
.lis and^iwaifed our xlestruction that was to come. 
I^e waited for us^who. would fall into his mouth 
and- be swallowed lflto the earth.- Arid' if. they 
^..walked in order to be saved, where Wert they 
!feaded?-T<)ward the cockpit, for If the plane's 
. ,,r body should fall heavens, its head would live on 
WK~ and not fall. Alone it would fly, like a graceful 
t^rd soaring'in the sky, the head of the plane 
,M?r. m,""' 
Sv 
would remain alone in the heavens, it and its 
passengers, until arriving at the place where it 
would eventually arrive. 
I got down from my seat and approached the 
" portal, because I too wanted to join that walk. I 
stood before the empty space and felt not eyen a 
sweat-drop of fear. I don't remember if .1 felt 
I anything then or not. r - - -
I took a short breath and quickly glanced at the 
empty seats and at the 0iosts sitting in them, 
who only a moment ago had been flesh and blood. 
I saw my mother coming toward m^ from her 
place. She walked very slowly, witir the help of a 
cane. Mother, I cried out, I had no idea that you 
were travelling with us! / v 
: Mother moved closer, and I saw that she was 
young like me. She must have not seen me, 
: because she neither answered me nor stopped. I 
' cried out again, but she gave no response. What 
: should I do, I asked myself, shall I forget her and 
save my own skin or shall I do better to help her 
out, so that together we can flee? < 
I have ho recollection of what I finaUy decided, 
because that instant! found myself rolling like a 
skull over a river of warm air. I took courage and 
got up. How tender the air felt against the soles 
of my feet! And I didn't fall. I stared at my* 
passenger comrades, who were walking along in 
an orderly line. They kept quiet and showed no 
signs of'unrest. Patient sufferenf, slowly they. 
passed 'alongside the body' of the plane; they 
might well have been Englishmen quietly pass­
ing along through a train station. The plane's 
engines didn't roar On the contrary, quiet like a 
reptile, the plane crept through the air in sijence. 
The passengers walked toward the' tail. But in­
stead of reaching the tail, they turned right, 
every one of them, and began to move.along the 
backside of. the wing And instead of going to the 
tip of the wing, they again turned right and cross- . 
ed over the wing and its muted engines and arriv­
ed almost to the head of the plane. But there they 
again turned right and walked dntil their captain 
reached out his hand and touched the sealed out­
er walls of the cockpit. A portal opened, and they -
went into the cockpit. 
While they were going into the cockpit, 1 looked 
above my head and around in every direction, as 
far as the world that lies past the horizon. Air 
and clouds seemed as one. Warm air — silken 
breath — and firmament of sapphire and copper, 
united in a dance of love. And I, standing upon 
,space, felt brave enough to gaze down into the 
lower world. It was either land or ocean that 1 
saw. Maybe all the worlds were but seas moving 
over the faces of other seas. 
;• I then remembered that my mother was still 
inside the plane and that I had not yet decided 
what to do about her. 
Suddenly:^ £ beheld her walking out upon the 
clouds, walking slowly, slowly, with the help of a 
cane. She joined the queue just as the last of 
them had gone into the cockpit. It seemed as if 
walking on air were easier for her than .walking > 
upon a floor. I didn't call to her, since I was un-
willingto be8bamedagaittif sheshouldnothear 
me. I too began to walk, but not far; my courage 
stopped.- ! tried to kneel but could not kneel. 
- It was known that in another few moments the 
. plane would fall.".They announced:.we had been 
travelling at an extremely high altitude, but no 
longer. Please enter the cab. Quickly, quickly, 
enter, please enter! I could barely move. How 
close was the earth — world full of houses! My 
expectation grew. Who is that figure, gray as wet 
clay, reclined there. so peacefully? If I cannot 
enter the cockpit, I'll go down to that figure and 
filter into the pupil of. her eye. 
And what metter is it to you whether or not we 
were saved?. Here.1 am, sitting here and telling 
you what did happen and what did not... Are you 
.*<1* 
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! V ,i.i 
oneself in a meaningful way to something tbat 
has gone before. It is only when the protagonist 
of Whiter In the Blood is able to tte this tha t his 
life begins to take on shape and purpose. 
Winter In the Blood was one of the better 
books that came out last year and I hope that it-
gains some readership, if for the Relevance of the 
subject matter alone. Welch has undeniable' 
literary ability, and when this isfused with a sub­
ject ,of which he has such an intuitive understan­
ding! well the result is, to coin the common 
phrase, a winner, /> •• ' 1 ' *4 V1-- a •' 
Michael-Tolson 
CELEBRATED LUCKENBACH TEXAS 
No self-respecling' clevotee* OftheAustinaii 
' vfclnity-laid-back-cross-country scene will admit ? 
to being unfamiliar with the town of Luckenbach. " 
Owned and operated by Hondo Crouch, 
'Imagineer' and shrewd entrepreneur, thev tiny, 
burg has become the mecca for- the "Lone Star 
sippin' and skinny-dippin' '' setrDespitethe ob­
viously commercial aspects ol< the .venture, 
something even Hondo would not deny, the town 
has some genuine fnterest as atretic of 
nineteenth-century central Texa£ which Heck 
and Hilliard have managed to capture in this 
collection ofphotographs: and clippings* 
H 
i , 0 , M W -V C I* 
- The town was founded in 1649and reached its' 
peak sometime during the 1860's. At that time, it 
consisted of a post offlce-saloon'twhich operated 
until 1970), a general store, a church, school, and 
blacksmith shop, Most of the buildings remain to-
day, although the population has steadily dwin­
dled. In 1970, the town was purchased by Gulch 
Koock, Hondo, and Kathy Morgaj), who decided, 
to run it as a'business venture. } 
Because of their efforts since that;: time, 
Luckenbach has become big for its smaliness. • 
Billed as the epitome of small-tojivn Texas 
pr<»yihcialismi the toyvn has beei^thejite of stjch 
•ventures as the LucWnbach World's! Fair,, the 
Plnt'<rflttiBbH^ .v 
Memorial Chili Cook Off for women, aiid a recor­
ding session of Jerry Jeff Walker/s album, ''Viva 
r The boot conslsti" oi'phohvrVplit'faRimw11 
Heck aiidHllllard in and around luckenbach, and„ 
a few rearoldies.that look like they have been 
dugout of dusty family albums, Thf reproduction 
contrast seems to suffer from the use of brown • 
Ink oh belgo paper, Not surprisingly, Hondo, be­
ing the most photogenic oitfMn iii Luckenbach, 
suffers from over-exposure - hire's Hondo with 
a kitten, Hondo with an armadillo! Hondo drink­
ing coffee,. Hondo drinking beer, Hondo 
stretching^ Hond9Slhging,Hondo;danoihgr. the 
'dn-;"i«iil;-'bii.' .Mor*.: 
PIARli Janu^ryJfMi.,. . 
numerous" depictions. of .trademarks - found -.ojifi'* 
signs found around greater Luckenbach for now-: 
defunct products, such as 'Eupion -• the family 
safety oil,' and 'Jersey«Q:eme~r- the-Perfect^: 
Also included in the volume is a collection^ 
columns, dubbed 'Cedar Creek Clippings,' 
written by Hondo several years ago under his 
, pseudonym, Peter Cedarstacker. Subjects range 
- from descriptions of the virtues of Golden Relief 
^medicine ("you can either rub iton you or drink 
it and it makes you feel good"), to recording the 
activities of- the LuckenbachChamber of 
Commerce, whiph meets at the ''post office-beer 
joint." Along with these are miscellaneous 
"stories and poems describing the Luckenbach' 
-state of mind in one way or another.,A typical 
one concludes with "It's fun drinking beer 4ti 
• Luckenbach and a lovely place to pee." -
There's np question that the town has been a 
- financial success for its owners. -There also 
seems to be little doubt that Heckvand. Hilliard 
-V', have been able to, cash in on this to some extent 
'their book Is now in its second printing. Hondo 
?• Jtas tried to sum up the Luckenbach state of mind 
V'.jjn a slogan which he has had printed qn bunfper 
stickers, his business cards, and anywhere else 
he can find — "Everyone's somebody in Lucken­
bach." Heck and Hilliard seem to catch it better 
in an inscription at the back of the book, placed 
under a photograph of the two authors:toasting 
each, other'in a< small cafe. It reads "Seriamos 
morons si no lorhacemos," which Tpughly. 
translated means "We'd be fools If we didn't/''1 
' ' i " i ' .Don Jonn 
1 
<K 
" t o , ,  ,  
* Pearl reviewers take • looK atnew work 
by Nobel Prlie winner Patrick Whit# and 
the lateit collectlon of talei by the'talented 
and prolific John Oardnfr. ,,, 
Alie'eohildcrtd11« tha pathetic but 
.fascinating life of one of the world's flrsf, 
author of the-famous Vindtoatlon of \tht 
Rlghte of Womtn, 
Oaflnltely/.rpuch njorei, 
i f - ,  ' - i n ,  . m  
'x .Beats,"bardst bums ofjfcTMgfiwayfcliikten.o^ 
the? sixties. Your bid" friend Bob Dylan .te bacfci 
Blood < on the < Track* (Columbia) 
familiar ,face bringing you out Of future shocks* 
Stunning poetry-r set to soUd 'acoust|eH^iusici 
Dylan revives,; for, the first tijnein ovet five 
years,"' sharp*images, ofy drifting ta 
America blinded by-its^oWnJipeediJ 
.Some of the scenes'have changed 
cantiiia -in Juarez i^ now topless 
p}ayers are all\vagueiy ifamiliay^, 
The Drifter* The,Cynic/AU pwted*" 
softness of romance, the hard edge of society.^ • 
,;For the amateur Dylanologist, ,ther :'s 
meat tot the-words, enough, elusivf -p 
references to gnaw on ^the marrow J oi; a good 
year^iirilikethe shaUownessnof everyalbum he's 
releasedsince JohtirWe8ley Pelting; Start with? 
"Idiot Wmd" and figure j|:I>ylair Is s 
'arrogantly at the pf«s, I^erMcGu^^ 
Weberman ^ 
The album's-first^mjl^t sdn^TrangleS'^ 
in Blues" Jsvdestined to.TeWlnr-inf """ 
lyricism ti> [K>p rajdio intheJinestJfT 
ing^Stone", 'TositiyeljMtli. St.'^ trai 
' His-voice'has'TMcquited that * 
West and'tfiatrsfreetsdimp'' gritt 
harmonica remains tht t>eSt ofthe' 
'Children,of ihe/seventies and 
Maybe you've he&rd a^lotabout'thi' 
from ypur^der brother oBsiste^vlNo' 
to finally «tart" listening 
.i. 
Contlnyed from p.S .  r a •* 
*<< 
^ , 
' «• % J, r' V ' » ' V ' i » ' f 
students, you never call telKfe 
On Uie.other handfFerrysolo ir,i 
interpreting' other's- maferlal, he 
funny: as Bongo Joe, No Midler-Pi 
here, but' a' straight ont'disjoiiitedja 
classics like 'The In Crowd', 'It Aii\ t 
and 'Smoke Gets In Your Eye^. ^o 
dieme at all. 'With that Voice of Do^rti, 
getting used to. Be tolerant and ^11 
novelty as off the watllis the Threi^ ' 
local'interest is his verslon' of Wil 
'Funny How Time Slips Away'. Life tt,or, not, 
that means more royalties for Willie; It 
someone's gotta cover the Oldifea, let Ferry do lt 
with his fine crassnew j»nd'lon'ging-for simpler 
tunes sifted from'all this decay. If a,choice must 
•be made between'Boxy or Ferry on hit own; I'll 
concur with my parakeet, whp prefers Bryan but 
rToots St the" Maytals more tha^r either of therrt. 
~ At lea'st some.of us critics here at Texas Stu-
deht Publications realize we,have faults 
CUn^jves and this one, in orderio cu^the }(ve in 
4^pri^'tep'^mloipUoii».^fitfepMi to sOdc 
Because ret^rafmanuflpturers raised the 
list priced dollar last year, I resolve to 
economist by limitliji iir^ ^diNjg<i«!take at ccati 
-iertp> Malt^EiiclcCi llttia gp«ra:rong way) and 
f I^ta-isfu(iihasmoney ̂ ackigiMirttntee), hop-
, ing to •'•'iweitiicmyn ^ro Martcet, •. 
3) Unlike1^msWy iwk pubilcau^^^ not use 
tiie « my 
stories for the next monihl After then; all's fair, 
3) I'p^mlse notiiojll^v«ho^ match for 
peaceatanyhockeyarenaiuperconcertUttend. 
I will «lsb not puwhaif ahy lfy« 8iiperconoert 
recortlngsuhtlitheDaveClnrkWyereunltesftr 
a s tadlum cbncert tour, next summfr. So there,, 
(Most of these rwords V* cburt#»' of J«m«# anfl 
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k SVPEliSBIP Noel Mottert (Knopf) 
£>As soiiieone who doesn't know port from star-
§Tbttanf, Supertkip nevertheless had thefascina-
| tidn forjnje of att Wan voyage In Conrad or 
£ M^ville There are, mostly quiet, authoritative 
* pq<feagpfc inier^sedwith tnomerfte oMntense 






thigh stakes, anitfeW^wrt is profit, 
t takes the readelPlhrtoj^ tte^««Uon 
chant'ship pri2«i' tor 
bulltbymen ,,and carry a volatile cargo,Thay 
r̂r iot marfly dangerous politics! pawna, 
because Wf haya/.WW dwalwad to • web a; 
bun# mfclneUmceof breakdown If imp' 
moui; theybecom*»tolefr muchfaster than 
earJUr formsof ships ami tbi wrecks of tankers 
have|spll|aiioll that W leibal to basic marine Ufa. 
Ontblssubjeetfttotert- wbolsalways lucid 
rami jne*̂ gwble ~Is«kM)u#n  ̂
But wittrall the omlnouaWwdltlens .caused by 
ftrtdti mwb that Js lm» 
preMlveaboardtbeArdshlel •* 0 tanker In tb« 
Mlawar̂ tttite.̂  It0linewflleb MorteHac-
$mpanled on a voyage frmMropearoundttw 
CopiofQood Hopetothe-Persian Oulf, Hit 
desertions of lite for sailors, who no longer 
- e v e r i h a v e t b e  v a r i e t y  o f  s e e i n g  d i f f e r e n t  p o r t a  o f ,  
ittfcttpeMflteimttankers/sHowshowttw 
Ifrviidf imww« WW_WJ.'">p •  
§w tears/ In the a#f of supertankers, some 
1 don'ieven mfoot on land for years,. 
ih« flrdthM's punctilious oaptaln 
m 
stern, fait' 
proper practices of unscrupulous businessmen 
pn* th* growing size of taiikers (a ni^tetoiuier >' 
is forecast for the future, a figure whose im­
plications Mostert does not ignore) become part 
of an international calamity: Mostert provides 
some suggestions tha t need to be read now rather _ 
than at that future date. He is concemedj but not 
§SS$S 
TALES OF POWER, Carloi'Gutanedq 
^yj i(Shnon cM& Schuster)* ,y..> / /'' 
i I^Two;'yeawagoi • 1. bou^t a book called 1%;, 
•»•' TeacMngtofDon Juan. 1 wanted to see what 
the famous lover had to say, but was surprised to .: 
lihd ;that. the book wasn't, about Don JuanT 
Instead, it was about some damned Mexican In­
dian who claimed to be a sorcerer. The author,. 
Castaneda, said he bad taken drugs under, this In-" 
dian'ssupervisjon andseen remarkablevisions; 
-t It was fascinating, and I couldn't dismiss the 
book 6s the ravingB of a drug<razed lunatic. 
Castaneda included a sober anthropological 
study of Don Juan's world. ' 
I was hooked. I also read A Saparate RialUy 
and Journty to lxtlatu Castaneda abandoned 
the master's thesis approach, ami they were even 
• better than T$ochfng$. He was either truthful or 
a magnificent liar, and I didn't really care. Now . 
Castanedahai published ariewbook, TaUi of 
Powtr, In ^i^1iarlM^,l^'*iiRPwmlf6pfhf|»-wllh;-,; 
Don Juan; I wasanxlousto readlt,but wasdlsap-
pointed to find it lacked the power of Casianeda'i; 
earlier efforts. 
Partly, this Is because 1 was caught In the di­
lemma which confronted me in my study of. otter;, 
-esoteric systems of beliefs such as zeri and yoga. 
There is only so much to be gained by reading 
about them, In TaUt 6/ Pbwtr, none of the 
teachings seemed' new — they had been 
prviiented in Castaneda's; previous works. The 
/premises from which Don Juan works are In-
tellictually slmplei howeyer, as In zen, the meat 
of Don Juan's teachings If visceral. To unders-. 
._•••• , ader needs his own Don Juan 
, ^ ne^;to'e(perience the emotions and im­
pressions wfaich Castaneda can only describe. 
Of course! most of the power of the written 
word comes from the way it is put on thf page. 
, CastanedaF is s^l technically competent, but his 
basic a^t^e' seenis to have changed greatly. In 
the' flrst 'three teoks,; Castaneda was violently 
skeptical. Because he was so firmly entrenched 
in tbfe Western scientific tradition^he was doubly 
the reader.to empathize witii him. In Tdlet, this 
is no longer triie. Altliougi Castaneda professes a 
skepticism, it'is more oiiit of habit than convic-
tion. He now feels more at home in Dod Juan's 
world than In Los Angeles. His descriptions of 
these bizarre events are now matter-of-fact, the 
Amotions seem less intense. CasUineda has left 
the reader; behind, f ; . "'-v . . 
Like a Hitchcock flirt), Tales of Power Is at 
once conclusive" and inconclusive. Taken by 
itself, it ls ̂ ak/As a part of the quartet begun 
by Tfw TeiuhingB of Don Jinan, it is the logical 
stopping point for the Castaneda saga. I hope 
'Castaneda preserves some of the liiystery and 
resists the temptdiion to write any more about 
the teachings of Don Juan., An epilogue would in-
deed be excestlve. 
; Clotand Early 
WINTER IN THE BLOOD Jamu Wtfoh 
Ctiarptr and Row) 
Thif first novelty^^youhg American^^Indla# 
poet Is . a brier, and aloquent; account of tha, 
spiritual emptinasi of iflfa on the modern reser­
vation, It tellaiif a critical period in the alienated 
life ^r a/aajiiiitive, 82-year-old, unnamed 
ilaiitf0<rtl#llm/flt Is a , story expertly con­
structed, told with both compassion and dignity. 
Mbreoyir, It ; li a totally original work and as 
authentic as anything ever written on the subject 
of Anierican Indians. 
Today, when so much experimental garbage is 
being heralded as great literature, it Is 
refreshing to sea a writer who is more concerned 
with making an embtlonal and intellectual Im­
pact through thai basic processes of good 
storytelling than wltlr concentrating on now In-
novations In tachniqua. Welch, crafts simple, 
claar and Uicld prose, with an eye always present 
for relevant detail and a constant emphasis 
placed on (ha basic metaphor/Whlle It's all very 
derivative from Hemingway (and that is not 
always a particularly enviable place to be) it is 
navartbalafi tba panact ftyla for pMientlng bis 
ntttaWal, ' • -
This novel h mlly about tba, rebirth and 
reawikanlng of tba »jrfrlt:'aftar bal(» H/a of. 
frustrating ilead'ond roads- Tba mental 
quagmire into which the hero was sunk has been 
cauied bya feme of Isolation which has been with 
him since childhood, . The reasons behind the 
Ifolatlon atart with bis deatb-haunted personal 
history ; his father and brother both died violent 
deaths while he was very young, leaving him 
alone and friendless, believing In only the un« 
reliability, even the absurdity, underlying life, 
A second, and perhaps greater, cause for Ms 
psychological Isolation Is his failure to find any 
satisfying personal Identity within his culture, 
Welch makes on# thing clear! Indian culture Is 
dying by slowly adopting the roles and values of 
white men, and those like bis hero who have trou' 
ble functioning in white society are left behind 
possessing only a colossal feeling of display 
ment, Much of the central point of the book Is the 
necessity of roota, the Importance of attaching 
PiARtr January \<fli 
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by Joe Njclc Patoski 
.. Either it was a nasty flashback from taking all 
those funny white pills during finals or it really' 
did happen. The beloved Sheldon Ike took me into 
^ his confidence and told me, "Joe Nick, I realize 
times is hard what with the rising cost of 
everything, so I figured 
deserve a break 
' McDonald's ^f^c«^catesaiid increasing your 
recohl .column ttlory , 
ish" r 
"Hot snails and Yipay!" I thought. 1 was final­
ly gonna get paid what I was worth slavering, 
month in, month out over this thankless task. 
. My joy was short lived. Last week I brought in. 
my sixteen page epic 'Records and You: The. 
Path Toward Enlightenment' only to find this tall 
skinny dork with his feet propped on the desk 
where.Sheldon should be. He took a long drag off 
his lumpy cigareite, blew through his nose, and 
sniggered, "Yeah?" It was DJ, the new omnipo-, 
tent-Ed. i 
< "Ah yes," he recalled after I related my wind-; 
/all story of the previous month. "That Sh'el; 
always did have a bent sense of humor. Sounds 
like his warped way of playing a joke. I'm the J 
Top Dog around here now and personally, after 
examining the swill you've been hoisting upon 
the readers for the past year,- I'm doing you a 
favor by cutting your salary only in half. Snap to 
It, slouch." 
I fumed like a bag of cheap,bottle rockets that| 
threaten to go off only to fizz. "OK Chief; I takes 
what I can get*. Only forget that Alvii Wayne., 
profile I was saving for you. The Stone gets It"? 
now,".' * 
"You don't scare me," DJ sneered back as he 
pulled out his Seltzer bottle from his desk and 
doused my flro. 
"Thanks. I needed that," I said. I was kidding, 
If there's anything I can't stand it's the kind of 
Ed who gives his writers hotfoots when deadline 
time draws near, Then again, this gig beats being 
a stringer for Wnitllng World/ to here we go 
again; let us blunder onward through the world 
of wax. 
Usually about this time of the year its music 
critics like to slouch a little and write a gimme -
a usual 'Best Of The Year Before' thing. But 0, 
Juz. friends; I know you're as sick and tired of 
seeing kudos to Uncle Elton, Stevle "What's 
Your Sign" Wonder, and Sweot Lovelorn Jonl 
Mitchell as I am. Ergo, we're gonna plunge into 
this already septic year expounding on a few 
gooduns that got away during % some that 
sllppad under the Decsmber wire, and « couple 
tat tan 
one of his -self-peimed gems, it's 'taken weeks,; 
yea, moiithis for me to grasp thej-true wit and 
biting satire of his lyricism, most, jikely a-result 
of my inbred Southern dumbassedness. I listened 
Newman onvinyl; matches Texas' gift to, 
Princeton; Larry King* on jwper injanalyzing,t% 
peculiar irisiiiiution of the'South.. 
Good,OldBoytexplores two fact is of SoUtfiferni;. 
living through his pensive melanch|)ly, slowdrag, 
semi-rag style. There; Is the JwHlte trash 
worktogmi&ls slice of life story ('Birmingham,' 
'Back On My Feet Again,' 'Rolljn') about the 
: Be Cruel" without the Jordanaires,a ho-hum? 
'Shake Rattle and Roll,' 'Lover Plea8e') to gpt?|: 
him through the albumi'-I^m.Her Fool' makes^| 
• some promises, with only minimal action. ThecfJ 
; evpking memories ofthe^ 
of Good Rockin' Ralph, hefe 
Fabulous Erf^ons^BiUy couldaf^ 
After hearing the ^gle; I 'wanted p 
tiie record-'company was#',-
pressing Swan for time. c % 
( Roxy Music and Bryan Feny. are rii^jor record-^ 
;j ing influences; if for no otha: reason than, their 
I album art and promo' photos. Hoxy's newest^; 
f CourUrylife( At(io):i8the raunchiest, sexiest g; 
i cover in a proglressiv^ly sleaqr series of albums, 
(their fourth) even toppjng Blind Faith's pre- p 
/vpubescent teenie queen. Atti) evidently agrees-; 
honest Mid-American fundamentaliskfightingXt withrpe because Co«irt»y£V»lsprotected by a 
th banged into the halfway mark of the dacad# r? Ilkaly 
with a foomp, 
Much as I dig the Pointer Sisters' atal, trashy' 
chic style of fashion, I can't forget fteir sound is 
as recycled as their rags, That's why Bette 
Midler stays In her record jacket and the Beet of 
Lambert Hvodriahi and ROM (Columbia) Is on 
my turntable, This is a re«release of the original 
scat singing, smooth talkin' trio to grace (lie for' 
ties and fifties, sans imitations of camp or 
foppery, These three tongue twisters roll out 
phrases at 7fl rpm so fast, their bi'dl-dl-dl'dO' 
wops and mwhy'doon earn out smoother than a 
snifter of brandy on a cold night, Racked by a 
cool acoustic trip, L,H, k R perfected the use of 
the voice as a. Jm instrument, fluldly Inter­
preting "Summertime" and "Gimme That 
Wine" among other hoppers, Original vocals of 
'Twisted' found on Ml Mitchell's Court and 
Spark and 'Cloudburst' used on the Pointers' se­
cond album are Included here, tn both cases, the 
P S A  R L J M U o r y i m  
ana losing to tneiempiaiionsoi jaHnfc- and, sin, 
and a historical view of the South In transition 
during the twenties and thirties, The latter 
centers around the poor white's desire of a selec­
tive type of socialism embodied I In populist-
socialist-demagogue Huey Long's c ampalgn fight 
song 'Everyman a king' followed by Newman's 
ode to Long, 'Klngflsh,' 
Good Old Boye paints the Southern man 
within an unflattering although understanding 
frame, Nevertheless, it's a picture that's not 
to sail many records Down Here except 
among Newman fans, Tackling ! unlfledtheme, 
the album reaffirm* his poutloh; as Prince of 
Contemporary American Songwriters with more 
than one low kay laff par song, 
Important element in Kris Krlstofferson's 
touring band, staff producer for Monument 
Records, Kinky Friedman's right hand man, Bll-
ly Swan has been around the Record biz long 
enough to undarstand the Ingredients of a hit, 'I 
Can Help,' coming out of nowhere was simply the 
best single to grace the airwaves In many moons, 
using the Short, Simple (Almost cretin) 'rt Sweet 
formula. The relntroduotion of the Stroll Organ 
to pop was a hook If I ever heard one, As is usual­
ly die case, an album of the same name had to 
follow the smash forty-five, and ft did ==- / Ban 
Help (Monument), As Is to^oftejn the case, the 
album consists of few good tunes and a surplus of 
filler- All around, the unidentified backing is 
stfong, but the material isn't (hew to push It Tlie 
! green wrapper that dresses the two firecrackers 
on the front who look to me like they're Hot to 
Go, As for Ferry, ho adorns his Another Time 
Another Place (Atoo) In a less offensive white 
dinner tux as something of a cabaret smoothie,, 
complementing his recont press photo as a 
gaucho, 
Thoro aro other reasons to be curious about 
theso two entities, Roxy, the band Ferry fronts 
and writes for, Is the closest English artifact to 
Lou Reed's Love of Scum, of course^performed In 
their own rotting manner, Country Life 
celebrates a depressing kind of love amidst the 
crumbling Fall of the Empire, It is rock as antl' 
art, played out In a detached unlnvoived 
madness, true theater In sMous vamp that 
B o w i e ,  M o t t ,  a n d  o t h e r  A n g l o s  o n l y  s c r a t c h e d  a t , .  
Ferry's monovoice sets the ton# behind a 
crashing array of slick guitars (thanx, Phil Man-
7mm), drums, and white noise, It doesn't 
always work, 'Blttefsweet's' goosestepping 
rhythms come off mote as Ubereehloehtmn a 
wafflestomping Na&l beat The underlying ten» 
sion that makes Rosy both threatening and enter* 
taining is difficult to sustain through two sides, 
But the band gets off the easy way as have so 
many groups lately, and that's by going to Texas 
t'Pmfie Home') This is either the most adven* 
furous English band of late OF a total crock of 
shit No in between, Willi a bunch of eiNrt 
' Continued en p, 29 
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Tunes to Go Auitinana ;' , 
. s Were you upset at the end of the semester J « Austin's history and futare are your thing, 
Iwhen Jcrai Mitchell, Jerry Jeff Walker and the ' 1 youbavten't seen or heard it all »mUl you have 
' /' rest of the gang accompanied your old roommate visited the Au^ TravisCounty Collection down-, 
I 11 to a new abode? Well, fear not. Without spending ' town.^TOecolleca«i ItNtattaS 
• " " a penny you can bring your stereo back to life by g f ^ Central Public Library a 
] f, 'ISuftTpSblSi^ffers between 7500 buffs, owners of old homes and the 
, X- 8000 records for you to borrow. They can be ' C^st «s ®»n 1a 1 
v ll^%iecked out Just like books. Even a growing directories dating back to 1872, early 1900 Austin 
" rV«wii«.Hnrt nf fam* i» at vour disnosal Music telephone books, and thousands of . old 
" ^fSries rang?from classical^ country ' photographs. Books, diaries, ledgers and family 
' ^^Tweateni" I albumsof old Austin residents are also available 
/: rfffWmaJor collection of records and casettes is '^"^ro^sing. ««rii«„t Au»tin 
^^(wate<i in the Central Ubrary at Ninth and ' Whil® you read "f* ®arl,e#t Af$t3 
' i 'Guadalupe. Branch libraries offer a smaller y°u ^ Jf8' t ..J?6? >. * 
r ^XIi3inn - 1 , - r > t t L - residents wh? "remember when.'!But if Austin 
V- »-r* you need tochWM'oiittelrt-AiTrtlhS: today cobras,youmore,city reports (50m the 
iPublic Library card which can be obtained upon r<" city coi^ll and officials are on file. . 
any proof of your Austln address. * -.^ The closed collection is open .tothe public 
LUaSmUK k 
WB Of. ' ' ' 
'  '• J1*.XjtH 
SS-i,. ' 
472-5433 
, Moru-Thun. 9-9 
Fri., Sat. 9-8 
^ .. . s 
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v Sfc-
Is nc(thing sacred anymore?'Were ell those 
propaganda folders that were rnalled north to 
prospective YankM ŝ dents ,)n. actuality but 
propaganda? What Happened to those promises, 
of year-round sunshine and skinnydipping? Was 
For :those who feel cheated by cold weather 
and oc<rasi6iuil snow ther^ la an; alternative to 
calling up the weather bureau hourly and asking 
when |t wiH be warm enough ib go: swimming 
'agatafiThe Amia Hiss Gym Indoor pool (fom 
WomiiH!i'« Gym) opens its igates to anyone preient-
ihi r itiudont ID from M Monday4hrough Fri­
day, In addition, the pool Is open from 6:4M p.m. 
MWFjfbr thoWiwho want to exercise, without 
Maiei;;i»w;welcomed with open arms into this 
" once female domain. No skinnydipping, please. 
; ' ' • <  .  •  B p t h k i  
-Indoor Swimming 
.Anna.HUi Oym 
Motiday-Friday 5-8 p.m. 
MWFSl4M'p.m, • 
When ElisabetNey came to Austin in 1892, she 
built a castle.to use as a studio for her sculpture. 
The castle-studio is chock-full of,busts of famous 
people she met on her road to success — people 
like King George of Hanover, Ludwig n of 
Bavaria, Bismarck^ and Garibaldi. 
Her first big break in the States came in the 
form ofra commission from the state of Texas to 
sculpt statues of Sam Houston and Stephen F. 
Austiri. These are now on display in the Capitol 
building. 
The house she built in Austin, Formosa,?is still 
standing at 304 East 44th St. It is one of the oldest 
remaining examples of 19th century studio con­
struction. The lot it stands on is a' miniature 
pastoral scene; sufrounded by several acres of 
wooded land, complete with running creek. 
The hoU8e, now a museum under the auspices 
of the City of Austin Parks and Recreation Dept, 
has. been preserved as a memorial since her 
death in 1907 and has been placed on the National. 
Registiy of Historic Sites: Besides the Abundant 
samples^of the sculptress' art'bn display^ there 
are also several programs offered through the 
museum, such as life drawing, sculpture classes, 
and children's.arts. 
Leslie Spink* 
Elitabet Ney Museum  ̂ . r.. ... 
394 East 44th St, 
Saturday through Monday 2-4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday through Friday 9:30-4:30 p.m. 
PEARL January )W» 
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actors. |p$? . „ . iiw* 
Offering Beginning and Advanced cla»»«» v4g 
in Acting, T*ai Chi Chuan, aodtheuwand 
^ing of the human voice. . >y  ̂
' *  j ST 
> 
fe/epftone for reservations and intor*  ̂ * 
motion: 476-4536 weekdays, 1I a.m. fo5p.m. 
Afjftln't ttntst /fllan ntfurant  ̂
' 727 W t̂ 23rd  ̂- ?} 
Austin. Tmu*. 7B70S 1 
JV-
- 476-1046 v 
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72SW.23**d 
Live ^ EnteftilBWe/if Nightly 
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BBDUPMTEDI 
• BEEP VSAUSAGE . RIBS * 
• POTAT6 8ALAD • BEANS ? 
• ONION * PICKLE * BREAD 
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2330 S. Lamar' 4<14-8461 - Cuatpm Cooking 
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UNREGULATED MALE ̂  
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GUATEMALAN 
CONNECTION 
, Make your connection with these jWltf'han&lqomed;shi 
dresses, jackets, and even handcrafted jewelry.̂ Mfe  ̂
fcl 
<*"t Jc'fp I 
 ̂ _4 iiapflr t ,  ̂Mopday-Sat. 10-6; Thursday, til.8 
'/ pi, A Kt 
T 
(WVmROF 
-&&%* " 'a* fiji"* hV'OV, S ru^V^) > 
l i t  *  S \  
i '™ w s *»Ti"tSiT,"p^"Ti-T>7" 
Blood Plasma Donors Needec 
|̂f$ Mem' & ^oi*kerti,& 
EARN $14 WfEKLY 
wWF* fwi\s, 
We're only tw<i and a half blocks West of campus at 
801 Wast 24th St. In tha heart of tha student 
neighborhood. Call us at 476-7636. 
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Blood Components, 
OPEN; MON. WTfiURS., 8 AMWKPW 
i ' tubs** fjii.'# mtojjmmM 
t CLOSED wED:i &rum^^m  ̂
u. - -
-:5<i 
r * * 
--I'Vrf^ - ~ 
sit 
Jonfti 
tSN&l lavonce ox. iis.iiinjuuir* r fuw-ute. uiuuw » 
I^BestanyGifitPES OFWRATH (Apri?2).See 5 
-^^Swa* qvdc^tef^^^^fi^wtointegrateS.»- J*' <£ 
JtiBw the dto6j^i^lM^^»ek.tailM»i86e| 
piiesbafeV̂ t QUIETONTHE WESTERN j , 
f$BpNT(F&gfc); te^taDy<dat#ai»wt stilla*> | 
Ipftwerful tale, * 
J»etf«t\^fssf?l^grVfalof,s TB^BIGM 
W&RADE (Feb. 5) ffbm<^ettfeTebrs. ~ " s 
^iiKina^cas is also Mngijig in three at Leni | 
brilliantly Jbotograptoed) political?; 
^edocimi&taries, tth/MPH OF THE;. 
A-CMarcfa 11 ),OIYMi>M I (Feb'. 19)£aadf 
JMP/AJI (Feb. 20}k:They 'superbly il-1 
frustrate, ttteimportance of documentaries and ' 
tbeir almost abstract "rendering of form and .; 
novementinake therifcjj'trkh that shouldn't be 
5»« t ;?«r -! . . I  •> "  J-sS 
Wl 
tfor those travirig turns for the; ears Srid. 
£r flappers for the-tofes;- catch Gene Kelley, Debbie • 
, ''Reynolds, and Cyd Charisse doing some fast, . 
frfj furibus fobt shaking in high style in SINGHfG -'•) 
ttDV T^ERAIN CinemaTexas has this ,; 
'~**-zk» }*~%i «.«•**_ »•* isfc 
Ilfel Twed of eliUst snobbery? Fed up with elegance 
fl'-l'lnd art^Thep hotfoetit over'and catchihe week-
if ily offerings from IheyUhictn .Saturday Morning 1 
^ .JFun Glub; Remember wondering what Dr. Zorba 
J' %as~ doing with dialk dust on his bands? Does | 
^Clatu BuratJaNikfe ring a belt? If not, then don't; a ' 
. ̂ ss THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL 
'.^April 23 —not a-Saturday, but still a great 50's 
\t^i-fi flick). NoUtdy does it have Michael 
" iPatricia Neal, and Sam Jaffe, it also boasts a 
.qrobot vrtth.a ray guQ eye to help put across, its 
&•*' jfiantfcwir message; ;Hot damn, that's art 
Pi So, if yotrlove movies, and why else would you 
readings obscure review column itf an 
Obscure campus magazine, written by the only 
5£ "• film critic associated -with- TSP who thought \ 
!/- %HE KLANSMAN reachedthe apex of 
<e^frinematic fcensiOvity.dob't overlookthe campus 
^ -iilms.0ii,"the,way.r-- . , , 
V>^"- - r **1. Tom Jones 






' This may well be the semester of. the Custard 
Pie. Comedies of American origin proliferate' 
through the Cinematexas and Texas Union s 
schedules. Of course, therg will be the usual 
- historically significant films, mostly courtesy of \ 
" Cinematexas on Tuesday nights. The Klanwllly 
ride in Griffith'sBiKTJI OF ANATION. (FebS 
^A)r Russian sailors will mutiny in Eisenstein V 
j silent classic P03TIE8fXI2V.fFA.-ll)^:and. an • 
eyeball will be shockingly slashed in the Dall-r 
Bunuel surrealist siort UN CHlENANDALOU. 
r(Feb. 18, showfng with'the expressiqnistic. 
^CABINET OF J)R> CALIQASI). Finally : A1. 
Jotion will bring sound to film With.the 1927 film. 
: THE JAZZ SINGER (Feb. 25), even if only in 
* one section. As Jolson put it, "Folks, you ain't 
.^heaiii toothing yet;" " 
?-:>>Beside^;the expected harvest of classics, there 
; are .the discoveries of less well-known filnis by; 
recent masters. Fellini's LA STRADA (Feb. 4,^ 
Burdine) and NIGHTS OF CABIRIA (Feb. 11, 
Batts) • are excellent early Fellini starring^ 
. Giulietta Massinaa It's a close decision as ttfe? 
- which of these if Fellini's best. Francois Truf-
faut's THE 400 BLOWS Qm: 26), a com­
passionate study of his quick-witted — and 
autobiographic—hero Antoine Doinel, has a 
^deserved stature, but the Antoine Doinel.5 
character is- also .present in LOVE AT* 
; TWENTY (Jan.f'30). This lnteiesting-soundingf; 
: feature.<is-a compilation of short segments; by^ 
; Truffaut, Andrej Wajda, Renzo Rossellini, 
> Marcel OiAuls (THE SORROW AND THE. 
P/ry;, and Shintero Ishikara. 
Two rarities on the Cinematexas list standout. 
Luis Bunuel's 1954 film of ROBINSON 
CRUSOE stars Dan O'Herlihy and was describ­
ed by SIGHT AND SOUND magazine at ,the 
time as "a picture destined to give pleasure in 
twenty.years." Now we can, find put for sure. 
Perhaps the most provocative of the unknown 
quantities is THE WIND (Feb, 19), a 1928 film 
with Lillian Gish by Swedish director Victor 
Sjostrom described by Pauline Kael as 
"magnificent." 
But it is the comedies that bring the most im­
mediate promise of pleasure. Comedies began 
relatively purely "in this country/as a'crude, 
direct, stylised.form. There was much swinging 
v * 1 •* * i 
of arms &nd falling down until Chaplin, thought of 
- more gracefidiways. to lead into the inevitable 
pratfall., Chaplin and Keaton were natural 
American.} cdmic artists, although Chaplin 
^beatnleTmdt^ selfconsciously artistic later in 
his care^r 'and ^Keaton never made ttot transi-
§ tim- CITYZIGHTSttJan. 29),^one o| Chaplin's . 
it best, came out in 1931 after sound had swept the 
icountry^but Chaplin resisted and proved himself ^ 
f right l{was[abig popular success ata time when' 
•^Chaplhi's" mime .said more than all the talkie 
1 clunkers; For the stouthearted, the especially 
^lovely*Chaplin-feature THE GOLDRUSH w\XL 
be jshown Feb. 1 at the Saturday Morning Fun 
Club. ' 
. ? Amazingly, Reaton's films,—which were enor- , 
v mously'popular at the time of release in the 20's 
— fell into decades of critical neglect. The ex-
iStraordinary^caliber of his silent features reveals 
fja consistent melancholy comic philosophy 
v without' words. Everything is.expressed through 
paction :and 'images,1 sometimes close to perfec­
tion.Having seen OUR HOSPITALITY.' (Jan. 
21) and SHERLOCK, JR. (Feb. 3), they are 
doubly recomrneiidedl They are -brimming with 
beautiful: stunts (physical in HOSPITALITY., 
magicaliaiSHtSRLOCK): and direction, offbeat 
gaga amiitiie poignancy of Keaton's distant, 
ci .-v" "" a j "T ^  ̂ rV>V: -.'-
C "> 'h ^ 
KSililSI 
re^urcrfulch»flcter; Tfte fetter is~a^ 
with" THE STRONG MAN, a highly regarded 
Harry Langdon comedy directed by newcomer 
Frank Capra in l925, which makes the program 
not to be missed.. 
The fortunesiof- Keaton in the sound era may be 
followed in FREE AND EASYXFeb. 10), a 1930 
talkie with an all-star cast. It's a mystery item to 
me, but a jr undiscovered treasure may be waiting 
there. If not, Capra definitely made the transi-
• tion to sound. His technique for laughs, tears, and 
naive humanisin will be on view inilfS. DEEDS 
GOES TO TOWN (Feb. 17). Comedy is not so 
pure anymore in this part-screwball, part-
activist story, but Gary Cooper plays the tuba 
and wins Jean Arthur — the archetypal sound-
comedy heroine. 
Mihe Spiee 
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Recycled Relics 
;; '"Antiques," the sign in the frpni yard of the 
Americana Nostalgia Shop,, 2801 Rio Grande, 
,. seems perfectly suited for the old brick liome and 
.. its quiet neighborhood. But appearances can be 
deceiving, and in this case they're just plain 
wrong. 
One spooky glance throu^ the, window, at a 
mannequin's head iUuminated in a glass cabinet, 
and one ^^ei^^^sh^^enyrai^g the bell. _ 
A personal tiour. of the stoop by Robert and 
Stella Morehead, owners and nostalgia experts, 
immediately quenches all fears. Their 'antiques' 
.. are American memorabilia,' ranging from an 
Elizabeth Taylor Sew-Easy fashion Kit to a 
Hopalong Cassidy watch, from a 1930's Wurlitzer 
countertop juke box to Beatle cards,. One room 
houses past issues of LIFE and 1950's porno 
mags. Another, a five-foot hash pipe aind a coffin. 
. Bob, an avid collector of pulp magazines for 
fifteen years, sold his collection to Penn State 
University in 1972 and opened the shop with his 
earnings. Although he can handle trivia for to 
most elite collector, and does so by mail order 
catalogue, he prefers to offer nostalgia at . a 
student's budget. The Moreheads also buy arid 
trade Americana — the more obscure the better, 
' and they may be persuaded to present a slide 
show of their 'artifacts' for groups who ap­
preciate their cultural significance. 
v Carrie Schweitzer 
Americana,Nostalgia'Shop 
2801 Rio Grande  ̂











• AT THE VOBTB 
• U r n  
ACROSS 
I. Formerly of the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band 
II. Road (abbr.) 
12. An Eastern Bird (pi.) 
13. Wyman, Richard et. al. 
15. Land area 
16. Greeting 
18. Girl's name 
19. Estate (abbr.) 
21. Twain creation (initials) 
23. NY time 
25: Anent , ;• 
28. A UT Communication Dept. 
29. Repondez (traditional) -
30. Speaker of the House 
1(3. Houston's Icemen 
35. Turbine 
37. Not (prefix) 
38. Excess potion 
40. A motion picture corporation 
41. 18th letter of the Hebrew alphabet 
43. Football position (abbr.) 
45. Girl's, name 
47. Freud's Self 
48. California city 
49. An active 60's group 
DOWN 
1. Source of music in Austin 
2. Maine's big man 
3. Observe 
4. Texas brew 
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Native metal 
Of paramount legal importance 
Proceed 
8. Disease 
9. Used in electric lamps 
10. Biggest jet of them all (abbr.) 
14. Above , j, 
17. Indefinite article 
20. Mistakes I 
22. A South Carolina; senator 
Thanks for Everything (abbr.) 
26. Dig 
27. Having the characteristic of (suffix) 
31. Morning 
32. Lieutenant Qov. (abbr.) 
34. Kris Kristoferson's wife 
36. Signifies the future 
38. Jimmy the Greek sets them 
39. Away 
42. Help 
44-. Tennis hustler (initials) 
46. Bring to pass 
39 X 
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on the drag is where I make the money. The com" -' 
petition is hot bad because of the variety. People; ^ • 
do-not want the same thing every day." ?«»&&•£ 





I Since late last year, University minions hungering for the taste of donuts have had their "'''" 
choice of walking to either thei more or less con-;' 
genial|̂ >of Oobie Cebter or; the approximate: 
WW-' " ' 
W$f$rh .. . , , 
S&i$ 'Long ago when eveiyotfe either-livid In doir-
53^^'mitories or at home.it, Wasn't tcw> hard to find a> 
:*in sidewalk selling on the urging from friends 
who used ! 
ranlow;the idea^started Bounding 
ter until he-set up a little cart and • 
iss.Sbrimpybeansprouts, cabbage, 
ilch winego into his secret recipe 
one of his regular customers to 
iven't tasted any thing like this since 
e 'rolls go for a decentfifty cents a 
lording to the reactions of our expert 
moni 
better and 





shot and a< 
' &mpiled fay Leslie Spink* 
'staff of taste-testers, merit a four star rating at 
least. Thetje's hot mustard thait's! Actually hot, 
^soy saiice, |nd a delectable sweet dnd sour sauce 
tadrenchydureatswith. Charieymakesjiisrolls 
FJ''ftmd"diean meai. Not so anymore and so the i ^ eyery morning by hand and proudly, declares 
%£* ^/search for the good lunch for under $1 goes on , "They ta^different every day A' caught him 
^ £$and is aideid once again by the efforts of those' ;; nn •*•••*** 
jr^starving young hack writers at PEARL 
Magazine. ' ~ , 
%-{£. Journalists have to eat too, but on our salaries t. ; 
t ^ it's sometimes difficult to afford an Egg McMuf-
- fin;-let alone a gourmet's treat like an afternoon 
5;f4^<ln the toym sampllng the goodies from the food. 
^" V;-^vendors^That's where payola comes into the pic-
t^"i;ture. Uke the semi-employed depression era 
' - - - - '— -4"~ 
o  a goodfday. The eggrolls stay warm in a 
styrtfoamj ice chest, so we suggest ihe gourmet ^ 
who wanti jthe best get to Charley<before 1 p.m. 
•for peak ilivor. . .. 
" ' " Joe Nkk Patoski 
"&•-^.students that they are, our fearless reporters 
&];f^-'.S^fontied a breadline last week-and sampled the . 
^^ 'A^pecialUes free of charge.", With sunken cheeks - 1 
l^i^and shrunken belUes, the Starving Six sallied 
Wk.,-^Jtorth into the Jaws ,of a sausage on a bun and a . IU,WI» 8M 
flfApiece of hot pizza.and fearlessly, bring you their 
'rifW^ports from the jungle. Ladies and gentleman, 
Caffe •' l'\r -- • V 
Mike Si tjoti figures his 75 cent quarfer-jwund 
sausage o: i;abun offers, morejneat for the price, 
than a re 
8tyrofoair 
^e|̂ !we proudiy present The Pearl Guide to 
Iff8^ f T**PWr, V ; . r. J 
X""'1 Charley^* Eggrolls ' lli^p 
m 
hvhii 
• • • • .  * ." Bp . 
pilar hamburgeri Served: hot from a; J 
Ice box on his .Drag stand'simply " 
marked cyfe.' the Kolbase sausage on a French 
chewy but hardly, tough and makes a: 
one can eat on .the run. The taste is 
t hot and the gi«ase is;nq bother. 
,'who has been on thedrag wbe late'; 
r, operates out of his establishment, 
tCaffe',' at s the comer- of 24tij and 
| sponsors poetry.reactyngs aqd recitals 
by a recorlj er and cello trip,as well as selling ex­
otic; coffes, gumbo, and 'Daily Tex Sand' 
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ly in front of the Co-Op. He picks up his wares 
early in the morning' and hauls them up the -
street. Later in the day, around 11 fW, he repeats-
the process. If it's a sunny day and you come 
strolling by at either of these, times, the donuts r -• 
are hot. ' ' -*J, 
. The donut selection is not exactly Dunkin', but 
glazes, chocolate, sugar cake, maple, cinnamon 
. twist and eclairs are available, costing fifteen to i 
eighteen cents. For the big spender, there are ' 
cinnamon rolls and buttermilk donuts, runnlng27 . . 
.cents and 25 cents respectively: If-your taste for '. 
- buttermilk parallels your^ financial solvency,' 
then try it; it's pretty rich and sugary. ' • 
The donuts-are reasonably fresh, and eighteen" v 
cent coffee is there, to wash them'down, 
regardless of whether liquid becomes a necessl- :? 
ty. Depending on when you catch them, oatmeal 
. raisin or chocolate chip cookies are on sale for 
thirteen cents. . ^ 
^ Generally this 1? a good place to stop for a 
wquick munch, especially if you'find the air in 
t?iDobie a bit weighty at times. ^ < \ 
SJt* '; J • A Aflchael Pitta 
Salvation, Sandwiches 
"/-IS''-' , " 
When those inevitable munchies strike, the 
people Who sell the Salvation Sandwiches have a 
sure cure. They have beenieeding studentssince,<>: 
the spring of 1971, when the sandwiches were" 
sold on campus. In the fall of that same year* th^ 
portable lunchroom was banned.from campus. 
Undaunted, they moved to the drag and business! 
is obviously booming. ^ 
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^^^at'grandfather,: Major Ezekiel Nance, cpme to. central.Texas in 1849 to 
i|\ ̂ irhelping to develop the area and buil^among,other things a mill, a meat-
|||^:fi$&ing. plant,and. the area's first church Most of hfajor Nance's desoen-
'l^ dar^ in Texas, and many were born and lived on the 
,^Ip^t^d^si]tfc^Clraig: photographed 'these original structures on the 
&krhomestead;1 some> bullt with slave labor, which are still standing. 
V, - ^ -Ed 
^Left A detail of the porch area./ if&V H „ , , 
ImBetow This hotise was built by my^featrgreat grandfather, Major Ezekiel 
Nance;iii 1850,'The house is all cypress^milled at the.mill he constructed on 
the Blanco River, Originally, it consisted of twp log cabins with a dog run 
^5 between/ After a number of additions, the house included three bedrooms, a 
front parlor, a kitchen, a living room, ind dining room. 
Top right This house was builtbetween ~18fi>and 1^70, and was used as a 
" "boys house' or single men's quarters Built of pine, it consists of two rooms 
with a fireplace opening in each room. Neither of these houses had electrici-
% ty until 1945, and used carbide lamps or kerosene for'light. Both were built 
llf^pmpletely with square Aails. ^ , 
Below center Interior shot of bedroom.?'• 
(7 built before 1863. Major Nance tailed the slaves together under the great oak 
l^.free to tell them they had been freed after the Civil War, although none of 
them-left. r 
§ii 
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> . Prices range from the 35 cent combination 
peanut butter, banana, and honey, to the $1.15 
smoked turkey with bologna and cheese. The 
most popular seems to be the jalapeno chedda^S.. 
cheese which, as a matter of general int6res^«;; 
. was given to this stoirvihg-reijorter as aiw swi^^s 
pie. It was great: the big bla&'dog 
ed in beggingjfree bites thought so, too. The ven-' 
dors make their own bread and smoke their own • 
; turkeys and hams, which does make a difference. 
The owner, Roland DeNoie, sports a floppy 
brown bat, a beanl, and a ponytail. He can usual-
ljrbe seen standing around chatting and watching 
- over the situation; he takes pride in his business. 
• He is still hopeful of one day selling sandwiches 
again on campus but, for now, is "up against a 
brick wall." /•• /;•-
• Future types of sandwiches, include "depres-'' 
: .sidn delicacies,*' as. DeNoie terms it ... 
something along the line of a v bean soup 
sandwich. Now that's something to look forward 
, tow l> • 
' ' " • Charm Cox 
- Cfarksviltej Bakery 
• Even though you're not in elementary school 
anymore, you cannot be denied that one in­
alienable right of all students r-- the right to a 
; glass of knilk and a couple of,, cookies after ^ 
finishing classes lor the day. <•„ *• 
Step on over to the Clarksville Bakery cart and" "1 
• dip into their itwo huge coolcie jars. You will sur-
fare with a handful of wholesome cookies that 
will never spoil your appetite before dinner and 
at only 2 for 15 cents they won't burst your 
budget either. They offer a wide variety of 
cookies and brownies, including chocolate chip, 
pecan, carob, and oatmeal. 
Clarksville Bakery is a five-member co-op 
which has been operating its cookie cart on the 
Drag for a little over a year. The doughboys at 
Clarksville BSkery bake their cookies, brownies 
and breads fresh each morning from ground . 
whole>wheat floury using honey and molasses in­
stead of sugar. 
II you have a sweet tooth, these are not the 
- cookies for you. Wholesome they are, sweet they 
are not. Not that all is sweetness and light in the 
world of cookies — after all, Nabisco never turn-
: ed out whole wheat Oreos. Their recipes give 
> PEARL January 1975 
cookies 'mote of a breadlike texture than 
anything the little elves in hollow trees ever 
turned out for Mr. Keebler, but they are distinc­
tive and worth a try. 
Leslie Spinks 
Macombini's Hot Dogs 
rRen(iemt>er.thfe 25 cent hot dog? Well id does 
McCombini;,buta quarter won't cut the mustard •• 
in 1975. These days you're 1ucky;to get a wiener 
and bun for 55-eents, or'two for' a dollar, if you 
can wade through the regular Drag phenomena 
to Glen "McCombini" McComb's hot dog munch-, 
out mobile; '' { . 
Hot DogMcComb hit the.pavement in October, 
adding hot dogs, chili dogs, and sausage 
sandwiches toithe growing list of food-on-wheels.. 
Since then, the price of hot dogs has risen three 
times, but McComb keeps a consistent 55» 65, and* 
75 cents. Help yourself to mustard, ketchup,; 
onions, and relish. j • . ' 
Sidewalk hot dog stands are. nothing new to 
McComb. As a boy in New York City he was sur­
rounded by them. But it was in Atlanta, forking 
as a technician, that he decided to return to Tex­
as, precisely, to the home of hisj alma-mater, and 
get into hot dogs. And, according to McComb, 
topped off in/a straw hat, "it'i a living." 
His days begin'at 7:30 a.m., tabbing chopped 
onions and relish into tiny plistic containers. 
He's usually in front of the Co1©? by 10:30 a.m., 
ready for the hot 'dogs-for-bruii 
McComb adheres to the 
everything tastes better when j 
even hot dogs, and that his bus 
and convenience to hungry students. .What really 
appeals to McComb is being his own boss, the 
freedom to hire people he trusts, and work'his 
own hours in an atmosphere he enjoys. 
McCombini'# is located downtown at Sixth ahd 
ch crowd, 
philosophy that 
aten outdoors ... 
ness is a service 
Congress..''Students are usedtobuyingfood on 
the street. They usually buy,prepare, and eat 
their hot dogs right here. Downtown it's more 
likely that someone may buy three, or four to-go. 
and take'them back to the office. We're gradually 
building up pur clientele," said McComb. So far 
McCombini's is the only downtown portable cafe. 
As for taste, what can you say abo.ut the all-
. Americah hot dog? They're good, but get 'em 
early, while they're still hot. 
, i, • • Carrie Schweitzer 
Texas Pizza 
Texas Pizza is the newest rolling restaurant on 
the scene, having set up shop around Christmas. s 
Their cart is easily the handsomest on the Drag, 
with wood siding and a spiffy roof. The Pizza is • 
pre-cooked every morning over at TP's head­
quarters on 19th. A propane oven assures hot and 
crisp pizza, although some of the wealth of 
cheese sticks to the foil wrapping. The pizza is 
New York style by way of owner Herb Conrad 
who's actually from Jersey. That's close enough 
for us. We sampled the pepperoni and mushroom 
(75 cents a slice) and loved the thick and cruncliy 
topping, even if the pepperoni was a little skim­
py in relation to the mushrooms. Cheese slices 
are fifty cents and a special vegetarian prepara­
tion with peppers, olives, onions, and mushrooms 
is 75 cents. 
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Five year? from now K-Tel Records and Tapes 
will probably be offering you late night TV 
viewers "a 2-record collection of those Golden 
Days of Redneck Rock for only >5 98 — $6.98 for 
V£Z2&^f7t*VM-
. But why wait? 
Once a month for the next 6 months you can ex­
perience if Texas-style Midnight Special 
through the wonders c^video tape and FM stereo' 
, simulcast and the commercial backing of the. 
Lone Star Brewing Co. V ' ̂  
Lone Star has signed a contract with ShelterVi-
sion, a division of Leon Russell's Shelter 
Records,* to produce six prime-time music 
specials-called The Hone Star Cross Country: 
Music Special, Willie Nelson, acknowledged by 
some as the Spiritual leader of the Austin music 
' scene, has been hired to act as host for the six 
shows and will be a headlined performer in one of 
them. Eacfi of ttie shows will highlight individual 
performances by ; three;.different • "progressive; 
country" groups and"feature, conversations and 
interviews with tbe'artists appearing in tbe 
series/ The series' intent 'fis to capture the es­
sence of the Austin music scene" and also,;more 
realistically, to sell a whole lot of Lone Staf, „ 
, Competition in *the Texas beer market1 is 
cutthroat. The Texas "bee», Lone Star, Pearl, 
and tosoifleextentShiner.nave longbeen scrap­
ping it outgmongthemselves, but within the past 
"five\or six years the^cureion of the three 
national 'heavies'; Bu&'Schlitz, and Cqors, has 
fOrced^the'cTexas breweries to" stop their, vicious 
2£>>8 
ISP 
infighting and concentrate" instead on the 
nationals. Lone Star, the sawiest Texas beer,, 
was thefirstto decide that there was no way/to 
successfully compete with* the,biggies on their 
own terms. $p the company decided to focus a,i-
good-sizedportion'otitsgadveHisfngbudgeton 
the young (ynder 28) beer drinkers, Wfitotojd be0J 
leftrela^wlyunexpIoited:by:jitibstnationalbeer,; 
advertising." As' $o^d-Schneider, -tone^Starfsl 
yice^PresldfentVJ fdr5 Public - Relations put j, 
"We're going afterthe young peopie, that critlcial 
mass of people. They move around. People,who 
don't move around don't'drink beer " .2;ff | 
"Encouraged by Its' "profitable" association 
with Eddie Wilson's Armadillo World Heaid-' 
quarters, Lone Star and its host of marketing ex­
perts decided thkt inusic would be a good vehicle 
for reaching this virgin market. And since 
10 
"**• t 





Was obviou8'4o all 'coobeif^^^t^^ie^a^oe^ 
to-be heard Would be-that of ole ShotgunJVillie 
•-hisself.- ' ' 
• For a brewery that wants to dominate the Tex­
as feuds market, Lone Star has taken a very un­
usual stance iri presenting these specials; There 
- -will be no commercial breaks. It was decided „ 
that commercials destroy the flowand dynamics• 
of a music special and that the shows would be 
better received if there were no interruptions at 
•all during the entire hour. The only commercial 
content will be visible Lone Star-JLong Necks as >„: 
Ytffeynaturally.appear at the:taping. Needless' to:? 
say;'ibere . will be copious amounts of those ubi­
quitous brown bottles. , • 
; The shows have been filmed at yaribus places ' 
: ;?~around the state, with most of th^ihterviews and ; 
technical, work being done "at 'jShelteryision's 
ranch outside of Austin. .. .. 
• Tape shot at Willie Nelson's Fourth of July Pic­
nic will be used for one of the shows because 
ShelterVision was disappointed with Midnight 
' Special's coverage of the event," ShelterVision 
I • 
1 
re-edited the tape, cut out David Carradine and 
the like, and brought back the important stuff — 
Doug Sahm. Doug Kershaw and Waylon Jen­
nings. 
r' . Jerry Jeff Walker, who.was taped December 22 
CatMcFarlin Hall at SMty will share 60 minutes ' 
with Ray Wiley Hubbard and Asleep At The 
pWh^el, who^ere filmed' together, at Alliance . 
Wagon Yard here in the River City on Jan. 21-24. 
; Steve Fromholtz, Rusty Weirland 6.W. Steven­
son were taped late in December at the Ritz.-
Theatre in Coipus Christi, While Willis Alan 
Ramsey, Jimmy Buffet and Greezy Wheels were, 
„ recorded in a session'4n the pasture next to the ,, 
ShelterVision studios 3 weeks ago, ^ ^ , 
; Willie Nelson'will appear with Sammy Smith 
;and the old yodeler himself, Kenneth Threadgill, 
vin'another diow. One of the shows is-unfinished. % 
:^It tentatively features Tracy Nelson and'two acts 
.-"undisclosed at this time." 
. The Lone Star Specials differ from the normal ; 
TV 'concert' show both spiritually and technical- ; 
ly. All commercial television wants to make . 
money for somebody; too often it is done in a 
-crass and offensive manner; Lone Star, ^. 
ShelterVision,^ and all the artists involved decid­
ed to eschew this typical television-
characteristic and work instead for' an 
Aesthetically*turned-on' production. From, the 1 
iserfes'«inception"there'has always'been total ar- % 
tist involvement ~ considered the key to produc­
ing the very, best music product for TV. The ar- ,< 
tist is involved with planning, producing-and •-
editing. It's a new approach to filming fnusic. 
.<SheltfrVjstoHtst^qu^'cte^ ^ 
recorder (VTR) enables the viewer to observe all '.^ 
stages of the recording session'simultaneoiisly. % ' 
system's. co^^^j|M#|b;ur|y^s:'M 
four camejras, dlfiapingLatue sam^time Each " 
;VTR records on its ownl-indh master rtel. When / 
^laye4/backihh»ugh.£(n ediUng device^known as ^ 
,EEeO,4t ylelds the look of 16 cameras, There ̂  
"afe-infirite combinations available when<$ditfttg;%: 
» 1 I \ 
"/ShelterVision is-also using a second satellite'J 
remote audio recording vehicle with q Ifr-track y 
audio board and a 2-track audio recorder. Nancy ^j 
Cushman;- ShelterVision's production co-;^ 
•ordinator, says it best — "The result is totally, a? 
totally television beautiful -r- a gorgeous picture A', 
with tremendous audio. .Electronically and 
technically, we tried to cover everything."^ - ,r 
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coach who ran a cut-rate player mill, lurhing outr 
players* wholesale tp provide fodaer for the 
games Every morning, after the trainees had 
been driven from the barracks by trainers with 
whips, he gave fui insane speech about the 
character building qualities of- Sports, the 
American way of life, the Texan way oijdeath, all 
the time wearing that little cloth ctfp and 
repeating, "In the games, stomping ain't 
everything, its the only thing 
. r:; Wo^se even than this was the company he had 
to keep. Many of(the other players had actually 
volunteered for the school in their simple desire 
for the women,..fame, fotfun$ and job^ecUrityi-
that came to successful players. Bret knew it 
had, been centuries since the days ^hen players 
had Men conditioned from, conception to be-, 
brainiest fighting machines, docile pffjthe field 
but human dreadnaughts on it, but somt of the 
ones Bret .knew were not capable^of being house 
trained. Sometimes he thought sapper was the 
worst time of the day, since watching them eat 
could put a strong ipan off food forever. 
They were given drugs, to excite them in the 
morning and calm them In the afternoon, drugs 
to help them develop muscles; and dfugs tp keep 
them from becoming too muscle-bound. ,Theydid 
constant calisthenics and practiced ».with< the; 
various weapons used .in the games and,drilled in. • 
the coach's favorite tactics. All this was old hat to 
Bret, who bad played In school, and was bothered 
by the brutality and. inhumanity heiolwd in the 
big leagues, flls drugged' (jiincfttkm 'and the 
hungry guard dogs made escape impossible, so 
Bret resigned himself to trying to become a star 
under these unexpected conditions/ •\f, 
JHe would lay awake at night recalling: his 
younger daysand.thehero worship he had felt, 
toward the star' players, ""the^,cheap < player 
biographies hfe had devoured, *h0w. he^ha'tfi 
showered every traveler Jrom-Aus)tifi With -
questions about what went on'jn^he gajnes. He 
wondered why the public did not realize the. 
truth i " ' 
He gothisianswerafter he was^elected for.an • 
upcoming game. A Highroller in fancy cowboy 
hat and boots came in and inspected the lined up 
trainees and picked out the ones he-wanted. Bret 
was among them. Then came the repprters from 
the local newspaper, bulletin board, and t6wn 
ciyer guild to listen to the speeches Bret and the 
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others had been made to memorize.1 "The others 
team throws a good long bomb/ but we hevCr' 
have any trouble dodging the bl&st Coach Bays' 
we should haye no trouble if we keep close m so 
they will have to make it a ground game Most of 
them don't hit hard enoughand you can,take it on 
your armor^withiio trouble Coach "says wevcan 
handle them ,easy '.'"They were toend every 
speech by saying sfflnething like, 'iYeah( ah, you 
know, I really love the games* you Tknow,f they J 
really (do something" for, pe. Uke. W know " ^ 
1 ^ After a' few such performances the game was^ 
almost a relief. Bret and the othergs^t,mutely 
a roorabeneathU»e stadium, Usteninfeto ffierOiK 
* ihg roar pf„the crowd watc^fVhafever^eqt 
„ preceeded 'them and wondering what the'next 
, hour would briijg. putsjde the doorfoey could^ 
hear the guards trying to hold off armoD of howl* 
ing degenerates who were trying to g6t at th£, 
players. "They get their kicks by fondling thet 
ah, well,'doomed,"^guart'explained This did 
n o t  h e l p  t h e i r  p e a c e  b f  t a i n d  _ J  /  ,
The guard noticed Bret's depression, Y'all 
ain't been draggedyet?WeU here, hit up oa this 
'dynamite stuff everybody'Been getting^into • 
Jately " He banded Bret a greenish bottle filled 
With brown,,bubbly liquid "They find depo&fsaf 
'this all over the city, JThe ancients took if this 
.way instead of snorting it>for(some reasort,^ 
t though in some bottles the cok6 sefems*to have 
dissolved But it will still giveyoita twomimjte 
sugar high Try it", * ^ ^ * 
' Bret, who knew and appreciated the power of 
s "cocaine, drank greedily from the bottle. Coca< 
y-
CUh|£$ , 
5 the ancients Vd TV instead of drugs 
' ̂ Just the# a trainer,gutter in tp give tbj||uijr 
tions^'Boy, you beenfaeaiin£«r u£ side?!?* 
if you been lotting up on cofce, you sure^|i 
this stuff and we can,5a®; S0| 
did jsot get his ^ofc^^|| 
They were herded <wtintatnl 
and the game began^The^ball carriov;^! 
kickoff died beneath a haijtotclijbs boots^M"" 
and chains "Firstdeath bnjffie^yardline^C ̂ , 
and Smith on the kill," qra^ed'jHhe ultra^nci^ 
h. PA systemi-tfhe r^l^ewient-trotted 
Bret noticed somethSig- AU the jj^r.p^jfer 
were berserk with drtfjg-ihdujced rage, bu.Hh$: 
reflexesWere slow and^uicoordinated,; Brej^cj 
no trouble 
whole.^however, waS^^^'a^Tasswy^ 
went down, like :fliea|an$r**"r 
replacementsvBret 
fromeach play unh^»f|ned|e"'y"™, 
ball carrier, He losiffi'^'**1 
verse, boited down taih 
began ta notice f 
other'side ran out of relia^m^^ aft 
facing Wifast't^ipgW^^ll^i&lhl 
vimuvdrooiedand gnnii^l^"'*" 
" smiled, and^ised his left; 
he stared at at in won 
"Some black Zen %idhl! 
devoured by^fabid 
- "Good; good Ba-j 
r him t' 
aide handed Bretajatjge 
^juddidn't notice, hefag^pl 
' Iy a burfcfi ofjiiKQunt^o^l 
could tellhp^ y'ailv/as^h^" 
this butdpn'tcom^hacte 
Meil 
climb up on hlslcneei 'ptay 
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liwiTmrftt mmM 
"FofXyndori, <eomtally and Coadi Royal!", 
f shouted, givingtheancient Texan battle cry 
as,he1ieki aloft fusbloo3stained plying, club. As 
he'did^a Wa^okefortbe flrsttime tbthgroar-: 
y^fgingqf the cjrowd'anrf began to gape in astonish-
^vmeht irt mto tteseatsbfthe ancient stadium. As 
^^.counby lloyheliadonly heard'of these things 
|^f;andhe»wa4 unealsy as hesawfor the first time. 
gKf^tbft^ they frowled and gashed Jt&ir f&c£s and;; 
l^ .pouniled on thfe seats ^relieve their orgiastic 
^ ̂V^en^rsome becoming so <lrunk'with blood lust 
0 dfbloodon all Wis. The undiriating roar of, 
Uu^ts w^ed oyer Jiim, soun-; 
W$%iaag like a,.|iacfcOf wolves ihat had scented the^ 
' v t t  , s l ; v  1  
Bret iazediy'steppfed over' some twitching^ 
tnelt before the gowrttpr.who lurched forward; 
''abd^res^ afUtUev^th cap ontO his, head ami 
bfeUowedf'^njy^uthwity as governor ofTexas 
and all'the fiefs, cars/Wfe. freemen, Counts, 
^ -Hi^iroliers and Coaches it may contain, I hereby 
" < duby'alLa.«>achj| Inthisthe twenty-thirdyearof 
„ myrelgn and the three hundred and fifth since 
"flwnativitytof I^ndon Johnson:" 
) 1,^'Coach!Bret was staggered. He had never 
dreamed ithis, would happen when he first came 
Austin to tryjiis luck in the stadium. As the 
; crowd roar^lts approval he found liis mind go­
ing back jUrwhaftthe-old man had said that first; 
day in Austin. '^Old sport," he had said, "Herein 
modem piwt-inlfustrial Austiri reality is football 
and sanity is a precious ownmodity. A man hangs 
onHo whatever comes his way...." -
He had jusl/confe into view of Austin for the 
first time wh^n he heard that from the old man, 
on a hill east/of town on Highway 71. Bret was 
with the escoik of agrbup of pilgrims going to the 
LBJ library, and was growing tired of listening 
to the complaints. "Daddy, Daddy, why do we 
Jiave to go up and down all these hills on this 
broken old road. Why can't 'we follow the rjver 
i'< where its flat?" "Be cjuiet son. The ancients 
JcnevV what they were'doihg when they put it here, 
s That's when cars:ran on gas." 
^.%<nie.pe(ipleTwere'awedj|)3r.tlieir first sight of the 
" liuge, crumbling buildiiigs, and Bret asked the 
old man, who wag-sitting by the road, to point out 
'fz the stadium. 
.-^Y'aU here to tryyour hand in the games? The 
occupation offers a restricted future. A man 
. . i T ' , ' , . . . .  . . . .  . . .  
. £ 4  ^  N* 
1SU 
w/">t by Uimont Wood 
could be seriously killed. What makes you want 
Jo tiy?" 
feyoB- know how it is," Bret shrugged, "My 
father had three cars and four sons, so there's 
nothing left for me to do if I want to make a name 
for myself." 
"Yeah, I know how it is. Old, old story. You 
haven't even thought about who you are going to 
play for, have you? Well, you better. There's a 
big demand for players because of all the games' 
they put on, but you. can't live long on some 
' teams. Ever played for anybody?" 
"Hasn't everybody?" said Bret, wondering why 
the man was so interested. "I played for my town.; 
' when T was in school and later: fought with the 
eounty team against the cajuns in Louisiana. In. 
fact, the Count, you know, the county judge, 
named me to his All Star team." 
"Well, that may or may not help you out here. 
The fans have been wanting more and more ex­
citement, and the governor wants to keep the 
voters happy. You know they legalized the spiked 
ball and chain the other day?" 
''Then you know something about the games?" 
"Sure. Tell yOu what, these people aren't gonr 
na be jumped by meskins from here on in, so 
come with me and I'll show you the town. Come 
on, I like you. Lambs going to slaughter intrigue 
me." 
The tour was an eye-opener for Bret. "This 
repaired building here is the governor's mansion. 
See all" the guards. Don't make any sudden 
moves. Smile. Wave. That's it. Those machine 
guns are real, with mercury primed bdllets, not 
the flintlocks you're used to. That pink thing is 
the capitol, where the Counts assemble to tell the 
governor what they think, or plot to assassinate 
him. If the Count does notcome or send anyone, 
his seat is sold on auction to some Highroller, you 
know.. . 
"Ya see that old white tower with all the pink 
brick around it?" ,r< _ , _ . 
"With the wall going'arQUtfd it?"* 
"Yeah, though the guard towers area modern 
addition. I don't know wfcit happens there, but 
they are th£ ones who organize most of the 
games. You'll see. It's called the university, and 
it's t^e most powerful fief in the state, bar none. 
In the oUf days they used-to practice xerox and 
other-forms of magic there, but now that's all a 
facade. And that gawdawful huge thing.is the 
stadium. It's .growing late, so why don't we bed 
down in that inn over there? I highly recom­
mend it, live entertainment and no cover 
charge." 
Inside the crowded tavern, lit with flickering 
torches, the old man began to pty Bret with glass 
after glass of Shiner beer and chatter about 
which coaches had the best teams, which 
Highrollers had cars and which ones faked it with 
horses, and other gossip. Bret, however, had 
eyes only for the waitress who served their table. 
His throat went dry with desire as he saw her 
glistening, naked scalp. All the other women he 
had ever known, of kept their heads decently 
covered and itiever made, such a show of 
availability. His eyes were riveted on the sight of 
shimmering in the torchlight. His eyes bulged as 
she turned around and he saw that the shiny, 
knobby base of her skull was naked to the world. 
She came over to his table and leaned over to talk 
to him, so that her giorious, bare exciting scalp 
was almost in his hpt, sweating face. She asked if 
he wanted anything. 
The old man noticed all this. "Go on, goon," he 
said, nudging Bret, "Shell go with you to your 
room for. spare change. Go on!"' 
Bret rose unsteadily to his feet and lurched 
forward. As he i followed her out the .door his 
wooziness increased, the world began to spin, 
and he almost did not notice the two men who 
gagged and • tied him. The last thing he 
remembered seeing was the old man being paid 
off by someone ih a little cloth cap... 
During the weeks, that followed, Bret ex­
perienced the utter depths of human degradation. 
He found he had been kidnapped and sold to a 
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by Earl Scheib and Lyndon Berry 
:"I jes wanna be a cosmic cowboy...' " 
"•* •""ir '̂06 
bea'f 
i, Star magazine (the two 
board music, <—^ , _r , ,,, .. . 
years later and in Austin that he instead might have written "Whither goes 
thou Cosmic Cowboy oh yo& shining; white steed in the night?" WelHranMy, 
neither have we. 
wei 
ly fOi ftU YUU ucntv cu utcu uoot^tu hbiwkmwiwmwi tt—'.t.- -"•:— r ~ • 
baggers, eager to Adopt this new cross between Baba Ram Dass stod Sam 
Bass,Just think, what tfwmepnecaJlB on you. to sing Seeds aha Steins 
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(preferably a German Shephard named Toke or Melo), andpickup trudfe ^ ^ I 
.The old|r the beta* (the truck, that is)., . ' . - ** '/< r-5 
#. Vfc 
* 1 *  n  *  PfM T"y OI. 
, 5), You're ready tP ride, buckaroo. Complete the backdrop with the most 
essential item — a beat-up guitar made whole with: autographs from the 
stara;-Stir in stimulants. 







' ' ,t- 'l-2'A 
6) Now you're at home on 
mirror shades for mystique, coke spoon from Oat Wilie's, and any kind of 
turquoise you can afford. 
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  '     the range, or at least in some alley of Austin. 
Get laid back by singing a song about a) the Mountains, b) taking LSD at the 
Rodeokmake sure Old Lady and Toke laugh until their stomachs hurt on this 
one, eVen if they've heard it fifty times already), or c) a quickie three-
minute Philosophy Course on Life. 
Go bore a friend. 
Our thanks to Oat Willie's and the University Co-Op for their 
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A pait of skulls,- seemingly transplanted from 
the set of Death VaUeyDuya; hangs high on the 
mustard^colored-. wall, completing the Western 
.,. .. picture inside the ranch-style office; Dwarfed by 
massive wooden bookcase standing beneath 
*"'£ them, the skulls nevertheless providejmore pertly 















Besting on ahorn of^one of the skulls,'an old 
*1 V^fbuffalo's head, is a dusty gray hat that evpkes 
' "^memories of somebody utterly Texan. Somebody 
3 » 'like Jttfrank Dobie.But it didn't belong to Dobie, 
1 William D. Wittliff is the occupant of the 
<, ranch-style office. The hat was his grandfather's. 
' -'"He and his wife; Sally, are the'owner-publishers 
i-^of the Enctao Press, a regional publishing firm 
• " .that, in Wittliffs words, "published out of the 
region, for the region," 
, - TO theleftof the buffalo skull is the other skull, 
' presumably that of a Longhorn steer. No hat 
rests on one of these horns, but the skull itself 
,, 'still evpkes memories ol somebody Texan. And 
, lathis time it is Dobie, " ,:lr /'•> _,-/ , 
v/ • "That skull belonged to Dobie/' Wituiff ex­
plained. "Shortly after-he (lied, his widow called 
1 me and asked me if I wanted it." So if hangs on 
"'Wittliffs wall, one visual reminder of the part 
^ Dobie has played in the life of the talented 
, 'designer-publisher, and in the life of the region. 
: :iWiltliff pubU^(Eis for— Texas. V 
• J The idea for WittlifFs En'cino Press- can be 
J '< ""4 jlt&oed to his boyhood days |n Blanco, a Texas 
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A view of downtowj».Mar8haH.'u 
Hill Country town to which his family mdv&t 
when hie .was 11 years old. Herg he experienced^ 
"typical bouhtry upbringing.""*' 
But not until he was 14 did Wittliff become tru-' 
ly interested in Texas culture. At this time Dobie 
entered the pictore. ' r' v'r(V 
"I had an aunt who worked in a Houston 
- bookstore. She sent books to us every Christmas. 
Some of these were books by Dobie and it was 
then that I realized literature could spring from 
any jground. I could relate Dobie's books to my • 
experience ... We were just a bunch of .un­
sophisticated coiintry kids who assumed all 
books came, from New York, England, 
•vFrance...." " . 
But definitely not Texas. - > 1 • T ^ 
VTexans are just'coming to an understanding 
. of what material for literature it has,'.' Wittliff-
i . said, and the literary and artistic explosion of 
Si Texas ls what provides the fasts' for the Encino 
Press i < ' 
Wittliff is fortunate'that .theifirsl Offering of 
;i":Lwthe JSndno Press, was a book written by a man 
v who was, in many waysi a definitive Texan, "a 
' man who figured in Wittliffs life in more ways 
than one — Dobie. > ' 'r . 
s * Dobie's book, Bob Moore; Man and Blr4' 
man, was designed and published by Wittliff 
t while he was business and production manager at 
Southern Methodist University,Press. 
Wittliff and his wife, Sally, another individual 
instrumental in the success of the press, worked, t 
on the book at night after work, and sunk all their 
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Is now. open to serve "you with a Wpepi|fl|̂ |t  ̂
game room- featuring: r if&M$ ?$ 
• 3 Poo' rjleifeiM*" s 
• 4 Foosball Tables 
Pinball Machines 
• Electronic Games 
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 ̂ Come in earlrar0 ̂ njb 
 ̂HAPPY HOUR fromjM 
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fvUowj^AfUteipoetmcomptUti: the.complete-acc^ed^ 
tftheAutobiographical Writings!# the Deceased. •. 
Theyi-M>ere^:ojriginally::publiahed'rpostf^umou8ly'and' 
anonymously in Chile andsubmitted byPeter Hales, the Ex- ;-: 
ecutor "for the Estate of the Deceased. In respect for the 
•MBfwsoftheddceasedribislDork.iapublishedasabody, with 
noalterations in either.spelling, lineage?or typography. 
frags^?*' j-£> * _ <_ - * r< . " 
rang? :'';:':; 
digffslpliifi <- " ', ",7 
he Great Searchg^:-* 
^{Hie»lMi^3&d(mi«eiitlda^to the desert in search of Mexico. 
.THey^we're'driving a blue-car and one of them had brought 
?his wonun, Theyt W^ere all^earing birthday hats 
3because^they-ikme from a birthday?party, or so they told 
P^^^tfie:ladjr at thegas station.;Whowas paralyzed. Then came 
'>:^^?Mrr1»hen}an out of,the restroom. With his notebook 
gg^a9fcM£1>$F case, a laughable sight He knew liis four friends, 
^p^- and -he knew his four enemies, and he knew them 
-^ '^Lwomei l^en went they all, eating of the honey 
that feU in great droplets from the nervous;sun; all except . 
;, of course, man bone, tied to the wind: heading South. 
Morphology off Boneman 
When they took him apart 
this is what they found. ' , . 
No heart. v; 
Nobrain.ii-v^ 
No mouth. ' < 
No ass. ' - " \x '"••! 
A long,'long, penis, wrapped in'Ohio.f 
Much coffee, wind, cigarettes. 1 
on Bone Song; 
• twit twit phroo, twit twit , i 
phroo (song) says bone man; 
up in the high branches of a tree, • 
his briefcase crotehed, " v 
mad boneman trying-to be a bird. • 
0 and if the wind corties o and if the wind 
boneman ivould be in trouble tattering and clattering all over concrete, 
twit twit (song) says bonebirdman, x 
looking at the sky. 
The Popular Bone 
BonemanwenttoAustin, Texas 
with a research fellow and a rented trailer* 
full of: hdir and. teethe sentimental detritus of marble women! 
Set up on top of famed fossil-tower, 
&W<en rsa,w the/dur Visions they were splendid in shiny new sorfibreros and very di(J he meet bear) g^j hulking aged \0Se bear; 
^'drank.and ihey stopped to apologize for running over a piece of sculpture; 
;;jf|¥an4 they offered me a ride. As they smoothed out of the shoulder; boneman , 
' distill;fluttering off the luggage rack; was how I first met. 
SP* sr,trf» 
Cryptozoic 
jf^Ehe arcbeqlorafci caught up "with boneman 
D^6omewhe& onthe North-Pacific Coast. 
<?!&•& 
fewliThey we re We they'd foond the missing link. 
Sfr^BcmonaB was just preparing for tHe long crawl to L.A.: # 
li'J' there rtti^it be the real life. Xucky for him, 
'^jpsi-before^poliedfUpon, boneman had settled in with 'African strong man', 
^^ictaiof joif a^ speaking tour. Boneman was glad to throw him off, 
ttansom to the necrophiliacs. Diffteulties arose. 
^rheyfthpught^as-long as 'they,were.v there; they mi^it as well, 
..loofc for the lce Agfe. look for Gary Powers, missing ice-fighter, 
pc ^Boneman snuck off under cover of Arctic night, having no illusions 
^.'^bout Qie smell of human: flesh under civilizations.. 
and they sat down and talked. Neither of them 
desirous of what he had not dnd the other did, 
'neither; in other words, hungry for the other's meat, 
bear .began with Jiis high laugh and his low, strong stick. 
A hut, thatched of such subtle innuendos, 
save$l them from the hot sun and the parade of sororities; 
And bear taught Mr: b.2 the song of scratched claws, 
and b", with an ardent pain where his empty hole was, , 
taught the song Of the wind. Then . 
they arose to practice. 
On the day and point of reconnoiter, v 
Mr. b. arrived to find the bear, \,i 
with a withered hollowing of a cave^between his legs, 
and they sang a harmony so subtle, airplanes stood still in the sky, 
a wife came to cook; air, the common food, 
breath, the common meal. 
Peter Hales 
• v  \ W  
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money, $300, into the project The $300, Wittliff 
said, "was not near enough-to publish the book, 
but fortunately, it sold fast enough to pay the 
'publishing costs." 
: Dobie's book was the first to come under the 
designation, Sncino Press. Wittliff explained the 
name: ."I was raised on a ranch in Blanco, and 
there was a live oak in the front. The word encino 
is an anglo corruption of the Spanish word 'En-
cina,' meaning live dak. It was a Spanish word _ 
that sounded nice and was appropriate." 
- A 
* Bob Moore: Man and Birdman was the 
springboard for Encino Press's success. 
"Because the first book we did waSby Dobie, 
could 1* trusted," Witttiff «aid.: fggg 
' That a writer of Dobie's statute would enti 
the publication of one of his books tpa young malt ^ 
like Wittliff can be attributed to at least two fac-
tors: Dobie's interest in young people and 
Wittliff's acquaintance with Dobie jat the Univer- j 
sity of Texas. 
^-"I got to know Dobie in college. He was in^i 
terested in young people and so he was interested 
in me. He was a good talker and I was a good 
listener. And I wanted to do something in an area 
hfe^was-interested in." 
* Other quality Texas writers were attracted to 




Cotton Belt 'and Houston &Texas Central crossing, X^rsicaiia..; ^ 
rural influence. He is down-to-earth, honest and 
straightforward! He gives no evasive answers to 
questions. And he displays a sensitivity that sur­
faces in his design work, not only in the use of 
. color, but also in the use of typefaces. 
"T^efaces say different I things. Some are 
Wittliff got into the publishing business,by a 
"stroke of luck." :=i ^ 
"I was in Dallas interviewing for jobs in adver-. 
tising and God knows what all. I knew Dobie 
wrote for the Southwest Review (a literary 
quarterly published by the SMU Press) , so I call-
^masculine, with thick, bold strokes. Others are ed SMU Press and'.inquired about a job with 
• tnore deUcate ":Typefaces have a feel. They pro- — «•—-—•» *«•-» 
ject a mood," Wittliff explained. 
Wittliff learned, the basic techniques of design 
and publishing in general while at SMU Press. 
However, his college days provided him with lit­
tle practical application in thd field. 
He graduated from the University of Texas at 
Austin in 1963 with a bachelor of journalism 
degree and a major in public relations and adver­
tising. But, as, Wittliff said, J"A BJ is totally 
worthless in publishing. At that time there was 
little publishing in Texas. I assumed it wasn't 
possible to stay in Texas and |l|e in publishing.'' 
Southwest Review. It just so happened that the 
production and sales manager at SMU Press had 
just quit, so they asked me ifl wanted the job... I 
knew absolutely nothing about the job, but I went 
ahead, got in and learned it." 
In 1964, Wittliff returned to Austin, accepting a 
position as sales manager for the University of 
Texas Press. He held this job for eight months, 
and admits he "didn't like it." 
Wittliff decided to establish permanenthead-
quarters for the Encino Press in Austin. The 
press encountered some difficulties at the outset, 
not the least of which is the fact that book 
Witliff and vaquero. 
One such writer was Larry McMurtry, author 
of Moving On, Horseman, Pass By, Leaving 
Cheyenne and The Last Picture Show. 
"One day I talked to McMurtry. He said, 'I've 
got something to send you.' I didn't hear another 
word from him until, a little over a year later, he 
called me about the book he wanted published." 
The book Was In a Narrow Grave: Essays on 
Texas. • 
The reputation of the Encino Press is not based 
only on the fact that it boasts writers like Dobie, 
McMurtry and A. C. Green. Credit must go, in no 
small measure, to Wittliff, whose tasteful 
designs lend aesthetic quality to the publications 
of the Encino Press. 
The • feeling Wittliff expresses in his book 
designing is congruous with the literature of the 
region the Encino Press reflects. The feeling is 
that of the culture of Texas, the old West specter, 
and the use of colors depicts this mood — the 
browns, yellows and other hues Wittliff uses to 
paint a picture of the cowboy culture through 
design. Wittliff himself is a product of that 
culture. 
Boyhood life on the Blanco ranch has hewn a 
strong, stocky figure. The brown hair, brown 
eyes, brown moustache — all seem to share 
something with the autumnal outdoors of the Hill 
Country. Wittliff's personality also reflects the 
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is lifte "l^'iA'S .___ , particularly in-M1 
C-SssNir g'aSVT '- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r> 
^ p^V.£ v-iM "Publishing in Texas is hard because there is 
awide marketrkl^, it is financially difficult. 
I="~ * ,cln the last year alone, there has been between a 
'-i2and 44 percent increase in production cost?," 
^' Another complication involving publishing is 
'the fact that all the major distribution; adver-
f-~ fising and publishing firms are located in the 
JEast, These are the forces responsible jfor 
.-transmitting a national culture haying little or 
Nothing to do with the true Texas experience. 'A 
. ̂ regional press like the'Encino Press, Wittliff 
»i w«(; does not have access to these facilities and 
& the transmission of'all aspects :of Texas 
culture to the people of Texas b^mtedtffictilti 
^particularly fsinceTa majority of readers are 
young; people , 
d Wittliff has also had to confront the forces of 
nature,/ "V' ' „ 
1 (In 1969, "£'fire"wiped Ait the first f<wr pr five"; 
;;years of work," he said, j"We had just bought a 
place on South Lamar and hadn't mo^«|jji 
j , . So we kept our inventor^ In a printing 
;< in Austin, We lost everything, but by this tnrtfw^ 
<7? Had a reputation.'So we started over agafiip§||| 
As "Wittliff said, the^-Encino Press ha<i:es->ij 
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has accumulated serves to illustrate this. 
Wittliff has been cited severaf times by the Tex­
as Institute of Letters fot his design work, dating 
back to 1965 and the first Encino Press book, Bob 
Mare: Man and Birdman, Wittliff is also a 
member of the Texas Institute of Letters, an 
organization established by Dobie, John A. 
Lomax and others. The purpose of the organiza­
tion mirrors that of the Encino Press. "The pur­
pose of the T.I.L.," Wittliff said, "is to make 
Texans aware of writing." , 
^ Wittliff has taken that purpose, but is taking it . 
"a, step beyond, to another form of expression. 
In the last year, the Encino Press has been 
moving in a jiew direction, the visual arts. This 
move is epitomized by a planned 20:volume 
. visual history of Texas! The topics include cow-
' boys, Indians, women, oil, cotton,: agriculture 
and transportation. Photographs for the project 
have been gathered for the last three years, and 
the first volume, Wittliff said, is due in 1975. 
. Wittliff explained the: change of direction: 
"There are now two generations raised in a pure­
ly visual fashion... WatchingTV, for example ... 




County Courthmise in Abilene. V £&. .ft 
One of the latest books reflects the new trend, 
j^et combine} with the "cowboy reminiscing" 
concept prev alent in the EncinfiJPj^sS!s.<arlier 
catalogue * „ "If1'* 
The book, a photographic essay,' is entitled 
Views in Teicas. The pictures were taken in Tex­
as iirthe 1890s by photographer Henry Stark, and, 
so far as Wittliff knows, is ,fthe earliest sur­
viving collection of pictures of its kind in Texas." 
Wittliff has a photographic essay to his credit 
- as part of the Encino Press bibliography. The ti­
tle is • Vaquero: A - Portfolio? of Eight 
Photograph*, a collection of photos taken by 
His interest in photography dates back to about 
1969. His son, Reid, now 5 years old, had just 
been born, and Wittliff spent a lot of time "fool­
ing around with the camera That "fooling 
around" has lead to the Atlantic assignment, the 
Texas issue, which should proye interesting to all 
Texans interested in writing and the visual arts. 
The special Atlantic is&ue will also feature 
such Texas writers as McMurtry, Larry King and 
Molly Ivins. Wittliffs place in the issue is by no 
means assured: He doesn't know if Atiantic will 
take even one of his photos. That doesn't really 
matter. What his work exemplifies is the tireless 
Wittliff while-he was in Mexico. The'subject is,. attempt to present to Texans a picture of their 
of course, the Mexican cowboy. ' ' r' 
;#|He is currently working on a photographic es-
" say for a special Texas issue of the Atlantic 
Monthly. Wittliff'r photos for the 'issue are 
strictly- niral-oriented, and he has traveled 
around'Texas to photograph subjects for the pro­




Colutnbia on the Brazos, 'Birthplace of the Republic of Tfexas.'^v' 
culture, an identify that Wittliff claims is con-
fusing to Texans. t- < * 
"Seethat'picture,"Wittliff said.pointing toa: 
photo of a young girl riding horseback ln cowboy ., 
garb. "That picture is where Texas is at." Tex-
ans living in a modem age trying~to cling to the 
romantic old West image. Hie result is a case of 
confused identity." 
Wittliff acknowledges that old romantic pte 
ture, and has stressed it in the. works of the En­
cino Press. The old skulls, as well as J. Frank 
Dobie, represent this side of Texas culture. -
, Another item in Wittliff s office, seemingly out 
of place, represents a new side of: Texas culture. 
Barely discernible, at first glance,-is a stereo 
record player concealed by the many volumes of 
books. Off to the side is a stack of record albums . 
reflecting Southern, as well as Texan, culture, 
such as albums by* Torn T. Hall, the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band, Arid Guthrie, Jerry Jeff Walker. A 
- tune by Jerry Jeff Walker, not a native Texan, il­
lustrates what Wittliff is trying to convey to Tex-/ 
ans. The song, "Hill Country Rain," points to the 
old and the new in Texas. Cowboy-hatted 
musiciatas in faded jeans sing songs about the 
modern experience in Texas — Walker and his 
compadres are the musicians' cliiaging to that old 
image, yet play songs that reflect their ex-, 
perience. Another form of artistic expression, 
this timeiin song that Tna^ can relate to. 
Wittliff is trying to accoiriplish just that — 
offering a diverse range in the artistic and 
literary expression of T6xas, helping Texans un-
• derstandiwhat a wide range, of inaterial for ex­
pression they have. From J. Frank Dobie to 
Jerry Jeff Walker to William Wittliff, the range.' 
is wide,.at least as wide as theiLone Star-State^ 
itself. ' 
M:, 14 
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"A dancermutbeareaUBUttotrtUjntoedorUianot, you 
are in competition with no one tut yourself. Do the work as it 
should be done or get out and never come bacfc^ 
.  - 7 - - •  -
1. Martha is a goddess, is 
cold pink and royally chinned; : 
is a marble Venus after days 
and days of rain, the morning • 
sun clutches her cheeks, drags • 
her tears, stretches her flaxen 
hairs into a pug. at the back of 
her brain, her black eyes are .,;; 
askew, her lips are flushed and 
flat, the morning sun chisels. 
at her shadows, at her thoughts t. t 
of last evening's show, f 
the snake.revels attrfy" 
snake lures them .the 
him the ringmaster.^ 
* to me. {^ 
We dancers 
- fashioning me. 
Acrobats of God. 
" t & "* 
•SSgi$ 
3. Martha on the purple velvet 
spread, on the bed, royallj^^.j ̂  
chinned, fingers lightly ^ " 
prancing around her calvesp 
pointing her nose ahead 
z 4 •>„ 
->w > y&A «i- •> v 
' Under the fallen stars suspended „; 
In the steamy airs of the big top» 
I dance 
amidst the spangles and 
the flipperty, amidst the shaggyV"1, 
white horses and the pretty girts 
I dance. 
I am arranged 
in a shimmering sari of flames 
that I draped and re-draped Zj,. 
fashioning me, for hours and hours 
before the lighted mirror for me 5;i 
before the show. ' 
I dance in the thick: <!alliope 
of the choreographer's workshop.; 
the indigpensible barre is raised 
to an impossible height, is ^ 
polished by the sweat of acrobats'- ̂  
hands, is warped into a boomerang.' 
the choreographer's chair or bench 
or whatever Is a squat stool ^ 
with a six inch round wooden seat,* 
is inclined at a . _ 
- at any moment ! may slides 
into a heap on the floor. 
Idapce , 
before you, the crowd, the collage,*:?-
of cigar smoking-fiends and jaunty^" 
perfumed ladies.,you are strapped. 
to bloody cushions, you scratch furrows in your thighs 
with your sweating fingers. 
I dance 
befbre them the acrobats, 
the shaggy white horses, 
the shuttlecocks, the clay . 
pigeons gloved in body suits. 
They spread their feathers, 
leap miles from their hearts 
I dance , 
before him the regisseur, the y ,*"• 
ringmaster, he is decked, is 
high-necked in fluffy black ^ 4®^.-, 
-silks, his thighs are brilliant ' * *- H * 
red and he cracks a forty-foot/ 
•- whip at me. 
I dance * •• 
he snaps' 
' them the animals, the.acrobat 
through hoops and deathrdefying 
stunts. 
I embroider my lungs 
with laughter, with the virtuosity 
of their arts.4 dance for me . ̂  
draping and re-draping * 
fashioning me. 
he snarls the whip 
at my Jeet I dance. I enchant & 
the whip, the whip is the snake^'f 
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iaid hers round hls'waist 
y ̂ bgetier-waidinigf' ̂  : 
' ̂  thfifrtoVe-b|euig d^ne  ̂
elief'you "breathe into m§||': 
J-4 Any person could see thai _, ̂  
ĵyoa'te the Salvation Army's ljest;angel« S|| 
jjnth the kind. of -pf1 •'•i > 
s serviras'you render :̂ ;| 
IlLike'' 
t̂he xmly bathtufe?  ̂/Mp 
»-«**• sap." si 
^SMa^and Denveî jsy? t» 
'\Slth So-many trials,»disguises .̂ 




*3n thjs place-qf the world ;̂,;̂  < „ *g 
Nmsyott'« the fand of „ § 
?fpt 
v fuat's got my^way of class/1 \ 
just another chick  ̂•'  ̂
^̂ 'i jyou-know where to find1 " 
fei#;uT " 
«f qalled 
-sk.'&r' i• • •'*&!**• .'oVOilV, 
W& 
Jflf-





Civ ̂  '*??v 
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|ven a^kUte boy realized > 
f̂ frt Vila WarfHv's-  ̂* 
ggijat̂ ^halg »' 
jferf î -ry^Tw- '•***•-•« 
y-
a: 
• !(niefy jvdnderin£-fever>  ̂
3 ĵj|fijd?yoU jfiake that fever 
surreiidefev-̂ t̂rt!.. 
'tterSliefia^̂  
^vifrom/ A "* 
Î theon l̂Sathtnb twtween " >. 
1 '̂ O^go and" '  ̂  ̂
_ Denver  ̂
•̂ Pteaklng into the skipping - ?,; 
shuffle of heart pounding :..S 
 ̂ kissing weather'* K|( 
filing the skfes~ r *0. 
0 hugging going on 
^ajr̂ Jike the time .would 
"f/sfJ'' never come to be 
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4v- these verses together $• .,1 * Xis f m i. ̂  watching you erase my grief 
like ̂  
itheTelief v ,-SltgW' 
•orti' 
A*, t thei 
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^Bathtub î ;t 
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. •, by Lisa Smith ' 
/ -v A Renaissance woman A talented generalise „ 
' < A Jack (ie)-of-all-trades. A 'Woman foe all" 
/ 1 ^ seasons Call her what you like, but you will find 
- ~ ' words and labelSinsufficient to fully describe thei_ 
elusive Sherry Kafka Wagner. 
Written words, unless they are her.own, can't' 
begin to paint a vivid picture of her creative 
i.mind or bright personality. A printed adjective 
;can't capture the perpetual twinkle in her brown 
pf^eyes or the enthusiasm in her voice and lively 
. ,-laughter. 
" You could say she is an architect, wife, mother 
*3f-three, a teacher, a novelist, a contributing 
a , editor,'a consultant on topics from urban plan­
ning, to education, and a playwri^it, but that 
^wouldn't suffice Her current work is as script 
writer and children's coordinator for. 
: 1 Camucolendas, the bilingual television show 
televised nationally from the University campus 
by the Public Broadcasting Service. 
Perhaps the growing unemployment lines 
should shift to outside her office door for a little 
job market advice. Sherry has never- seemed to 
have had difficulty getting the work she desired. 
"I have never thought in terms of jobs. I think 
this has really bfeen a very freeing thing tor me. I 
always thought of things as my worki Whether or 
" not I was employed, I considered myself to have 
work. It's been one work. The different jobs are 
• the different ways of pursuing my work. 
"Whatever situation I've found myself in, I had 
a point of orientation. I could say this is what I'm 
about This is what I'm interested in. This is 
what I want to learn. This is what I am interested 
in developing. Now where is a place where I 
might get paid some money and work and have a 
chance to work oh some facet of this?" 
Sherry began adopting these approaches early 
in life. A scholarship won in an essay contest 
enabled her to attend college. (She was one of the 
family's first high school graduates and the first 
to hold a college degree.) While she attended 
Baylor University, she had to find a part-time job 
to supplement her subsidy. 
; ''My scholarship for college was running out. I 
had to look around for a part-time job. So I looked 
around for all possibilities and found someone 
who wanted a partrtime typist at the Methodist 
children's center .'Now I type so bad you cannot 
• believe! I'm the siame'as I was when I took one • 
year of typing in high school. Everytime I came 
to class the teacher would just cringe. I was the 
worst in the class. 
"And I hadn't gotten ariy better. I saw the job 
arid thought, 'Hmmm.' I went out to the 
children's center and looked around the place. 
And I thought I'd really like to work with 
children after school. That would be a perfect 
job. So I answered the ad. 
"When I got there I'd already decided what I 
was going to say. So I laid this big rap on this guy 
and said, 'Yau'd be really sorry if you hired me. 
My typing is so bad. But listen, I'll tell you what 
I'dxeally like to do. I'm marvelous with children 
and I have this idea ...' 
"He started laughing at me because he 
couldn't believe it. He said, 'Lady, you really are 
Something, you know?' And I got the job." 
• When Sherry came to Baylor she had never 
seen a play. The girl from Arkansas' backwoods 
REARt.January 1975 
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n a play until I got 
in theater after 
k[) is pretty sniffy, 
that'." 
lid more than just 
became interested in studying] |drama underthe 
school's theater director, Paul Baker. Sherry 
credits him fof getting h|r interested 
play writing/ -
She recall^,V'I had never se* 
to college; I was very interesi 
that. I thought 'Now that (a pi 
I'd like to know how they die 
The new drama enthusiast y- ---- <r--
find out. She diditherself.Sheiry transferred to 
the University of Iowa her senforyeac to take ad­
vantage of their Writers Workshop. f. 
One of her plays, "The Marc Who lived God,;' 
was chosen at the school's spniig symposium for 
production^ Later her playwa& selected as. one of 
the best plays_of 1968. ' '{ 
• Sherry's play and works caught the eyes of a 
drama producer and a dramp critic from New 
York. The two men offered to help her get 
started with her writing. Before she graduated 
they had secured an agent for her at Curtis-
Brown in New York. 
Two years later her agent sold her novel, Han­
nah Jackson, to William Morrow Co., Inc. Two 
children's books were also added to her list , of 
literary works.. 
Other dramatic modes of writing led her into 
television arid films. Yet betweeri those televi­
sion and film acquaintances, Sherry has dis­
covered marii'festations ofher "work" leading to 
other interests: Until" recently when she and her 
family resided in San Antonio, she helped her 
husband, architect, and University lecturer Cy 
Wagner, design buildings. 
The former San Antonian also instigated urban 
plans for the Alamo city. The city's school 
systems consulted with her on bilingual instruc­
tion and teacher training, and Hemisfair 





: When Texas Monthly appeared.in,1973,' Sherry* 
was by its side as one of the founding associate; 
editors. Today her name remains ^on^the 
masthead tinder contributing editors  ̂
Writing — whether it is for a story, exhibit, 
play or script — tends to occupy, the majority, of 
x her,time. ** , < 1 •£. 
She insists that anyone who writes inust'te in 
love with it -
"There's no other reason anyone could want to 
write. It's terrible. It's the most absurd job in the 
world. You sit <$own at the typewriter and you 
think, 'I'm crazy. Iam crazy to think anyone will 
ever ciare. What kind of ego do I have to think the A 
- whole world will eyer care to hear that important Ja 
. thing I have to say?' ' * 
"When I was in; my early twenties, I used to i 
think, 'What do' jtou know about anything?' I 
thought l'd never siell anything. I was always con- m 
vinced, until many years later when I told my 
agent, that there were these little people at the 
bottom of the mailbox. And anytime I dropped 
anything into tiie mail they'd say, 'Here's 
another one from that crazy lady! Yuk!' " 
Today, some fifteen or sixteai years later; at 
37, Sherry's little "mailbox people" no longer 
bother her. They must have moved on to another 
young aspiring writer's box, for she has little 
reason to doubt herself. Determination has 
brought her a long way since she decided to 
become a writer at the age of eight;; 
From an early age her family's lifestyle 
benefitted her writing. With an itinerant Baptist 
preacher for a father, 'moving-days' were fre­
quent. Sherry attended close to a dozen different 
schools before she graduated from high school.. 
The young writer had a captive audience 
among her family. Her younger brother and 
sisters (the youngest ,15 years her junior) often 
needed her supervision and attention. An affinity 
to entertain and work with children followed her 
through the years. '' 
• Currently She is working at Carrqscolendas 
which is located in the University's'new Com-
" munication Complex. Her exposure to the televi­
sion media has taught her a lot and enabled her 
"to fall in love with TV." 
Her one-year contract with the show will soon 
terminate. At the same time* her .husband's lec­
turing tenure in the University's architecture 
school will be ending. So the question arises of, 
"What next?" 
On a recent visit, her mother inquired the 
answer to that question. Sherry told her she real­
ly wasn't sure. Several things had come to mind, 
but one was foremost at the time. Sherry wanted 
to make a film. But she confessed. "I've never 
made a film before." 
Her mother replied, "Why not? You've done 
everything else you've ever wanted to do." 
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